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Sf^S`WS\QS ]T QVO\US [OYW\U Wb O^^O`S\bZg VO`RS` b] T`SS bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S T`][
Wba b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ T`O[Se]`Y bVO\ ]bVS` Q]\QS^ba
BVca bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S aSS[a b] ^`]dWRS O\ W\bS`SabW\U ^S`a^SQbWdOZ ^]W\b
T]` c\RS`abO\RW\U bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T \Obc`OZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg W\b] aQWS\QS 0g bOYW\U
bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S Oa O RS^O`bc`S ^]W\b O\R SfO[W\W\U bVS _cSabW]\a ]T OcbV]`Wbg
ac``]c\RW\U Wb eS W\bS\R b] aVSR \Se ZWUVb ]\ bVS OQORS[WQ ZO\RaQO^S O\R bVS
aVWTbW\U P]c\RO`WSa PSbeSS\ ^VWZ]a]^Vg ^VgaWQa O\R ^agQV]Z]Ug Ob bVS PSUW\\W\U
]T bVS beS\bWSbV QS\bc`g /ZbV]cUV bVS bS``OW\[Og PS TO[WZWO` eS PSZWSdS bVOb O\
Sf^Z]`ObW]\ OZ]\U bVS aO[S ZW\Sa VOR \SdS` PSS\ bOYS\ PST]`S O\R[Og c\Q]dS` a][S
]TbS\ ]dS`Z]]YSR Pcb aWU\WTWQO\b aVO^W\U TSObc`Sa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@SaSO`QV ?cSabW]\a
BVS QS\b`OZ `SaSO`QV _cSabW]\ ]T bVWa RWaaS`bObW]\ Wa( ²6]e RWR bVS aSZTc\RS`abO\R
W\U]T bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S QVO\USRc`W\U bVS^S`W]R]T
' b] '!-³ 4]QcaW\U ]\ bV`SS RWTTS`S\b ^VWZ]a]^VS`a 0S`Ua]\ AQVZWQY O\R 1OaaW`S`
eV] `S^`SaS\b bV`SS W[^]`bO\b ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ []dS[S\ba ]T bVOb ^S`W]R 7 W\dSabWUObS
V]e bVSaS OcbV]`a O`UcSR T]` O\R QVO\USR bVSW` ]^W\W]\ ]\ bVS `]ZS ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg
dWaudWa ]bVS` OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa eVS\ Wb Q][Sa b] aSbbZW\U WaacSa ]\ bW[S acQV Oa(
EVOb R]Sa ^VWZ]a]^Vg VOdS b] Q]\b`WPcbS b] bVS abcRg ]T bW[S- 7a bW[S ]` O`S a][S
]T Wba Oa^SQba W\VS`S\bZg ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ- /\R WT bVS`S Wa O a^SQWTWQOZZg ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
[SbV]R V]e R] ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O^^`]OQVSa Q]\b`Oab eWbV ]` Q][^ZS[S\b bVS a^SQWTWQ
[SbV]Ra ]T ^VgaWQa O\R ^agQV]Z]Ug- 4c`bVS`[]`S 7 eO\b b] c\RS`abO\R V]e bVS
WRSOa ]T bVSaS ^VWZ]a]^VS`a ]\ bVSaS WaacSa RSdSZ]^SR P]bVeWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVSW` ^VWZ]
a]^VWQOZ VS`WbOUS O\R W\ W\bS`OQbW]\ eWbV Q]\bS[^]`O\S]ca aQWS\bWTWQ RSdSZ]^[S\ba
EVWQV T]`[S` ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ WRSOa \SSRSR b] PS OPO\R]\SR c\RS` bVS W\TZcS\QS ]T
^`]U`SaaW\U aQWS\bWTWQ W\aWUVb O\R ]\ eVWQV U`]c\Ra-
4]` SOQV ]T bVS OcbV]`a RWaQcaaSR bVS QV]WQS ]T eVWQV eWZZ PS Sf^ZOW\SR W\ bVS
\Sfb aSQbW]\ bVS [OW\ _cSabW]\ aVOZZ PS V]e eS ]cUVb b] c\RS`abO\R bVS OcbV]`Wbg
]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S ;]`S]dS` 7 eO\b b] SfO[W\S T]` SOQV ]T
bVSaS OcbV]`a V]e bVWa c\RS`abO\RW\U RSdSZ]^SR PSbeSS\ ' O\R '! c\RS` bVS
W\TZcS\QS ]T W Q]\bS[^]`O\S]ca aQWS\bWTWQ RSdSZ]^[S\ba []ab \]bOPZg `SZObWdWbg
bVS]`g O\R RSPObSa eWbV \]\^VWZ]a]^VS`a []ab \]bOPZg ^VgaWQWaba O\R WW eWbV
`Sa^SQb b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ VS`WbOUS W\ ^O`bWQcZO` bVS WRSOa ]\ bW[S W\ 9O\bµa .]T_T\`P
ZQ ;`]P =PL^ZY BVWa `S_cW`Sa ca b] Z]]Y Ob eVOb bVSaS OcbV]`a c\RS`ab]]R bW[S b] PS W\
US\S`OZ O\R Ob bVS a^SQWTWQ b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ WRSOa bVSg bV]cUVb \SSRSR b] PS
OPO\R]\SR c\RS` bVS W\TZcS\QS ]T aQWS\QS O\R bVS \Se ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ \]bW]\a eVWQV
bVSg PSZWSdSR \SSRSR b] PS W\b`]RcQSR O\R ]\eVWQV U`]c\Ra bVWa QVO\US ]T WRSOa eOa
XcabWTWSR ;]`S]dS` bVWa `S_cW`Sa ca b] Z]]Y Ob bVS W\bS`OQbW]\a eWbV aQWS\bWaba bVOb
bVSaS ^VWZ]a]^VS`a S\UOUSR W\ O\R bVS YW\Ra ]T O`Uc[S\ba bVOb eS`S SfQVO\USR O\R
OQQS^bSR W\ bV]aS RSPObSa 4c`bVS`[]`S bVWa P`W\Ua T]`bV bVS _cSabW]\ ]T eVOb acQV
OcbV]`Wbg Q]cZR Q]\aWab ]T O\R bVS SdS\[]`S Q][^ZSf _cSabW]\ ]T eVOb Q]\abWbcbSa
O\ OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\S O\R O ^`SZW[W\O`g O\aeS` b] bVS ZObbS` _cSabW]\ Wa T]`[cZObSR
W\ bVS ZOab aSQbW]\ ]T bVWa QVO^bS`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;SbV]R O\R 1V]WQS ]T 1OaS AbcRWSa
7 VOdS QV]aS\ b] O\aeS` bVS QS\b`OZ `SaSO`QV _cSabW]\ ²6]e RWR bVS aSZTc\RS`
abO\RW\U ]T bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S QVO\US Rc`W\U bVS
^S`W]R ]T ' b] '!-³ Pg abcRgW\U bV`SS QOaSa 7\abSOR ]T ObbS[^bW\U b] UWdS O Q][
^ZSbS ]dS`dWSe ]T bVS VWab]`g ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S Ob bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T bVS beS\bWSbV
QS\bc`g O QZ]aS SfO[W\ObW]\ ]T bV`SS RWTTS`S\b OcbV]`a OZZ]ea ca b] aSS bVOb RWTTS`S\b
]^bW]\a eS`S OdOWZOPZS O\R bVOb bVS`S eOa \] Q][[]\ ]` ]dS`OZZ ^ObbS`\ W\ bVS eOg
^VWZ]a]^Vg `SOQbSR b] bVS S\b`g ]T ^VgaWQa W\b] bVSW` R][OW\ 4c`bVS`[]`S Oa eS
aVOZZ aSS bVSaS OcbV]`a SfS[^ZWTg RWabW\Qb ]` SdS\ ]^^]aW\U abO\QSa bVOb ^VWZ]a]^VS`a
Q]cZR bOYS eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS aQWS\QSa eVWQV OZZ]ea T]` O Q][^O`ObWdS RWaQcaaW]\ ]T
bVS Q]\aS_cS\QSa O\R[S`Wba ]T bVSW` QV]WQSa O\R bOQbWQa eVWQV W\ bc`\ QO\ ^`]dWRS
caSTcZ POQYU`]c\R T]` bVS Q]\bS[^]`O`g RSPObSa [S\bW]\SR Ob bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T bVWa
QVO^bS`
BVS QOaS abcRWSa RWaQcaaSR W\ bVWa RWaaS`bObW]\ O`S bV]aS ]T3PY]T -P]R^ZY &#'°'"
8Z]T_e >NSWTNV && °'!$ O\R 0]Y^_ .L^^T]P] &%"°'"# BVSaS OcbV]`a VOdS PSS\ QV]aS\
PSQOcaS SOQV ]T bVS[eOa O `S^`SaS\bObWdS ]T O RWabW\Qb O\R W[^]`bO\b ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
[]dS[S\b W\ bVS bW[S ^S`W]R W\ _cSabW]\( AQVZWQY Oa ]\S ]T bVS T]c\RW\U[S[PS`a
]T bVS DWS\\O 1W`QZS O\R O ^`]^]\S\b ]T Z]UWQOZ ^]aWbWdWa[ 1OaaW`S` Oa O ;O`Pc`U \S]
9O\bWO\ eV] RSdSZ]^SR O\ SdS` []`S SZOP]`ObS ´^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T [O\µ O\R 0S`Ua]\
eV]aS Q`WbWQWa[ ]T []RS`\ aQWS\QS O\R bSQV\]Z]Ug[ORS VW[ ]\S ]T bVS[]ab ^]^cZO`
^VWZ]a]^VS`a ]T bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T bVS beS\bWSbV QS\bc`g 7[^]`bO\bZg SOQV ]T bVSaS
^VWZ]a]^VS`a S\UOUSR Sf^ZWQWbZg eWbV Q]\bS[^]`O`g aQWS\bWTWQ RSdSZ]^[S\ba W\Q]`^]
`ObW\U \Se bVS]`WSa O\R RSZWPS`ObSZg `Sa^]\RW\U b] bVS[ /\R ° eVOb Wa W[^]`bO\b T]`
]c` `SaSO`QV _cSabW]\ ° bVSg SfbS\aWdSZg e`]bS O\R Q]``Sa^]\RSR OP]cb bVS `Sa^SQbWdS
OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg O\R bVS aQWS\QSa eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
BVS QOaS abcRWSa O`S ab`cQbc`SR OQQ]`RW\U b] O P`]ORZg QV`]\]Z]UWQOZ ]`RS`
eVS`SPg S[^VOaWa Wa ^ZOQSR ]\ bV]aS e]`Ya W\ eVWQV bVS OcbV]` RWaQcaaSR VWa
WRSOa ]\ ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S O\R]` ]\ bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg 3OQV QVO^bS`
Q][[S\QSa eWbV O aV]`b VWab]`WQOZ W\b`]RcQbW]\ b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` RSaQ`WPW\U
VWa SRcQObW]\ O\R b`OW\W\U [OW\ e]`Ya O\R QS\b`OZ Z]QObW]\a ]T OQbWdWbg 7\ bVS
`S[OW\RS` ]T bVSaS QVO^bS`a eVWZS RSaQ`WPW\U bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T bVS OcbV]`µa
O\aeS` b] bVS QS\b`OZ _cSabW]\ ^O`bWQcZO` ObbS\bW]\ Wa UWdS\ b] bVS W\TZcS\QW\U TOQb]`a
RSaQ`WPSR Ob O O\R P W\ ]c` ^`SdW]ca aSQbW]\ BVSaS _cSabW]\a O`S []`S Sf^ZWQWbZg O\R
Q][^`SVS\aWdSZg O\aeS`SR W\ bVS TW\OZ aSQbW]\a ]T SOQV ]T bVSaS QVO^bS`a eVWZS bVS
[]`S US\S`OZ Q][^O`ObWdS O\R Sf^ZO\Ob]`g Q]\QZcaW]\a O`S R`Oe\ W\ bVS Q]\QZcRW\U
QVO^bS` ]T bVS RWaaS`bObW]\ /a [S\bW]\SR bVSaS bV`SS QOaS abcRWSa O`S ^`SQSRSR Pg O
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ŀŅŋŉņĻŌĺŋŀņŅ #
QVO^bS` RSaQ`WPW\U a][S SZS[S\ba ]T bVSW` Q][[]\ VWab]`WQOZ POQYU`]c\R T]QcaW\U
^O`bWQcZO`Zg ]\9O\bµa WRSOa ]\ bW[S W\ bVS.]T_T\`P ZQ;`]P=PL^ZY O\R bVSW` RSdSZ]^[S\b
W\ bVS \W\SbSS\bV QS\bc`g
=\ bVS ?cSabW]\ ]T /QORS[WQ 2WaQW^ZW\Sa
0SQOcaS ]c` [OW\ `SaSO`QV _cSabW]\ Q]\QS`\a bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T dO`W]ca OQORS[WQ
RWaQW^ZW\Sa ]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S Wb aSS[a e]`bV a^S\RW\U a][S bW[S Q]\aWRS`W\U
bVSW` `Sa^SQbWdS \Obc`S O\R RSdSZ]^[S\b 7\ bVS SfWabW\U ZWbS`Obc`S aSdS`OZ Q`WbS`WO O`S
caSR T]` bVS RSZW\SObW]\ ]T OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa P]bV Sf^ZWQWbZg O\R W[^ZWQWbZg eVS\
RSaQ`WPW\U bVSVWab]`g ]T a^SQWTWQ TWSZRa 7\ a^WbS ]T ]c` W\QZW\ObW]\ b] `STS` b] RWaQW^ZW\Sa
Pg \O[W\U bVSW` ^`MUPN_ XL__P] Wb aSS[a bVOb bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b O\R ^`SaS`dObW]\ ]T
OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa QO\ PSab PS RSaQ`WPSR Oa O a^SQWOZ QOaS ]T a]QWOZ U`]c^ T]`[ObW]\
4]` eVWZS[cZbW^ZS RWaQW^ZW\Sa[Og abcRg bVS aO[S b]^WQ P`]ORZg Q]\ab`cSR ° Q][^O`S
T]` SfO[^ZS SQ]\][WQa O\R\Sc`]aQWS\QS ORR`SaaW\UO^VS\][S\]\ ZWYS `WaY OdS`aW]\°
bVSW` `Sa^SQbWdS W\_cW`WSa O`S W\VS`S\bZg bWSR b] bVSW` XP_SZO O\R eWbV Wb b] bVSW`
`Sa^SQbWdS \]`[a ]T eVOb Q]\abWbcbSa ZSUWbW[ObS aQV]ZO`aVW^ ]` aQWS\QS O\R bVS[SO\a
T]` UcO`RW\U bVSaS \]`[a 1]\aS_cS\bZg O RWaQW^ZW\O`g OQORS[WQ Q][[c\Wbg Wa \]b
]\Zg c\WTWSR Pg O Q][[]\ acPXSQb ]T W\bS`Sab Pcb OZa] Pg bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T O
\]`[ObWdS T`O[Se]`Y bVOb Wa [OW\bOW\SR eWbVW\ bVS Q][[c\Wbg O\R b`O\aTS``SR b]
\]dWQS [S[PS`a
BVS T]`[ObW]\ ]T bVSaS \]`[ObWdS T`O[Se]`Ya O\R bVS OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa bVSg
Q]\abWbcbS O^^SO` b] PS RcS b] O dO`WSbg ]T ]dS`ZO^^W\U SZS[S\ba a][S ]T eVWQV aSS[
SfQZcaWdS b] OQORS[WQ Q][[c\WbWSa 4]` SfO[^ZS W\ bVSW` abcRg ]T bVS VWab]`g ]T
Sf^S`W[S\bOZ ^agQV]Z]Ug 8]aS^V 0S\2OdWR O\R @O\ROZZ 1]ZZW\a b`OQS bVS RSdSZ]^
[S\b ]T bVOb RWaQW^ZW\S Pg Z]]YW\U Ob OQORS[WQ b`OW\W\U RWaQW^ZSaVW^ O\R ^SRWU`SS Oa
eSZZ Oa a^SQWOZWhSR X]c`\OZ ^cPZWQObW]\aġ 7\ Q]\b`Oab /`bVc` 9W\U O\R 8]V\ 0`]e\SZZ
RSaQ`WPS OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa W\ a]QWOZ bS`[a ]T O []`S US\S`OZ \Obc`S W\d]ZdW\U O
Q][[c\Wbg O \Sbe]`Y ]T Q][[c\WQObW]\a O b`ORWbW]\ O R][OW\ O []RS ]T S\_cW`g
O Q]\QS^bcOZ ab`cQbc`S O a^SQWOZWhSR ZO\UcOUS O\R O ^O`bWQcZO` aSb ]T dOZcSa O\R
PSZWSTaĢ AW[WZO`Zg B]\g 0SQVS` caW\U bVS \]bW]\ ]T O ´b`WPSµ RSaQ`WPSa V]e OQORS[WQ
RWaQW^ZW\Sa RSTW\S bVSW` WRS\bWbg RSTS\R bVSW` R][OW\ O\R SfQZcRS ]cbaWRS`a bV`]cUV
č 0S\2OdWR O\R 1]ZZW\a ²A]QWOZ 4OQb]`a W\ bVS=`WUW\a ]T O<Se AQWS\QS³ 1T aSQbW]\ " ]\6SZ[V]Zbh
Ec\Rb O\R 8O[Sa
Ď 9W\U O\R 0`]e\SZZ ?SP .`]]TN`W`X LYO _SP /T^NT[WTYP^ ZQ 6YZbWPORP& L ?SPZ]d ZQ .`]]TN`W`X ;]LN_TNP '#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$ ŀŅŋŉņĻŌĺŋŀņŅ
²bVSW` b`ORWbW]\a Qcab][a O\R ^`OQbWQSa b`O\a[WbbSR Y\]eZSRUS PSZWSTa []`OZa O\R
`cZSa ]T Q]\RcQb Oa eSZZ Oa bVSW` ZW\UcWabWQ O\R ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a ]T Q][[c\WQObW]\ O\R
bVS[SO\W\Ua bVSg aVO`S³ģ BVS Q][PW\SR[SO\W\UT]`[ObW]\ \]`[ObWdS O\R a]QWOZ
[SQVO\Wa[a bVOb Q]\abWbcbS OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa VOdS ^`][^bSR a][S b] W\d]YS bVS
EWbbUS\abSW\WO\ \]bW]\ ]T O ´ZO\UcOUS UO[Sµ O`UcW\U bVOb bVS Q][^ZSf ab`cQbc`S ]T
c\RS`abO\RW\Ua O\R ^`OQbWQSa bVOb[OYS c^ O RWaQW^ZW\O`g ZO\UcOUS UO[S Wa b]] RS\aS
O\R RWdS`UW\U b] PS c\RS`ab]]R W\ O\g ]bVS` eOgĤ
7\ ]`RS` b] c\RS`abO\R bVS T]`[ObW]\ ]T OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa bVS \]bW]\a ]T
^`SabWUS O\R abObca OZa] ]TbS\ bc`\ ]cb b] PS aWU\WTWQO\b 7\ bVS OP]dS[S\bW]\SR ^O^S`
]T 0S\2OdWR O\R 1]ZZW\a bVS T]`[ObW]\ ]T bVS RWaQW^ZW\S ]T Sf^S`W[S\bOZ ^agQV]Z]Ug
Wa RSaQ`WPSR W\ bS`[a ]T bVS [WU`ObW]\ ]T OQORS[WQa T`][ ^VgaW]Z]Ug eV] W[^]`bSR
bVS[SbV]Ra ]T bVWa VWUVabObca TWSZR b] bVS Z]eS`abObca Pcb OZa] ZSaa Q][^SbWbWdS
TWSZR ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vgĥ 7\ O\]bVS` ^O^S` 0S\2OdWR RSaQ`WPSa bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T a]QWOZ
aQWS\QS W\ 4`O\QS Oa R`WdS\ Pg O \SSR T]` ^`SabWUSĦ /a 5OR 4`ScRS\bVOZ `S^V`OaSa(
BVS R`WdS b]eO`Ra agabS[ObWaObW]\ Wa bVS\ Sf^ZOW\SR Oa PSW\U []bW
dObSR Pg O eWaV b] aSQc`S T]` a]QWOZ aQWS\QS eVWQV VOR Z]ab Wba W\abWbc
bW]\OZ Q]\\SQbW]\ O\ W\bSZZSQbcOZ ° O\R bVS`ST]`S a]QWOZ ° abObca ZWYS
bVOb ]T \Obc`OZ aQWS\QS I©K /UOW\ bVS ^`S[WaS Wa bVOb O a]QWOZ bVS]`Wab
eWZZ aSSY a]QWOZ `SQ]U\WbW]\ T]` VWa WRSO O\R bVOb T]` bVWa VS \SSRa O\
O^^`]^`WObS OcRWS\QS eWbV Sf^SQbObW]\a b] eVWQV VS eWZZ PS `Sa^]\
aWdS 7T acQV O\ OcRWS\QS QO\\]b PS T]c\R eWbVW\ bVS a]QWOZ bVS]`Wabµa
]`WUW\OZ aQWS\bWTWQ Q][[c\Wbg Wb eWZZ PS a]cUVb ]cbaWRS Wb ]` SdS\ ° Oa
W\ bVS QOaS W\ _cSabW]\ Q`SObSRħ
7\ RSTW\W\U bVS WRS\bWbg ]T O RWaQW^ZW\S Oa eSZZ Oa W\ OaaS`bW\U Wba ^`SabWUS Wb Wa
W[^]`bO\b T]` O RWaQW^ZW\S b] OTTW`[ Wba P]c\RO`WSa BVOb Wa bV`]cUV RS[O`QObW\U
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^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ WaacSa `SUO`RW\U bW[S acQV Oa bVS \Obc`S ]T bVS \]e O\R bVS `SOZWbg ]T
bVS ^OaaOUS ]T bW[S O`S RWaQcaaSRc\RS` bVS VSORS` ]T ´^agQV]Z]Ugµ eWbV ´[SbO^VgaWQaµ
a][SbW[Sa Oa O acPQVO^bS` `ObVS` bVO\ bVOb ]T ´^VgaWQaµ ]` bVS []`S Q][[]\
VSORS` ]T ´Oab`]\][gµ 7\ `SOQbW]\ b] bVWa ^agQV]Z]UWhW\U ]T bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
a][S W\QZcRW\U bVS;O`Pc`U \S]9O\bWO\ aQV]]Z ObbS[^bSR b] `SW\abObS Wb W\ bVS
abcRg ]T \Obc`S bVS`SPg `SQ]\\SQbW\U Wb b] ^VgaWQOZ aQWS\QS O\R aOTSUcO`RW\U bVS L
[]TZ]T T`][ bVS acPXSQbWdWbg Oaa]QWObSR eWbV ^agQV]Z]Ug
BVWa QVO^bS` RWaQcaaSa bVS VWab]`g ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S S[^VOaWhW\U bVS
RSdSZ]^[S\ba T`][ 9O\bµa ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S b] bVS ZObS \W\SbSS\bV QS\bc`g 7\
aSQbW]\ ! eS eWZZ Q][[S\QS Pg RWaQcaaW\U 9O\bµa abObS[S\ba ]\ bVS[ObbS` W\ bVS
.]T_T\`P ZQ ;`]P=PL^ZY O\R bVS8P_L[Sd^TNLW 1Z`YOL_TZY^ /TbS` bVObeS aVOZZ RWaQcaa bV`SS
RWabW\Qb `SQS^bW]\a ]T 9O\bµa WRSOa W\ bVS \W\SbSS\bV QS\bc`g 7\ aSQbW]\ "eSeWZZ Z]]Y
Ob bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T ^agQV]^VgaWQa O\R bVS ^agQV]Z]UWhW\U W\bS`^`SbObW]\ ]T bVS
9O\bWO\ \]bW]\ ]T bW[S Sa^]caSR T]` SfO[^ZS Pg6S`[O\\ d]\6SZ[V]Zbh 7\ aSQbW]\
# eS RWaQcaa 6S`[O\\ 1]VS\ O\R bVS ]`WUW\ ]T bVS ;O`Pc`U AQV]]Z bVOb ^`]^]aSR O
aQWS\bWTWQOZZg U`]c\RSR c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T 9O\bµa Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S 7\ aSQbW]\ $ eS eWZZ
Z]]Y Ob;OQVµa S[^W`WQWab OZbS`\ObWdS b] bVSaS be] 9O\bWO\ O^^`]OQVSa BVS ^`W[O`g
OW[ ]T bVWa QVO^bS` eWZZ bVS\ PS b] RSTW\S bVS QS\b`OZ SZS[S\ba ]T bVS 9O\bWO\ O\R
\S]9O\bWO\ POQYU`]c\R b] bVS RSPObS ]\ bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S Oa Wb RSdSZ]^SR c^
b] bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T bVS beS\bWSbV QS\bc`g 7b eWZZ PS ^`SQSRSR Pg O aSQbW]\ RWaQcaaW\U
bVS US\S`OZ VWab]`g ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S T]QcaW\U ]\ bV]aS S^Wa]RSa bVOb O`S []ab
`SZSdO\b T]` bVS OcbV]`a ]T W\bS`Sab W\ bVWa QVO^bS` O\R W\ bVS QOaS abcRWSa b] Q][S 7\
bVS TW\OZ aSQbW]\ ]T bVWa QVO^bS` eS aVOZZ ^`]dWRS O aV]`b VWab]`g ]T bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b
]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g bVS`SPg Q][^ZSbW\U bVS POQYU`]c\R T]` ]c` O\OZgaWa W\ bVS QOaS
abcRWSa 0cb ZSb ca TW`ab bc`\ b] bVS VWab]`g ]T ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ W\_cW`g W\b] bVS Q]\QS^b
]T bW[S ^S`VO^a ORR`SaaW\U bVS ]ZRSab ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ _cSabW]\ ]T OZZ
  6Wab]`g ]T >VWZ]a]^Vg ]T BW[S PST]`S 9O\b
EVS\ abcRgW\U bVS VWab]`g ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg Wb aSS[a bVOb ^S`VO^a \]b ac`^`WaW\UZg
_cSabW]\a OP]cb bVS \Obc`S ]T bW[S QVO\US O\R SbS`\Wbg VOdS Q]\QS`\SR ^VWZ]a]^Vg
aW\QS Wba dS`g PSUW\\W\U 7\ TOQb W\ eVOb Wa ^ZOcaWPZg bVS SO`ZWSab Y\]e\ T`OU[S\b
]T ESabS`\ ^VWZ]a]^Vg bVS ;WZSaWO\ ^VWZ]a]^VS` /\OfW[O\RS` Q $°#"$Ĺĺļ
RSaQ`WPSa bW[S Oa bVS [SOac`S OUOW\ab eVWQV OZZ bVW\Ua Q][S b] PS O\R ^Oaa(
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BVSc\ZW[WbSR _Z L[PT]ZY Wa bVS TW`ab^`W\QW^ZS L]NSá ]T bVW\Ua bVOb O`S
7b Wa bVOb T`][eVWQV Q][W\Ub]PS bOYSa ^ZOQS O\R Wb Wa bVOb W\b]eVWQV
bVSg `Sbc`\ eVS\ bVSg ^S`WaV Pg []`OZ \SQSaaWbg UWdW\U aObWaTOQbW]\
b] ]\S O\]bVS` O\R[OYW\U `S^O`ObW]\ T]` bVSW` W\XcabWQS OQQ]`RW\U b]
bVS ]`RS` ]T bW[S NS]ZYZ^ģ
7b Wa OUOW\ab bVWa L[PT]ZY Oa bVS POQYU`]c\R ]T bVS c\ZW[WbSR bVOb bVW\Ua Q][S b] PS
O\R ^S`WaV a][SbW[Sa QVO\UW\U W\b] bVSW` ]^^]aWbSa /\R bVWa QVO\US O\R Q][W\U
b]PS Wa [ORS ^]aaWPZS O\R UWdS\ Wba ]`RS` bV`]cUV bVS ^OaaW\U ]T bW[S /a acQV W\
bVWa Sfb`O]`RW\O`g T`OU[S\b Pg /\OfW[O\RS` ]\ bVS \Obc`S ]T PSW\U bVS Q]\QS^b ]T
bW[S Wa W\d]YSR W\ ]`RS` b] [OYS aS\aS ]T Wba []ab Tc\RO[S\bOZ Oa^SQba
BVSaS WaacSa Q]\QS`\W\U bW[S QVO\US O\R PSW\U eS`S ]T QS\b`OZ W\bS`Sab T]` [O\g
]T bVS acPaS_cS\b SO`Zg ^VWZ]a]^VS`a /Z`SORgeWbV6S`OQZWbca O\R >O`[S\WRSa eS O`S
^`SaS\bSR eWbV be] ]T bVS QZOaaWQ ]^^]aWbSa 6S`OQZWbca ]T 3^VSaca Q #!#°"%#Ĺĺļ
Wa ]TbS\ aSS\ Oa `S^`SaS\bW\U bVS ^]aWbW]\ bVOb bW[S O\R QVO\US O`S SaaS\bWOZ b] bVS
\Obc`S ]T bVS e]`ZR O\R Oa bVS TW`ab ^`]^]\S\b ]T bVS WRSO bVOb ²`SOZWbg IWaK dS`WRWQOZZg
UWdS\ W\ bVS bS[^]`OZ TZcf ]T ^S`QS^bcOZ Sf^S`WS\QS³Ĥ 0g Q]\b`Oab >O`[S\WRSa ]T
3ZSO Q # °"!Ĺĺļ Wa c\RS`ab]]R b] O`UcS T]` bVS WRSO bVOb \Obc`S W\ Wba SaaS\QS
Wa QVO\USZSaa O\R VS\QS bW[SZSaa O\R Oa O^^SOZW\U b] O ²TWfSR bW[S b`O\aQS\RW\U
Z]UWQ³ĥ 3dS\ bV]cUV bVSW` ^]aWbW]\a eS`S [cQV[]`S S\Q][^OaaW\U O\R VWab]`WQOZZg
Q][^ZSf bVSW` \O[Sa VOdS Q][S b] abO\R T]` be] Q]\b`O`g abO\R^]W\ba ac^^]`bW\U
O\R RS\gW\U bVS `SOZWbg ]T QVO\US O\R bW[S
BVS >O`[S\WRSO\ QZOW[ OP]cb bVS c\`SOZWbg ]T bW[S O\R QVO\US W\QZcRW\U bVS
c\RS`ZgW\U PSZWST bVOb OZZ bVOb SfWaba Wa Tc\RO[S\bOZZg ]\S eOa Tc`bVS` acPabO\bWObSR
Pg HS\] ]T 3ZSO Q "'°"!Ĺĺļ Pg [SO\a ]T VWa TO[]ca ^O`OR]fSa VO\RSR R]e\
W\ /`Wab]bZSµa ;Sd^TN^ 7\ SOQV ]T bVSaS HS\] QVOZZS\USa bVS ^]aaWPWZWbg bVOb bW[S O\R
QVO\US O`S `SOZ Pg aV]eW\U V]e bVWa e]cZR ZSOR b] ^O`OR]fWQOZ ]cbQ][Sa BVS TW`ab
^O`OR]f eVWQV VOa PSQ][S Y\]e\ Oa ´bVS RWQV]b][gµ ²OaaS`ba bVS \]\SfWabS\QS
]T []bW]\ ]\ bVS U`]c\R bVOb bVOb eVWQV Wa W\ Z]Q][]bW]\[cab O``WdS Ob bVS VOZT
eOg abOUS PST]`S Wb O``WdSa Ob bVS U]OZ³ eVWQV[SO\a bVOb eVWZS W\[]bW]\ Wb Q]cZR
\SdS` ^`]U`Saa OZ]\U bVS W\bS\RSR b`OXSQb]`g O\R VS\QS bVOb []bW]\ Wa ^O`OR]fWQOZĦ
BVS aSQ]\R Q]\QS`\a /QVWZZSa O\R VWa W\OPWZWbg b] ]dS`bOYS O aZ]eS` ]^^]\S\b( PST]`S
ď EVSSZe`WUVb ?SP ;]P^ZN]L_TN^ #"
Đ 6]g ²6S`OQZWbca O\R >O`[S\WRSa³ $
đ 7PWR
Ē /`Wab]bZS ²>VgaWQa³ >Vga  !'P°!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OQVWSdW\U bVObVS[cab OZeOga TW`ab `SOQV bVS^]W\b bVObVWa ]^^]\S\bVOa Xcab RS^O`bSR
T`][ħ BVS bVW`R ^O`OR]f abObSa bVOb O\ O``]e eVWQV aSS[a b] PS TZgW\U[cab OQbcOZZg
PS Ob `Sab PSQOcaS Ob SOQV[][S\b Wb ]QQc^WSa O RSTW\WbS ^ZOQSĨ /\R bVS T]c`bV O\R
^S`VO^a []ab ]^O_cS ^O`OR]f Q]\QS`\a ´bVS []dW\U `]eaµ ]` ´bVS abORWc[µ( Wb QZOW[a
bVOb O^^`]OQVW\U `]ea Q]cZR \SdS` ^Oaa SOQV ]bVS`ĩ BV`]cUV bVSaS SfO[^ZSa HS\]
ObbS[^bSR b] ^`]dS bVOb Wb eOa \]b >O`[S\WRSaµ Q]c\bS`W\bcWbWdS WRSO Pcb W\abSOR bVS
Q]\b`O`g PSZWST bVOb QVO\US Wa `SOZ eVWQV ZSORa b] W[^]aaWPZS Q]\QZcaW]\a
BVSaS bVS[Sa ]T bW[S QVO\US O\R QVO\USZSaa\Saa eS`S Tc`bVS` e]`YSR ]cb Pg
>ZOb] Q " '°!"%Ĺĺļ W\ VWa RWOZ]UcS ;L]XPYTOP^ O\R bV`]cUV bVS Q`SObW]\ [gbV
^`SaS\bSR W\ VWa ?TXLP`^ 7\ bVS ZObbS` bVS TWUc`S ]T BW[OSca RSaQ`WPSa bVS Q]a[]a
Oa VOdW\U PSS\ Q`SObSR Pg O RWdW\S Q`OTba[O\ ]` ´RS[Wc`USµ eV] W[^]aSR T]`[ ]\
[ObbS` a] Oa b] US\S`ObS O []dW\U [ObS`WOZ W[OUS ]T bVS c\QVO\UW\U `SOZ[ ]T WRSOaġĠ
BW[S eWbVW\ bVWa W[OUS Wa Q`SObSR b]USbVS` eWbV bVS c\WdS`aS Oa ²O []dW\U W[OUS
]T SbS`\Wbg³ 0SQOcaS bVS SbS`\Wbg ]T bVS `SOZ[ ]T WRSOa QO\ PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa SWbVS`
bW[SZSaa\Saa ]` Oa c\S\RW\U Rc`ObW]\ ]\S Q]cZR Q]\aS_cS\bZg e]\RS` eVSbVS`
Q`SObW]\ ]QQc``SR bT_STY bW[S ]` eVSbVS` bVS`S eOa O\gbVW\U []TZ] b] Wbġġ 7\ ORRWbW]\
OZbV]cUV bW[S Wa []RSZZSR OTbS` bVWa SbS`\Wbg Wb WbaSZT Wa QVO`OQbS`WhSR Pg QVO\US O\R
[]bW]\ 7\ TOQb bW[S WbaSZT Wa Q]\abWbcbSR Pg bVS `SUcZO` []bW]\a ]T bVS VSOdS\Zg
P]RWSa ac\ []]\ O\R bVS TWdS ^ZO\Sba bVS\ Y\]e\ eVWQV Oa bVS ´]`UO\a ]T bW[Sµ
P`W\U OP]cb bVS RWdWaW]\a ]T ROg O\R\WUVb[]\bVa O\R gSO`aġĢ BVSaS W\ bc`\ ^`]dWRS
bVS W\bS`dOZa ]T bW[S O\R[OYS bW[Sµa Rc`ObW]\[SOac`OPZS GSb eVWZS bW[S RWTTS`a
T`][ SbS`\Wbg PSQOcaS ]T bVS c\S\RW\U[]bW]\ ]T bVS VSOdS\Zg P]RWSa Wb Wa ^`SQWaSZg
bV`]cUV bVS `SUcZO`Wbg O\R Q]\bW\cWbg ]T bVWa QgQZWQ []bW]\ bVOb bW[S `SaS[PZSa
SbS`\Wbgġģ /a acQV bVS RS[Wc`US ²^ZO\\SR b] [OYS O []dOPZS W[OUS ]T 3bS`\Wbg O\R
Oa 6S aSb W\ ]`RS` bVS 6SOdS\ ]T bVOb 3bS`\Wbg eVWQV OPWRSa W\ c\Wbg 6S [ORS O\
SbS`\OZ W[OUS[]dW\U OQQ]`RW\U b] \c[PS` SdS\ bVObeVWQVeS VOdS \O[SR BW[S³ġĤ
/`Wab]bZS !&"°!  Ĺĺļ Tc`bVS` e]`YSR ]cb bVS WRSO ]T bW[S Oa bVS \c[PS` ]T
[]bW]\ W\ VWa ;Sd^TN^ O e]`Y ]\ bVS TW`ab ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T \Obc`S <Obc`S /`Wab]bZS O`UcSa
ē >Vga  !'P"° '
Ĕ >Vga  !'P!°! O\R Wba ^`SQSRW\U RWaQcaaW]\  !&O !° !'P'
ĕ >Vga  !'P!!° "O$
čČ >ZOb] ?TXLP`^ !&ĸ
čč ASS T]` SfO[^ZS A]`OPXW ²7a 3bS`\Wbg BW[SZSaa\Saa-³ &° ) O\R :SgRS\ ²BW[S <c[PS` O\R
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Wa SaaS\bWOZZg RSTW\SR Pg bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T QVO\US XP_LMZWz ]` []dS[S\b VTYz^T^ġĥ
;]`S ^`SQWaSZg \Obc`S Wa bVOb ^`W\QW^ZS ]` QOcaS bVOb [OYSa bVW\Ua []dS QVO\US ]`
PS Ob `Sab ZY _SPT] ZbY LNNZ]O O\R TY aT]_`P ZQ _SPX^PWaP^ġĦ 1VO\US ]` []dS[S\b Q][Sa
W\ RWTTS`S\b YW\Ra( QVO\US ]T acPabO\QS _cOZWbg _cO\bWbg ]` ^ZOQS BW[S bVS\ Wa
^`SaS\bSR Oa ]\S ]T bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb Wa \SSRSR b] Sf^ZOW\[]bW]\ VTYz^T^ OZ]\UaWRS
^ZOQS _Z[Z^ O\R W\TW\Wbg L[PT]ZYġħ
/`Wab]bZS bVS\ TO[]caZg RSTW\Sa bW[S Oa ²bVS \c[PS` L]T_SXZ^ ]T []dS[S\b
W\ `Sa^SQb ]T bVS PST]`S O\R OTbS`³ġĨ BVWa [SO\a bVOb bW[S Wa O ´[SOac`Sµ ]T QVO\US
]` a][SbVW\U bVOb S\OPZSa ca b] \]bS O\R ]`RS` QVO\US ES \]bWQS bVOb bW[S VOa
^OaaSR eVS\ bVW\Ua QVO\US O\R W\ bVS OPaS\QS ]T QVO\US bW[S R]Sa \]b O^^SO`
b] VOdS ZO^aSR /`Wab]bZS WZZcab`ObSa bVWa eWbV bVS TO[]ca ´AO`RW\WO\ aZSS^S`aµ eV]
eVS\ OeOYS\SR O`S c\OeO`S ]T bVS bW[S bVOb VOa ^OaaSR Rc`W\U bVSW` aZc[PS`ġĩ
4c`bVS`[]`S PSQOcaS ²bW[S Wa ^`SaS\b S_cOZZg SdS`geVS`S O\R eWbV OZZ bVW\Ua³ O\R
QO\\]b WbaSZT PS aOWR b] []dS TOabS` ]` []`S aZ]eZgĢĠ /`Wab]bZS Q]\QZcRSa bVOb bW[S Wa
a][SbVW\U bVOb MPWZYR^ _Z NSLYRP O\R VSZ^a ca b] RSbS`[W\S RWTTS`S\b YW\Ra ]T QVO\USa
O\R dSZ]QWbWSaĢġ
7\/`Wab]bZSµa RSTW\WbW]\ bW[SPSZ]\Ua b] QVO\US Oa T_^ Y`XMP] bVOb Wa Oa bVS_cO\bWbg
bV`]cUV eVWQV eS b`OQY QVO\US BVS Q]\QS^b ]T ´\c[PS`µ caSR VS`S RWTTS`a T`][ bVOb
]T ´[SOac`Sµ XP_]ZY eVWQV Wa OZa] caSR W\ `SZObW]\ b] bW[S W\ a][S W\abO\QSaĢĢ PSQOcaS
čđ BVSaS bS`[a O`S ]\ ]QQOaW]\ caSR W\bS`QVO\USOPZg) a][SbW[Sa ´VTYz^T^µ `STS`a ]\Zg b] QVO\US ]T ^ZOQS
Ob ]bVS` bW[Sa Wb `STS`a b] ]bVS` YW\Ra ]T QVO\US Oa eSZZ QT >Vga   !O '°P
čĒ ²<Obc`S Wa O ^`W\QW^ZS ]` QOcaS ]T PSW\U []dSR O\R ]T PSW\U Ob `Sab W\ bVOb b] eVWQV Wb PSZ]\Ua
^`W[O`WZg W\ dW`bcS ]T WbaSZT O\R \]b OQQWRS\bOZZg³ >Vga ' P ° ! BVS ZOab be] RSbS`[W\ObW]\a
eS`S ORRSR b] RWabW\UcWaV bV]aS bVW\Ua bVOb[]dS ]` QVO\US OQQ]`RW\U b] \Obc`S T`][ bV]aS O`bWTWQWOZ
]PXSQba bVOb []dS ]` QVO\US PSQOcaS ]T a][S SfbS`\OZ QOcaS ]` PSQOcaS ]T O\ W\bS`\OZ Pcb OQQWRS\bOZ
QOcaS /`Wab]bZS UWdSa SfO[^ZS ]T O VSOZbVg R]Qb]` eV] R]Sa \]b ^]aaSaa bVS O`b ]T [SRWQW\S W\ dW`bcS
]T PSW\U W\ U]]R VSOZbV >Vga ' P !°!!
čē >Vga  P ° 
čĔ >Vga  'P°    O "° #
čĕ >Vga  &P ° 'O
ĎČ ²<]e bVS QVO\US ]` []dS[S\b ]T SOQV bVW\U Wa ]\Zg W\ bVS bVW\U eVWQV QVO\USa ]` eVS`S bVS bVW\U
WbaSZT eVWQV[]dSa ]` QVO\US [Og QVO\QS b] PS 0cb bW[S Wa ^`SaS\b S_cOZZg SdS`geVS`S O\R eWbV OZZ
bVW\Ua /UOW\ QVO\US Wa OZeOga TOabS` ]` aZ]eS` bSP]PL^ _TXP T^ YZ_) T]` TOab O\R aZ]e O`S RSTW\SR Pg
bW[S ° TOab Wa eVOb []dSa [cQV W\ O aV]`b bW[S aZ]e eVOb []dSa ZWbbZS W\ O Z]\U bW[S) Pcb bW[S Wa
\]b RSTW\SR Pg bW[S Pg PSW\U SWbVS` O QS`bOW\ O[]c\b ]` O QS`bOW\ YW\R ]T Wb³ >Vga  &P °&
Ďč BVS `SQ]\ab`cQbW]\ ]T bVS O`Uc[S\b ]T >Vga  &P° 'O VS`S T]ZZ]ea @]O`Y ,]T^_Z_WP ZY ?TXP O\R
4OZQ]\ ²/`Wab]bZS ]\ BW[S O\R 1VO\US³
ĎĎ BW[S Wa RSaQ`WPSR Oa O ´[SOac`Sµ ]T QVO\US Sa^SQWOZZg eVS\ Wb Q]\QS`\a bVS `SUcZO` a^VS`WQOZ[]bW]\a
QT >Vga   P! °  O   P%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ġĤĥ
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ġĥħ
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4W`ab ]T OZZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]cUVb b] [OYS QZSO` O\R Sf^ZWQWb bVS Oaac[^bW]\a ]T bVS
a^SQWOZ aQWS\QSa 7\ R]W\U a] Wb aV]cZR OZa] SfO[W\S bVS S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ XcabWTWQObW]\
]T bVSaS Oaac[^bW]\a /a acQV ^VWZ]a]^Vg aSQc`Sa bVS `Sa^SQbWdS T]c\RObW]\a ]T
SOQV ]T bVS a^SQWOZ aQWS\QSa 7\ ^O`b bVWa SfO[W\ObW]\ OZa] W\d]ZdSa RSbS`[W\W\U
bVS S[^W`WQOZ O\R Q]\dS\bW]\OZ ^O`b ]T bVSaS T]c\RObW]\a /a eS aVOZZ aSS W\ VWa
RWaQcaaW]\ ]T bVS T]c\RObW]\a ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g AQVZWQY PSZWSdSR bVOb OZbV]cUV
aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa ]cUVb b] RSaQ`WPS bVS ]PaS`dOPZS O\R VS\QS [SOac`OPZS TOQba abWZZ
bVSaS c\RS`RSbS`[W\S eVWQV Q]\QS^bcOZ aQVS[S ]cUVb b] PS O^^ZWSR b] bVS[ 0g
SfO[W\W\U bVS POaWa ]T aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa eS QO\ bVS\ SabOPZWaV b] eVWQV SfbS\b bVS
bVS]`g `SZWSa ]\ S[^W`WQOZ SdWRS\QS O\R b] eVWQV SfbS\b Wb Wa Q]\dS\bW]\OZ
ASQ]\RZg ^VWZ]a]^Vg aV]cZR ObbS[^b b] Q]\\SQb bVSaS dO`W]ca Oaac[^bW]\a ]T
bVS a^SQWOZ aQWS\QSa W\ O c\WTWSR T`O[Se]`Y 1]\aS_cS\bZg bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg
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^VS\][S\]\ c\RS` aQWS\bWTWQ ZOe[SO\a b] RSaQ`WPS Wb W\ bS`[a ]T [ObVS[ObWQOZ O\R
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^VS\][S\]\ bVS`S `S[OW\a a][SbVW\U _cOZWbObWdS T]` SfO[^ZS bVS Sf^S`WS\bWOZ
RWTTS`S\QS PSbeSS\ O P`WUVb O\R RW[[SR ZWUVb bVOb QO\\]b PS `SRcQSR b] _cO\bWbWSa
7\RSSR AQVZWQY [OW\bOW\a SdS\ bW[S O\R a^OQS WbaSZT VOdS W``SRcQWPZS _cOZWbO
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 1]\aS_cS\bZg bVS ²[ObVS[ObWQ]aQWS\bWTWQ Q]\QS^bT]`[ObW]\ eVWQV
`SRcQSa bVS eV]ZS e]`ZR b] O ^ZOg ]T ^c`SZg _cO\bWbObWdS `SZObW]\a Wa OPa]ZcbSZg ^]e
S`ZSaa W\ bVS TOQS ]T ^c`S _cOZWbWSa eVWQV O`S \]b Tc`bVS` `SRcQWPZS³ ES S\Q]c\bS`
bVSaS _cOZWbObWdS `S[OW\RS`a TW`ab ]T OZZ eVS\ b`gW\U b] _cO\bWTg TSObc`Sa ]T ^S`QS^
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S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Q]\b`WPcbW\U b] ]c` ^S`QS^bcOZ Sf^S`WS\QS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bVSaS b] bVS _cO\bWbObWdS `SZObW]\a RSaQ`WPSR Pg ^VgaWQa Wa bVS\ ^O`b ]T bVS ^`SaS\b
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OQQ]`RW\UZg Oa ²bVS c\WdS`aOZ aQWS\QS eV]aS bOaY Wa b] c\WbS bVS US\
S`OZ Y\]eZSRUS ^c`dSgSR Pg bVS a^SQWOZ aQWS\QSa W\b] O agabS[ T`SS
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T`][ Q]\b`ORWQbW]\³ BVS c\WTWQObW]\ bOYSa ^ZOQS Pg SfO[W\W\U bVS
POaWQ Q]\QS^ba ]T bVS a^SQWOZ aQWS\QSa `SZObW\U bVS[ b] ]\S O\]bVS`
O\R bVca P`W\UW\U bVS[ W\b] VO`[]\g eWbV SOQV ]bVS` BVSaS POaWQ
Q]\QS^ba O`S W\ TOQb bVS cZbW[ObS _cOZWbWSa S\Q]c\bS`SR Pg bVS a^SQWOZ
RWaQW^ZW\Sa eVWQV O`S \]e bOQYZSR Pg ^VWZ]a]^VgĢĨ
/a eS aVOZZ aSS W\ bVS \Sfb aSQbW]\ O a^SQWOZ QOaS W\ bVWa OQbWdWbg ]T VO`[]\WhObW]\
eOa ^`]dWRSR Pg 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg 7\ TOQb Oa eS aVOZZ aSS AQVZWQY
O`UcS `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g ^`]dWRSR O\ SfQSZZS\b bSab QOaS T]` RSbS`[W\W\U eVSbVS` O
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[ eOa c^ b] Wba ^`SaS\b bOaY 7\ Q]\b`Oab b] 0S`Ua]\ eV] O^^SOZSR
b] bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg b] c\RS`ZW\S V]e O\g ^VgaWQOZ bVS]`g W\RWa^S\aOPZg `S_cW`Sa
bVS [SbV]R ]T W\bcWbW]\ T]` Wba T]c\RObW]\a eS TW\R AQVZWQY ^ZOQW\U bVS bVS]`g ]T
`SZObWdWbg QS\bS` abOUS O\R bSabW\U ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[a T]` bVS eOg W\ eVWQV bVSg
QO\ Q][^ZS[S\b Wb
:Sb ca \]e bc`\ b] AQVZWQYµa TW`ab Sf^]aWbW]\ ]T bVS T]c\RObW]\a ]T bVS bVS]`g ]T
`SZObWdWbg O\R bVS eOga W\ eVWQV b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[a ZWYS 9O\bWO\Wa[
O\R ^]aWbWdWa[ Q]cZR OQQ]`RW\U b] VW[ OQQ][[]RObS Wb Oa eSZZ Oa bVS e]`Y bV`]cUV
eVWQV VS W\b`]RcQSR bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Q][[c\Wbg b] bVS bVS]`gµa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
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bVS O`bWQZS bV`]cUVeVWQV VS aSQc`SR VWa `S^cbObW]\ W\ bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O\R ^VgaWQOZ
Q][[c\WbgĢĩ 7\ Wb AQVZWQY S[^VOaWhSR bV`SS `Sd]ZcbW]\O`g TSObc`Sa ]T bVS bVS]`g
]T `SZObWdWbg 4W`abZg V]e Wb RWR OeOg eWbV bVS \]bW]\ ]T OPa]ZcbS aW[cZbO\SWbg O\R
bVS`SPg QVOZZS\USR ]c` \OdS W\bcWbWdS Q]\QS^bW]\a ]T bW[S ASQ]\RZg V]e Wb aVSR
\Se ZWUVb ]\ bVS _cSabW]\ ]T bVS]`g T]`[ObW]\ Pg aV]eW\U eVWQV Q]\aWRS`ObW]\a ZSR
b] bVS Q]\ab`cQbW]\ ]T bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg []ab \]bOPZg bV`]cUV bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T
c\Wd]QOZWbg O\R aW[^ZWQWbg BVW`RZg AQVZWQY VWUVZWUVbSR bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ `SZSdO\QS
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³
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9O\bWO\Wa[ BVSaS bV`SS TSObc`Sa eS`S \]b c\`SZObSR( Wb eOa ^`SQWaSZg PSQOcaS bVS
\]bW]\ ]T OPa]ZcbS aW[cZbO\SWbg eOa OPO\R]\SR W\ bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg bVOb bVS
ZObbS`µa Q]\ab`cQbW]\ VOR b] PS Q]\aWRS`SR O `Sd]ZcbW]\O`g TSOb ]T bV]cUVb eVWQV
Q]cZR \]b PS OQQ]c\bSR T]` W\ [S`SZg 9O\bWO\ ]` ^]aWbWdWabWQ bS`[a
0SQOcaS ]T Wba `Sd]ZcbW]\O`g \Obc`S bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg O\R bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T
`SZObWdWbg W\Q]`^]`ObSR W\ Wb ^`]dWRSR O[SO\a b] bSab bVS a]c\R\Saa ]T O ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
agabS[ /a eS VOdS OZa] aSS\ AQVZWQY O`UcS W\ VWa SO`ZWS` e]`Ya ^`]^S` ^VWZ]a]^Vg
aV]cZR `STZSQb ]\ bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T aQWS\QS /b bVS ]cbaSb ]T bVS O`bWQZS AQVZWQY O`UcSa
bVOb Wb Wa Q]\aS_cS\bZg W\ab`cQbWdS b] SdOZcObS bVSeOg W\eVWQV O ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[
`Sa^]\Ra b] \Se WRSOa /\ SfO[^ZS ]T acQV O \]dSZ W\aWUVb bVOb ]cUVb b] PS `STZSQbSR
]\ Pg ^`]^S` aQWS\bWTWQ ^VWZ]a]^Vg Wa bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T `SZObWdWbg \O[SZg bVOb ²bVS
\Obc`OZ ^`]QSaaSa ]QQc``W\U W\ O UWdS\ QZ]aSR agabS[ bOYS ^ZOQS W\ SfOQbZg bVS aO[S
TOaVW]\ OQQ]`RW\U b] bVS aO[S ZOea `SUO`RZSaa ]T eVSbVS` bVS agabS[ Wa Ob `Sab ]` W\
c\WT]`[ `SQbWZW\SO` []bW]\³ģĠ BVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T `SZObWdWbg VOR PSS\ QZOW[SR Pg [O\g
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ aQV]]Za Oa T]ZZ]eW\U T`][ ]` Q]W\QWRW\U eWbV bVSW` ]e\ Tc\RO[S\bOZ
^`W\QW^ZSa <]\SbVSZSaa bVS SfbS\b b] eVWQV O ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[ `SOZZg QO\ ]`
QO\\]b W\Q]`^]`ObS bVS `SZObWdWbg ^`W\QW^ZS O\R ]bVS` ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T SfOQb aQWS\QS
NZ]]PN_Wd O\R eVSbVS` Wba ²^c`SZg ^VgaWQOZ [SO\W\U³ Wa ²Q][^ZSbSZg c\RS`ab]]R³
OZZ]ea ca b] XcRUS bVS a]c\R\Saa ]T bVSaS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[aģġ 4]` ²W\ bVSaS
^`W\QW^ZSa OZ]\S R] eS TW\R T]c\RObW]\a a] TW`[ O\R aVO`^Zg RSTW\SR bVOb O QVO\US
W\ bVS[ ^`]RcQSa O \]bOPZS c^VSOdOZ eVWQV QO\ bVS\ OZa] OQ_cW`S O\ W\TZcS\QS ]\
]c` e]`ZRdWSe I©K 7\ Wba ObbWbcRS b] \SeZg RWaQ]dS`SR ^`W\QW^ZSa eS bVca VOdS O a]`b
]T Q`WbS`W]\ T]` bVS a]c\R\Saa ]T O ^VWZ]a]^Vg³ģĢ BVca aQWS\QS O\R W\ bVWa QOaS bVS
bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg W\ ^O`bWQcZO` ^`]dWRSa O Q`WbS`W]\ T]` XcRUW\U eVSbVS` ^VWZ]a]^Vg
Wa U`]c\RSR]\O a]ZWR T]]bW\U O\R `Sa^]\aWdS b] QVO\US W\ bVSaS aQWS\bWTWQ T]c\RObW]\a
AQVZWQYµa dS`RWQb ]\ bVWa Q][Sa W\ bVS ZOab ^O`ba ]T VWa O`bWQZS O\R OZa] ]T bVWa aSQbW]\
BVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T `SZObWdWbg V]eSdS` Wa \]b bVS ]\Zg \Se aQWS\bWTWQ WRSO b] eVWQV
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[a aV]cZR ORO^b W\ bVS Q]\bSfb ]T bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg 4]` bVS
TW`ab ]T bVS \]bOPZg `Sd]ZcbW]\O`g TSObc`Sa ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g Wa OQQ]`RW\U b] AQVZWQY
bVOb Wb OPO\R]\a O\ Oaac[^bW]\ bVOb VOa ²VWbVS`b] S\bS`SR eWbV]cb _cSabW]\ Oa O
bVW\U aSZTSdWRS\b W\b] OZZ ^VgaWQOZ Q]\aWRS`ObW]\a³ģģ \O[SZg bVS Oaac[^bW]\ ]T bVS
ďČ AQVZWQY ²BVS >VWZ]a]^VWQOZ AWU\WTWQO\QS ]T bVS >`W\QW^ZS ]T @SZObWdWbg³ #$ ASS OZa] aSQbW]\ %
ďč 7PWR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ďď 7ba OPO\R]\[S\b ]T bVWa ^`SdW]caZg c\_cSabW]\SR Oaac[^bW]\[ORS bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg b`cZg
`Sd]ZcbW]\O`g Oa AQVZWQY RSaQ`WPSa( ²3W\abSW\ aOe bVOb bVS`S eOa \] \SSR eVObSdS` T]` O\g \Se
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OPa]ZcbS\Saa ]T aW[cZbO\SWbg EWbV]cb bVWa Oaac[^bW]\ OZZ bW[S[SOac`S[S\ba Z]aS
bVSW` OPa]ZcbS aWU\WTWQO\QSeVWQV `S_cW`Sa bVObeS `SdWaS bVS QZOaaWQ Q]\QS^bW]\]T bW[S
O\R aW[cZbO\SWbg W\Q]`^]`ObW\U bVOb eVOb Wa aW[cZbO\S]ca W\ ]\S T`O[S ]T `STS`S\QS
\SSR \]b PS a] W\ O\]bVS` O\R bVOb bVS Rc`ObW]\ ]T O\ SdS\b QO\ VOdS RWTTS`S\b ZS\UbVa
W\ RWTTS`S\b agabS[a 7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra bVS `SOZWbg ]T O\ OPa]ZcbS bS[^]`OZ ]`RS`W\U ]T
SdS\ba W\ `SZObW]\a]T aW[cZbO\SWbg O\R acQQSaaW]\ Wa ac``S\RS`SR O\R bVS aW[cZbO\SWbg
]T SdS\ba ]cUVb b] PS bV]cUVb ]T Oa `SZObWdS b] bVS T`O[S ]T `STS`S\QS T`][ eVWQV
bVSg O`S Q]\aWRS`SR BVWa Wa \]b [S`SZg O\ STTSQb ]T RWTTS`S\QSa ]T ]PaS`dObW]\ bVOb
]PTcaQObS bVS b`cZg OPa]ZcbS ]`RS`W\U]T SdS\ba) `ObVS` PSQOcaS bVS STTSQb bVOb bS[^]`OZ
RSbS`[W\ObW]\a O`S `SZObWdS Wa WbaSZT Q]\aWRS`SR `SOZ O\R PSQOcaS bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T
`SZObWdWbg RSaQ`WPW\U bVWa STTSQb Wa O ZOe ]T \Obc`S bVS RWTTS`W\U bW[SRSbS`[W\ObW]\a
VOdS b] PS Q]\aWRS`SR TOQbcOZ O\R \]b [S`SZg O^^O`S\b
/b bVS aO[S bW[S bVWa `Sd]ZcbW]\O`g `SXSQbW]\ ]T bVS ^`SdW]caZg c\QVOZZS\USR
^`Sac^^]aWbW]\ OZa] ^`]dWRSa bVS[OW\ W[^SRW[S\b b] bVS OQQS^bObW]\ ]T `SZObWdWabWQ
^VgaWQa aW\QS bVS OPO\R]\[S\b ]T bVS Oaac[^bW]\ ]T OPa]ZcbS aW[cZbO\SWbg O\R bVS
OPa]ZcbS bS[^]`OZ ]`RS`W\U ]T SdS\ba `S_cW`Sa ca b] `SdWaS ]c` Tc\RO[S\bOZ W\bcWbWdS
PSZWSTa OP]cb bVS \Obc`S ]T bW[S 6]eSdS` AQVZWQY[OW\bOW\a bVWa R]Sa \]b[SO\ bVOb
^VgaWQa VOa ^`]dS\ ]c` RW`SQb Sf^S`WS\QSa b] PS e`]\U ]` bVOb eS aV]cZR PS eSO`g ]T
bVS \Se aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`g Xcab PSQOcaS Wb R]Sa \]b Q]\TW`[eVOb eS W\bcWbWdSZg PSZWSdS
a^OQS O\R bW[S b] PS 7\ TOQb W\ O\ OZ[]ab 0S`Ua]\WO\ TOaVW]\ AQVZWQY O`UcSa bVOb bVS
bW[S ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g Wa RWTTS`S\b T`][ bVOb ]T W[[SRWObS OeO`S\Saa O\R gSb bVOb
bVSg O`S ²^S`TSQbZg Q][^ObWPZS³ Pcb VS R`Oea O RWTTS`S\b Q]\QZcaW]\(
7 PSZWSdS bVOb bVS bVS]`g Wa [P]QPN_Wd NZX[L_TMWP eWbV ]c` W[[SRWObS
OeO`S\Saa ]T bW[S T]` bVS aW[^ZS `SOa]\ bVOb bVS ZObbS` bSZZa ca
\]bVW\UeVObSdS` OP]cb bV]aS ^`]^S`bWSa ]T bW[S bVOb O`S RSOZb eWbV W\
`SZObWdWbg bVS]`g BVS bW[S ]T ]c` W\bcWbW]\ Wa O ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ bW[S ° O
^VgaWQOZ Vg^]bVSaSa W\ ]`RS` b] `S[OW\ W\ OU`SS[S\b eWbV OZZ bVS ]PaS`dObW]\a) OZZ bVOb eOa \SSRSR
eOa b] `SdWaS O ^`Sac^^]aWbW]\ bVOb VOR VWbVS`b] S\bS`SR eWbV]cb _cSabW]\ Oa O bVW\U aSZTSdWRS\b
W\b] OZZ ^VgaWQOZ Q]\aWRS`ObW]\a( bVS ^`Sac^^]aWbW]\ ]T bVS OPa]ZcbS QVO`OQbS` ]T bW[S[SOac`S[S\b
=\ `SbOW\W\U bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T bVS Q]\abO\b dSZ]QWbg ]T ZWUVb bVS `SZObWdWbg ^`W\QW^ZS Wa Q][^ZSbSZg
^`SaS`dSR WT eS Oaac[S bVOb \] bW[SRSbS`[W\ObW]\ VOa O\ OPa]ZcbS aWU\WTWQO\QS Pcb `ObVS` bVOb WT
]\S O\R bVS aO[S ^`]QSaa Wa `SZObSR b] RWTTS`S\b ZSUWbW[ObS agabS[a ]T `STS`S\QS Wb Wa OZa] bS[^]`OZZg
]`RS`SR W\ RWTTS`S\b eOga Be] a^ObWOZZg aS^O`ObSR SdS\ba eVWQV T]` ]\S agabS[ O`S aW[cZbO\S]ca
]QQc` Ob RWTTS`S\b bW[Sa T]` O aSQ]\R S_cOZZg ZSUWbW[ObS agabS[ ]T `STS`S\QS =\S O\R bVS aO[S ^`]
QSaa acQVOa bVS]aQWZZObW]\]T O QZ]QY^S\RcZc[VOa O aV]`bS`Rc`ObW]\ W\ bVS agabS[Ob `Sab `SZObWdS b]
bVS QZ]QY bVO\eVS\ dWSeSR T`][ O ZSUWbW[ObS agabS[ bVOb Wa[]dW\U `SZObWdS b] bVS QZ]QY³ 7PWR $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_cOZWbObWdS c\[SOac`OPZS bVW\U°eVS`SOa3W\abSW\µa bVS]`gRSOZaeWbV
bVSXPL^`]PXPY_ ]T bW[S B`cZg W\bcWbWdS bW[S Wa O ^c`SZg _cOZWbObWdS
TSObc`S ]T ]c` Sf^S`WS\QS eVWQV W\ \] eOg ZS\Ra WbaSZT b] ]PXSQbWdS
RSTW\WbW]\ 7ba STTSQb Wa b] [OYS ^`]QSaaSa bVOb O`S bSRW]ca b] ca Q`SS^
OZ]\U Ob O a\OWZµa ^OQS eVWZS ]bVS`a ]T ]PXSQbWdSZg aW[WZO` Rc`ObW]\
O`S [ORS b] ^Oaa ca Pg W\ O TZOaV) W\ c\Q]\aQW]ca\Saa Wb RWaO^^SO`a
OZb]USbVS` O\R eWbV]cb acPaS_cS\b `STZSQbW]\ eS aV]cZR \]b Y\]e
bVOb bW[S VOa OZa] SZO^aSR Rc`W\U aZSS^ BVWa _cOZWbObWdS TOQb]` W\
Wba QVO\USa QO\ aS`dS ca Ob O ^c\QV W\ SabW[ObW\U bW[SW\bS`dOZa
bVS W\dSabWUObW]\a ]T Sf^S`W[S\bOZ ^agQV]Z]Ug ]\ bW[SQ]\aQW]ca\Saa
O`S []abZg Q]\QS`\SR eWbV bVWa ^]W\b Pcb Wb QO\\]b WbaSZT PS SWbVS`
[SOac`SR ]` caSR T]` [SOac`W\UģĤ
/ZbV]cUV W\bcWbWdS O\R Sf^S`WS\QSR bW[S Wa bVca SaaS\bWOZZg RWabW\Qb T`][ bVS bW[S ]T
^VgaWQa Q]\b`O`g b] 0S`Ua]\ AQVZWQY V]ZRa bVOb eS QO\\]b O\R \SSR \]b O^^SOZ b] bVS
T]`[S` b] XcabWTg bVS ZObbS` 4c`bVS`[]`S bVWa W\bcWbWdS bW[S bSZZa ca \]bVW\U OP]cb bVS
\Obc`S ]T aW[cZbO\SWbg PSQOcaS bVS aW[cZbO\SWbg ]T SdS\ba QO\ \SdS` PS W[[SRWObSZg
Sf^S`WS\QSR aOga AQVZWQY T]` ²]\S Ob ZSOab ]T be] a^ObWOZZg aS^O`ObSR ]QQc``S\QSa
`SOQVSa ]c` OeO`S\Saa ]\Zg Pg eOg ]T a^ObW]^VgaWQOZ ^`]QSaaSa bSZSU`O^Vg ZWUVb
]` a]c\R³ģĥ bVS`SPg `S\RS`W\U W[^]aaWPZS bVS ²W\abO\bO\S]ca W\RWdWaWPZS OQb ]T
^S`QS^bW]\³ bVOb 0S`Ua]\ RSS[SR W\RWa^S\aWPZSģĦ BVca W\abSOR ]T ^`]dWRW\U bVS POaWa
T]` ^VgaWQOZ [SOac`S[S\b Sf^S`WS\bWOZ bW[S OQQ]`RW\U b] AQVZWQY TOWZa b] ^`]dWRS bVS
POaWa T]` bVS[SOac`S[S\b ]T bW[S^`SQWaSZg PSQOcaS bVS aW[cZbO\SWbg Ob O RWabO\QS bVOb
Wa ]T W\bS`Sab T]` `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g QO\\]b PS QO^bc`SR W\ O\ aW\UZS OQb ]T c\[SRWObSR
^S`QS^bW]\
EVOb Wa []`S \SWbVS` QO\ W[[SRWObS Sf^S`WS\QS ]` W\bcWbW]\ aS`dS Oa O POaWa T]`
RS`WdW\U L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa O`UcSa AQVZWQY 7\abSOR VS UWdSa O `SQ]\ab`cQbW]\ ]T bVS
RSdSZ]^[S\b O\R Q]``SQbW]\ ]T eVOb[Og aSS[ b] PS L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb `SaS[PZSa
bVS VWab]`WQ]Q`WbWQOZ `SQ]\ab`cQbW]\ ]T ;OQV RWaQcaaSR W\ aSQbW]\ $(ģħ
/\R WT [O\g O\ ]PaS`dS` bVW\Ya Wb ^]aaWPZS \]\SbVSZSaa b] OaaS`b L
[]TZ]T O aS`WSa ]T ^`]^]aWbW]\a ]\ bVS POaWa ]T W\bcWbW]\ ° acQV Oa bVOb bVS
ďĐ 7PWR $ °$!
ďđ 7PWR $!
ďĒ 1T ^ & VS`S
ďē 1T aSQbW]\ $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Rc`ObW]\ ]T O ^`]QSaa [cab PS a][SbVW\U OPa]ZcbS O\R W\RS^S\RS\b
]T bVS T`O[S ]T `STS`S\QS ° VS RSQSWdSa VW[aSZT OP]cb bVS a]c`QS
]T acQV ^`]^]aWbW]\a BVSg O`S W\ b`cbV SZS[S\bO`g Oaac[^bW]\a
eVWQV Sf^S`WS\QS VOa \SdS` bWZZ \]e `S_cW`SR ca b] Q]``SQb O\R eVWQV
bVS`ST]`S abO\R TW`[ OZbV]cUV ]c` W\bcWbWdS Sf^S`WS\QS W\ \] eOg
NZX[PW^ ca b] OQQS^b bVS[ģĨ
7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra bVS WRSO bVOb bVS aW[cZbO\SWbg O\R Rc`ObW]\ ]T SdS\ba Wa OPa]ZcbS
Wa ²W\ b`cbV³ Xcab O\ Oaac[^bW]\ ]\S bVOb Sf^S`WS\QS ²VOa \SdS` bWZZ \]e `S_cW`SR
ca b] Q]``SQb³ Pcb eVWQV Sf^S`WS\QS W\ \] eOg VOa \SQSaaWbObSR ca b] OQQS^b SWbVS`
3f^S`WS\QSR bW[S eWbV OZZ ]T Wba _cOZWbObWdS TSObc`Sa Wa aW[^Zg \]b bVS aO[S bVW\U
Oa [SOac`SR bW[S 7\ TOQb bVS OPa]ZcbS aW[cZbO\SWbg L^^`XPO W\ W\bcWbWdS Sf^S`WS\QS
Wa \SdS` W[[SRWObSZg Sf^S`WS\QSR SWbVS`( eS QO\ ]\Zg W\TS` bVS aW[cZbO\SWbg ]T
a^ObWOZZg aS^O`ObSR SdS\ba T`][ ]c`[SRWObSR ]PaS`dObW]\a 4`][ bVWa Wb T]ZZ]ea bVOb
Wb Wa \]b ^`]PZS[ObWQ bVOb bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg R]Sa \]b OQQ]`R eWbV ]c` ^`W]`
W\bcWbW]\ ]T bW[S OQQ]`RW\U b] AQVZWQY 7\ TOQb bVWa RS^O`bc`S Wa bVS b`cZg `Sd]ZcbW]\O`g
OQQ][^ZWaV[S\b T]` eVWQV bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg aV]cZR PS O^^`SQWObSR
A] eVg e]cZR eS OPO\R]\ bVSaS TO[WZWO` \]bW]\a ]T aW[cZbO\SWbg O\R bW[S eVS\
eS OQQS^b 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T a^SQWOZ `SZObWdWbg Sa^SQWOZZg WT bVS`S O`S OZbS`\ObWdS
^VgaWQOZ bVS]`WSa bVOb R] \]b `S_cW`S acQV `SdWaW]\a- BVWa _cSabW]\ Sa^SQWOZZg e]`bVg
]T Q]\aWRS`ObW]\ WT eS bOYS W\b] OQQ]c\b bVOb Oa eS VOdS OZa] RSaQ`WPSR W\ aSQbW]\ %
3W\abSW\µa bVS]`geOa \]b bVS ]\Zg ^VgaWQOZ Sf^ZO\ObW]\ ]T bVS `SacZba ]T bVS;WQVSZa]\
O\R;]`ZSg Sf^S`W[S\b O\R ]bVS` SbVS` R`WTb Sf^S`W[S\ba 7\ bVWa Q][^O`Wa]\ AQVZWQY
Wa ^O`bWQcZO`Zg W\bS`SabSR W\ bVS OZbS`\ObWdS bVS]`WSa ]T :]`S\bh O\R 4WbhUS`OZR PSQOcaS
bVSaSeS`S S_cOZZg QO^OPZS ]T ^`SRWQbW\U bVS S[^W`WQOZ `SacZba Oa3W\abSW\µa gSbeWbV]cb
bVS OP]dS[S\bW]\SR Tc\RO[S\bOZ `SdWaW]\a 0g Q][^O`W\U bVSaS be] RWTTS`S\b
Sf^ZO\ObW]\a ]T bVS aO[S^VS\][S\O AQVZWQYeO\bSR b] O\OZghSeVg3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g
eOa SdS\bcOZZg UWdS\ ^`STS`S\QS ]dS` bVOb ]T :]`S\bh O\R 4WbhUS`OZR 4c`bVS`[]`S
bV`]cUV bVWa Q][^O`Wa]\ AQVZWQYeOa OPZS b] aVSR\Se ZWUVb ]\ a][S]TbS\]dS`Z]]YSR
Oa^SQba ]T bVS]`g T]`[ObW]\ W\ ^O`bWQcZO` bVS bVS]`SbWQOZ dW`bcSa ]T c\Wd]QOZWbg O\R
aW[^ZWQWbg bVOb ^ZOgSR O\ W[^]`bO\b `]ZS W\ bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg
/a eS VOdS OZ`SORg aSS\ W\ aSQbW]\ % W\RS^S\RS\bZg ]T SOQV ]bVS` :]`S\bh O\R
4WbhUS`OZR VOR b`WSR b] Sf^ZOW\ eVg bVS OPa]ZcbS []bW]\ ]T O ZWUVb a]c`QS VOR \]
]PaS`dOPZS W\TZcS\QS ]\ bVS dSZ]QWbg ]T ZWUVb /a eS VOdS RSaQ`WPSR bVSg RWR bVWa
ďĔ AQVZWQY ²BVS >VWZ]a]^VWQOZ AWU\WTWQO\QS ]T bVS >`W\QW^ZS ]T @SZObWdWbg³ $!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bV`]cUV bVS ²Q]\b`OQbW]\ Vg^]bVSaWa³ ^`SRWQObW\U bVOb []dW\U P]RWSa Q]\b`OQb W\
bVS RW`SQbW]\ ]T []bW]\ eWbV O TOQb]`ဣ ๞ aĘNĘ eVS`S a Wa bVS dSZ]QWbg ]T bVS P]Rg
O\R N bVOb ]T ZWUVb 7\ R]W\U a] AQVZWQY RSaQ`WPSa ²bVSg ORVS`SR W\ SaaS\bWOZa b] bVS
:]`S\bhWO\ SZSQb`]Rg\O[WQa O\R VS\QS b] bVS Oaac[^bW]\ bVOb OPa]ZcbS []bW]\ VOR
O ^VgaWQOZ W\TZcS\QS³ģĩ 7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra bVS STTSQb ]T bVS []bW]\ ]T bVS ZWUVb a]c`QS
eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS SbVS` ]\ bVS dSZ]QWbg ]T ZWUVb e]cZR \]b PS RSbSQbOPZS PSQOcaS
bVWa []bW]\ e]cZR QOcaS ]c` [SOac`W\U O^^O`Obca b] Q]\b`OQb W\ ZS\UbV /a acQV bVS
W\ab`c[S\ba e]cZR ²Q]\QSOZ³ bVS `SOZ STTSQba ]T OPa]ZcbS []bW]\ĤĠ 7\ acQV O[O\\S`
bVWa Q]\b`OQbW]\eWbV bVS ORRWbW]\ ]T O\c[PS` ]T OcfWZWO`gVg^]bVSaSae]cZR Sf^ZOW\
bVS ]PaS`dObW]\ ]T O\ W\dO`WO\b dSZ]QWbg ]T ZWUVb eVWZS [OW\bOW\W\U bVS Oaac[^bW]\
]T bVS SbVS` Oa O\ OPa]ZcbS T`O[S ]T `STS`S\QS O\R eWbV Wb bVS QZOaaWQOZ Q]\QS^ba ]T
OPa]ZcbS a^OQS O\R bW[S
7T eS Q][^O`S bVWa OZbS`\ObWdS OQQ]c\b eWbV 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g eS ]cUVb b] \]bWQS
TW`ab ]T OZZ Oa AQVZWQY^]W\ba ]cb bVOb bVSg ²R] bVS aO[S bVW\U³Ĥġ bVOb Wa bVSg O`S S_cOZZg
QO^OPZS ]T Sf^ZOW\W\U bVS Sf^S`W[S\bOZ ^VS\][S\O BVWa O^^SOZa b] O QS\b`OZ TSObc`S W\
AQVZWQYµa S^WabS[]Z]Ug \O[SZg bVS WRSO ]T c\Wd]QOZWbg ]` c\Wd]QOZ\Saa 0TYOP`_TRVPT_
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Z]UWQOZ O\OZgaWa ]T bVS abObS[S\ba [ORS Pg bVS SfOQb aQWS\QSa /a AQVZWQY T]`SQOaba W\
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BVS`S eWZZ OZeOga PS[S\ eV] O`S Sa^SQWOZZg TWbbSR T]` O\OZghW\U bVS
cZbW[ObS[SO\W\U ]T aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa Pcb eV][Og \]b PS aYWZZTcZ W\
VO\RZW\U bVS[SbV]Ra PgeVWQV bVSW` b`cbV ]` TOZaSV]]R Wa OaQS`bOW\SR
BVSaS eWZZ PS bVS [S\ b] abcRg O\R b] bSOQV ^VWZ]a]^VWhW\U Pcb ]T
Q]c`aS bVSge]cZRVOdS b] VYZb bVS bVS]`WSa Xcab OaeSZZ Oa bVS aQWS\bWaba
eV] W\dS\b bVS[ =bVS`eWaS bVSg e]cZR \]b PS OPZS b] bOYS O aW\UZS
abS^ bVSg e]cZR VOdS \] ]PXSQb ]\ eVWQV b] e]`Y / ^VWZ]a]^VS`
bVS`ST]`S eV] Y\Se \]bVW\U SfQS^b ^VWZ]a]^Vg e]cZR PS ZWYS O Y\WTS
eWbV]cb O PZORS O\R VO\RZS <]eOROga O ^`]TSaa]` ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg dS`g
]TbS\ Wa O[O\eV] Wa \]b OPZS b][OYS O\gbVW\U QZSO`S` bVOb[SO\a VS
R]Sa \]b `SOZZg ^VWZ]a]^VWhS Ob OZZ VS Xcab bOZYa OP]cb ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]`
e`WbSa P]]Ya OP]cb Wb BVWa eWZZ PS W[^]aaWPZS W\ bVS Tcbc`S BVS `SacZb
]T ^VWZ]a]^VWhW\UeWZZ PS bVOb\][]`SP]]YaeWZZ PSe`WbbS\ OP]cb^VW
Z]a]^Vg Pcb bVOb LWWP]]YaeWZZ PSe`WbbS\ W\ O ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ[O\\S`ġĢĨ
!$ 2WaQcaaW]\
BV`]cUV]cb bVWa QOaS abcRg 7 bVW\Y eS [Og aSS O QZSO` SfO[^ZS ]T bVS QVO\UW\U
aSZTc\RS`abO\RW\U ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T Wba OcbV]`Wbg ]dS` b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
Q]\QS^ba acQV Oa bW[S 7b O^^SO`a bVOb AQVZWQY VW[aSZT ab`]\UZg QVO\USR VWa ]^W\W]\
]\ bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg dWaudWa bVS aQWS\QSa T`][ RSTS\RW\U ^VWZ]a]^Vgµa dOZcS
O\R W\RWa^S\aOPWZWbg W\ VWa SO`Zg e]`Y b]eO`Ra bVS[cQV[]`S[]RSab OQQ]c\b VS
^`SaS\bSR W\ VWa ZObS` ROga 7\ R]W\U a] eS OZa] TW\R VW[ RSTW\WbWdSZg OPO\R]\W\U
bVS 9O\bWO\ VS`WbOUS Q]\QS`\W\U bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S ES VOdS Tc`bVS`[]`S aSS\
AQVZWQY QVO\UW\U VWa ]^W\W]\ P]bV bV`]cUV VWa S\UOUS[S\b eWbV `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g
Oa eSZZ Oa bV`]cUV VWa W\bS`OQbW]\a eWbV VWa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa EVObµa
[]`S eS TW\R bVOb AQVZWQY bV`]cUV bVSaS W\bS`OQbW]\a W\ bc`\ W\TZcS\QSa bVSW`
c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T eVOb ^VWZ]a]^Vg Q]cZR Q]\b`WPcbS b] bVS abcRg ]T bW[S O\R bVS`SPg
ab`]\UZg QVO\USa bVS dWabO ]\ ^VWZ]a]^Vgµa ^`]^S` ^ZOQS W\ bVS beS\bWSbVQS\bc`g
ZO\RaQO^S ]T bV]cUVb OP]cb bW[S
/a eS VOdS RSaQ`WPSR W\ aSQbW]\ !  W\ VWa SO`ZWSab e]`Ya AQVZWQY O`UcSR bVOb
^VWZ]a]^Vg VOR O\ W[^]`bO\b ^]aWbWdS O\R W\RWa^S\aOPZS `]ZS b] TcZTWZZ eWbV `Sa^SQb
b] bVS aQWS\QSa /a acQV VS ObbS[^bSR b] T]`[cZObS O [WRRZS eOg PSbeSS\ eVOb
čĎĔ 7PWR %#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VS aOe Oa bVS O\bWaQWS\bWTWQ S\RSOd]`a ]T WRSOZWaba ZWYS 4WQVbS AQVSZZW\U O\R 6SUSZ
O\R OZa] bVS W\bcWbWdS O^^`]OQVSa ]T 0S`Ua]\ 8O[Sa O\R 6caaS`Z O\R bVS O\bW
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ aS\bW[S\ba W\d]YSR W\ bVS aQWS\bWTWQ Q][[c\Wbg W\ `Sa^]\aS b] P]bV ]T
bVSaS >VWZ]a]^Vg AQVZWQY O`UcSR W\ bVSaS SO`Zg abObS[S\ba R]Sa \]b Q][S PST]`S ]`
abO\R W\ ]^^]aWbW]\ b] bVS `SacZba ]T bVS aQWS\QSa Pcb `ObVS` aV]cZR ORO^b b] bVSaS
c\WTg bVS[ O\R ac^^ZS[S\b bVS[eVS`S \SSRSR
BVS bV`SST]ZR bOaY ]cbZW\SR Pg AQVZWQY W\ ²BVS >`SaS\b BOaY ]T >VWZ]a]^Vg³ '
OZa] O^^ZWSa b] VWa abO\QS ]\ bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS Q]\QS^b
]T bW[S( ^VWZ]a]^Vg aV]cZR [OYS QZSO` eVWQV Oaac[^bW]\a O`S VSZR ]\ bVS Q]\QS^b ]T
bW[S W\ bVS aQWS\QSa Wb ]cUVb b] c\WTg bVSaS dO`W]ca Oaac[^bW]\a ]T bVS a^SQWOZ aQWS\QSa
W\b] O aW\UZS e]`ZR^WQbc`S O\R Wb aV]cZR ac^^ZS[S\b bVSaS Oaac[^bW]\a eWbV eVOb
QO\\]b PS RSaQ`WPSR Pg bVS aQWS\QSa \O[SZg bVS ^c`SZg _cOZWbObWdS O\R acPXSQbWdS
Oa^SQba ]T bW[S AQVZWQY eV] Oa [S\bW]\SR W\ aSQbW]\ !  eOa \]b ]\Zg b`OW\SR W\
^VWZ]a]^Vg Pcb OZa] W\ ^VgaWQa O\R ^agQV]Z]Ug aSS[SR b] VOdS PSS\ Sa^SQWOZZg acWbSR
b] bVS bOaY VW[aSZT
6S VW[aSZT bc`\SR b] bVS bOaY ]T SfO[W\W\U bW[S W\ bVS ZWUVb ]T bVS `SQS\b
aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa W\ VWa '# O`bWQZS ²BVS >VWZ]a]^VWQOZ AWU\WTWQO\QS ]T bVS >`W\QW^ZS ]T
@SZObWdWbg³ /aeSVOdS RWaQcaaSR W\ aSQbW]\ !! W\ bVWae]`Y AQVZWQY RWa^cbSR bVS QZOW[a
ZOWR ]\ `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g Pg P]bV ^]aWbWdWa[ O\R 9O\bWO\Wa[ 7\ R]W\U OeOg eWbV ]c`
\OdS W\bcWbWdS Q]\QS^bW]\ ]T bW[S O\R Wba \]bW]\ ]T OPa]ZcbS aW[cZbO\SWbg 3W\abSW\µa
bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg RS[]\ab`ObSR OQQ]`RW\U b] AQVZWQY V]e ]c` Oaac[^bW]\a OP]cb
bVS \Obc`S ]T bW[S QO\\]b PS W\RcQSR T`][ W[[SRWObS Sf^S`WS\QS Oa ^]aWbWdWa[e]cZR
VOdS Wb O\R \SSR \]b PS RSRcQSR W\ O 9O\bWO\ [O\\S` Pcb `ObVS` O`S bVS `SacZb ]T
QV]WQS ]` ´Q]\dS\bW]\µ UcWRSR Pg bVS]`SbWQOZ dW`bcSa ZWYS c\Wd]QOZWbg O\R aW[^ZWQWbg
4c`bVS`[]`S OZbV]cUV AQVZWQY OQY\]eZSRUSR bVOb W\bcWbWdS O\R Sf^S`WS\QSR bW[S
Wa SaaS\bWOZZg RWabW\Qb T`][ bVS bW[S ]T ^VgaWQa VS [OW\bOW\SR bVOb eS QO\\]b O\R
\SSR \]b O^^SOZ b] bVS T]`[S` b] XcabWTg bVS Oaac[^bW]\a ]T bVS ZObbS` BVca AQVZWQY
`SRW`SQbSR bVS STT]`ba ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S PSg]\R bVSaS b`ORWbW]\OZ O^^`]OQVSa O\R
]^S\SR c^ bVS ^ZOgW\U TWSZR T]` `S\SeSR ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ `STZSQbW]\ ]\ bVS Oaac[^bW]\a
]\ bW[S^`SaS\bSR W\^VgaWQa ° O bVS[S bVObVSeOa b] Sf^Z]`S Tc`bVS` W\VWa acPaS_cS\b
O`bWQZS ]\ `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g
7\ bVWa ^O^S` ]T '% ²A^OQS O\R BW[S W\ 1]\bS[^]`O`g >VgaWQa( /\ 7\b`]RcQbW]\
b]5S\S`OZ BVS]`g ]T @SZObWdWbg³ AQVZWQY bOYSa ]\ 3W\abSW\µa US\S`OZ bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg
O\R O`UcSa ]\ Wba POaWa bVOb WT a^OQS O\R bW[S O`S W\aS^O`OPZg Q]\\SQbSR eWbV[ObbS`
O\R WT eS U] Pg bVS ^VgaWQWabµa abO\RO`R bVOb ]\Zg bVObeVWQV Wa[SOac`OPZS Wa `SOZ bVS\
a^OQS O\R bW[S Z]aS OZZ W\RS^S\RS\b ^VgaWQOZ `SOZWbg T]` bVSg QO\ \SdS` PS [SOac`SR
W\RS^S\RS\bZg Pcb ]\Zg W\ Q]\Xc\QbW]\ eWbV[ObbS` Oa ]PaS`dOPZS a^ObW]bS[^]`OZ
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Q]W\QWRS\QSa EVObµa []`S \]b ]\Zg O`S bVS a^OQS O\R bW[S ]T ^VgaWQa SaaS\bWOZZg
RWTTS`S\b T`][ bV]aS ]T W\bcWbW]\ ]` Sf^S`WS\QS Oa AQVZWQY VOR OZa] O`UcSR PST]`S Pcb
Tc`bVS`[]`S \SWbVS` ]T bVSaS Q]``Sa^]\R b] 9O\bµa \]bW]\ ]T L []TZ]T bW[S \]` VOa
O\g ObbS[^b b] T]`[cZObS \]dSZ L []TZ]T O\R \SQSaaO`g ^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb O^^Zg ]cbaWRS ]T
bVSaS PSS\ acQQSaaTcZ BVca 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg VOR ^`]dS\ bVOb 9O\bµa L
[]TZ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S R] \]b SfWab AQVZWQY [OW\bOW\SR
4]` ]c` ^c`^]aSa Wb Wa W\bS`SabW\U b] \]bS bVOb AQVZWQY R`Oea bVSaS [STWZ^Z[STNLW
Q]\QZcaW]\a ]\ bVS POaWa ]T O [Sd^TNLW Q`WbS`W]\ T]` `SOZWbg( a^OQS O\R bW[S Z]aS bVSW`
W\RS^S\RS\b ^VgaWQOZ `SOZWbg PSQOcaS bVSg QO\\]b PS [SOac`SR W\RS^S\RS\bZg) Pg
Q]\b`Oab a^ObW]bS[^]`OZ Q]W\QWRS\QSa PSQOcaS bVSg TSObc`S W\ ]c` aW[^ZSab c\Wd]QOZ
O\R bVS`ST]`S PSab RSaQ`W^bW]\ ]T ^VgaWQOZ \Obc`S O\R Oa acQV O`S [SOac`OPZS VOdS
b] PS Q]\aWRS`SR O aWU\ ]T a][SbVW\U `SOZ BVca bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg T]`QSa bVS
^VWZ]a]^VS` b] `SdWaS VWa RSTW\WbW]\a O\R `WR VWa ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T dOUcS US\S`OZWbWSa
O\R W\SfOQb\Saa bVS`SPg ObbS\RW\U b] O\ W\SdWbOPZS ^`]U`SaaW]\ bVS ORdO\QS[S\b ]T
^VgaWQOZ bVS]`g
BV`]cUV bVSaS be] O`bWQZSa ]\ `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g eVWQV eS`S O[]\U bVS TW`ab bV]`
]cUV ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ b`SOb[S\ba ]T bVS [ObbS` O\R eS`S bVS`ST]`S VWUVZg SabSS[SR Pg
VWa Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa AQVZWQYµa Q]\b`WPcbW]\ b] bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T beS\bWSbVQS\bc`g
^VWZ]a]^Vg]T bW[SeOa b]PS^O`bWQcZO`Zg aWU\WTWQO\b 7\RWaQcaaW\U^VWZ]a]^Vg]T bW[S
O\R bVS `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g bVOb T]`QSR VW[ b] `SdWaS Wb AQVZWQY RSdSZ]^SR O\ OQQ]c\b ]T
aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa bVOb e]cZR PSQ][S dS`g W\TZcS\bWOZ O[]\U ]bVS`a ]\ 3W\abSW\ O\R
@SWQVS\POQV /a 2]\ 6]eO`R VOa aV]e\ W\ VWa O`bWQZS ]\ bVS 3W\abSW\AQVZWQY Q]``S
a^]\RS\QS AQVZWQYeOa O[OX]` W\TZcS\QS ]\ bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T 3W\abSW\µa ^VWZ]a]^Vg
]T aQWS\QS OeOg T`][ bVS ;OQVWO\ ^]aWbWdWa[ bVOb VS VOR S\R]`aSR SO`Zg ]\ b]eO`Ra
O 2cVS[WO\ V]ZWabWQ Q]\dS\bW]\OZWa[ bVOb VS VOR ^S`VO^a SO`ZWS` S\bS`bOW\SR Pcb
PSQO[S W\Q`SOaW\UZg[]`S Q]\dW\QSRġĢĩ /a AQVZWQY VOR aV]e\ W\ VWa `SQ]\ab`cQbW]\ ]T
bVS US\SaWa ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g ° O `SQ]\ab`cQbW]\ bVOb 3W\abSW\ VW[aSZT O^^`]dSR ]T
O\R ^`OWaSR aSS aSQbW]\ !! OP]dS ° Wb eOa S\bW`SZg ^]aaWPZS b] OQQ]c\b T]` bVS aO[S
^VS\][S\O Pg [SO\a ]T RWTTS`S\b abWZZ c\Wd]QOZZg RSaQ`WPW\U bVS]`WSaġģĠ EVOb aSb
čĎĕ 6]eO`R ²@SOZWa[ O\R 1]\dS\bW]\OZWa[ W\ 3W\abSW\µa >VWZ]a]^Vg ]T AQWS\QS³ 1][^O`S eWbV
6]eO`R ²3W\abSW\ O\R bVS 2SdSZ]^[S\b ]T BeS\bWSbV1S\bc`g >VWZ]a]^Vg ]T AQWS\QS³ !$ TT
čďČ ²ES aV]cZR \]b ]\ bVS ]bVS` VO\R PS ^`SdS\bSR T`][ `SX]WQW\U W\ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ [][S\ba
bVOb \]bVW\U `SOZZg Q][^SZa ca b] `SUO`R ZYPe]`ZR^WQbc`S ]\Zg Oa bVS c\W_cSZg Q]``SQb ]\S Pcb
`ObVS` bVOb bVS eSOZbV ]T bVS Vc[O\[W\R OZZ]ea ca b] Obb`WPcbS S_cOZ b`cbV b] O dO`WSbg ]T aWU\
agabS[a ° ]\S W\ bVS aYW[^WSab TOaVW]\ O\]bVS` W\ `WQVS` Q]Z]c`W\U ° O`S abWZZ cZbW[ObSZg ]`RS`SR
c\Wd]QOZZg c^]\ ]\S O\R bVS aO[S `SOZWbg³ AQVZWQY ²BVS >VWZ]a]^VWQOZ AWU\WTWQO\QS ]T bVS >`W\QW^ZS
]T @SZObWdWbg³ % 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bVS]`WSa O^O`b T`][ ]\S O\]bVS` bVS\ eOa \]b[S`SZg bVSW` Q]``Sa^]\RS\QS b] bVS
TOQba Pcb `ObVS` ]bVS` Q]\aWRS`ObW]\a acQV Oa aW[^ZWQWbg O\R bVS Oaac[^bW]\a O\R
^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb bVSg `S_cW`S ca b] SfbS\R ]` OPO\R]\
4c`bVS`[]`S AQVZWQY QVOZZS\USR @SWQVS\POQVµa SO`Zg ObbS[^b b] WRS\bWTg Q]\abW
bcbWdS Q]\bW\US\b L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa `SUO`RW\U a^OQS O\R bW[S O\R W\abSOR aV]eSR
V]e bVSg Q]cZR PSbbS` PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa Q]\dS\bW]\a ZSORW\U @SWQVS\POQV OeOg
T`][ bVS ZOab `SaWRcSa ]T 9O\bWO\Wa[ b]eO`Ra bVS [Sb`WQ Q]\dS\bW]\OZWa[ VS PSQO[S
Y\]e\ T]`ġģġ 7\ VWa '  e]`Y ?SP ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d LYO , ;]TZ]T 6YZbWPORPġģĢ eS TW\R
@SWQVS\POQV RWabW\UcWaVW\U PSbeSS\ ´OfW][a ]T Q]]`RW\ObW]\µ eVWQV O`S bVS \]\
S[^W`WQOZ ^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb \SSR b] PS SabOPZWaVSR PST]`S O\g S[^W`WQOZ RSbS`[W\ObW]\a
O\R ´OfW][a ]T Q]\\SQbW]\µ ]` S[^W`WQOZ ZOea RSaQ`WPW\U bVS T]`[S` OfW][a Oa Q]\abW
bcbWdS T]` Y\]eZSRUS O\R bVS`ST]`S L []TZ]Tġģģ 4c`bVS`[]`S VS Q`WbWQWhSR AQVZWQY T]`
\]b `SQ]U\WhW\U bVWa Oa ²bVS Q]``SQb ^O`b ]T 9O\bµa bVS]`g \O[SZg bVS Q]\abWbcbWdS
aWU\WTWQO\QS ]T Q]]`RW\ObW\U ^`W\QW^ZSa³ġģĤ
AQVZWQY Q]c\bS`SR @SWQVS\POQV Pg O`UcW\U bVOb OZbV]cUV bVS`S O`S Q]\abWbcbWdS
^`W\QW^ZSa W\ bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg VS eOa [WabOYS\ eVS\ QOZZW\U bVSaS L []TZ]T
PSQOcaS bVSg eS`S \]b \SQSaaO`WZg dOZWR 7\abSOR ²eVOb VS I@SWQVS\POQVK QOZZa L []TZ]T
Q]``Sa^]\RS\QS ^`W\QW^ZSa O\R `WUVbZg RWabW\UcWaVSa T`][ S[^W`WQOZ Q]``Sa^]\RS\QS
^`W\QW^ZSa aSS[ b][S b] PS Q][^ZSbSZg WRS\bWQOZ b] >]W\QO`{µa ´Q]\dS\bW]\aµ O\R \]b
b] VOdS O\g [SO\W\U SfbS\RW\U PSg]\R bVOb³ġģĥ EVWZS @SWQVS\POQV RWR W\RSSR OU`SS
eWbV AQVZWQY bVOb SdS`g bVS]`g Q]\bOW\a O`PWb`O`g SZS[S\ba VS VSZR bVOb Wb Wa ^`SQWaSZg
PSQOcaS ]T bVWa O`PWb`O`W\Saa bVOb bVSaS ^`W\QW^ZSa VOdS b] PS Q]\aWRS`SR L []TZ]T T]`
²bVS Q]\b`WPcbW]\ ]T `SOa]\ Wa \]b Sf^`SaaSR Pg bVS TOQb bVOb bVS agabS[ ]T Q]]`RW\O
bW]\ Q]\bOW\a c\QVO\UW\U SZS[S\ba Pcb W\ bVS TOQb bVOb O`PWb`O`g SZS[S\ba ]QQc` W\
bVS agabS[³ġģĦ
čďč ASS OZa] 6]eO`R ²3W\abSW\ O\R bVS 2SdSZ]^[S\b ]T BeS\bWSbV1S\bc`g >VWZ]a]^Vg ]T AQWS\QS³
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US][Sb`g Q]cZR PS OQQS^bOPZS bVS OfW][a ]T a^OQS QO\\]b PS Q]\aWRS`SR b] PS
ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T XcRU[S\ba eVWQV c\RS`[W\Sa 9O\bµa XcabWTWQObW]\ ]T bVS QS`bOW\bg
]T bVS b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ [SbV]RġĤĢ /a acQV Oa @gQY[O\ OZa] ^]W\ba ]cb @SWQVS\POQV
čĐč @SWQVS\POQV ²BVS >`SaS\b AbObS ]T bVS 2WaQcaaW]\ ]\ @SZObWdWbg³ !% !&°!' B`O\aZObW]\ ]T @SWQVS\
POQV ²2S` USUS\ew`bWUS AbO\R RS` @SZObWdWbwbaRWaYcaaW]\³
čĐĎ ²7 aV]cZR ZWYS b] Q]\QZcRS bVS RWaQcaaW]\ ]T 1OaaW`S`µa 9O\bWO\Wa[eWbV O Q`WbWQWa[ ]T VWa P`WZZWO\b
O\R SfQSZZS\b e]`Y O Q`WbWQWa[ 7 VOdS PSS\ W\bS\RW\U b] [OYS T]` O Z]\U bW[S EWbV bVS SZW[W\ObW]\
]T bVS [Sb`WQ T`][ ^c`S W\bcWbW]\ QS`bOW\ OfW][a ]T bVS bVS]`g ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S bVS [Sb`WQOZ
OfW][a O`S RS^`WdSR ]T bVSW` QVO`OQbS` Oa ag\bVSbWQ XcRU[S\ba L []TZ]T 7T P]bV O XcRU[S\b O\R Wba
RS\WOZ O`S OQQS^bOPZS b] `SOa]\ ° O\R @WS[O\\WO\ US][Sb`g T]` W\abO\QS OQQS^ba bVS RS\WOZ ]T bVS
3cQZWRSO\ OfW][a ]T ^O`OZZSZa ° bVS\ bVOb XcRU[S\b QO\ \] Z]\US` PS `SUO`RSR Oa ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T
GSb Wb eOa bVS PSZWST bVOb bVS`S O`S ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T XcRU[S\ba eVWQV 9O\b b]]Y Oa VWa abO`bW\U ^]W\b
O\R VS Q]\aWRS`SR bVS ^`W\QW^ZS OQVWSdS[S\b ]T VWa b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ [SbV]R b] PS Wba RS[]\ab`ObW]\
]T bVS SbS`\OZ O^^ZWQOPWZWbg ]T acQV XcRU[S\ba b] aQWS\QS 7T a][S ]T bVSaS XcRU[S\b VOdS \]e Z]ab
bVSW` ^`WdWZSUSR abObca []`S VOa PSS\ aVObbS`SR bVO\ bVSaS XcRU[S\ba OZ]\S( bVS NP]_LTY_d ZQ _SP
_]LY^NPYOPY_LW XP_SZO VOa PSS\ c\RS`[W\SR O\R bVS`S Wa \] UcO`O\bSS bVOb bVS VWbVS`b] c\OTTSQbSR
OfW][a eWZZ V]ZR T]`SdS`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OPO\R]\SR bVS ]cbZ]]Y ^`SdW]caZg aVO`SR eWbV VWa T]`[S` bSOQVS` 1OaaW`S` eVS`SW\
bVSg P]bV ObbS[^bSR b] [OW\bOW\ a][S \]bW]\ ]T bVS L []TZ]T W\ bVS TOQS ]T bVS ORdS\b
]T bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbgġĤģ =` Oa VS e`]bS W\ ]\S ]T VWa SO`ZWSab ZSbbS`a b] AQVZWQY
@SWQVS\POQV e]cZR \]e UWdS c^ VWa ObbS[^b b] ²b] `SaQcS 9O\b T`][ bVS 9O\bWO\a³ġĤĤ
7\ bVS \Sfb QVO^bS` eS aVOZZ aSS eVSbVS` 1OaaW`S` VW[aSZT RWR acQQSSR W\ aOdW\U
9O\bWO\Wa[ T`][ bVS 9O\bWO\a eVS\ eS RWaQcaa VWa WRSOa ]\ bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S
O\R Wba `Sa^]\aS b] `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g W\ bVS \Sfb QOaS abcRg
6OdW\U PSS\ Q]\dW\QSR ]T bVS c\bS\OPWZWbg ]T bVS L []TZ]T Pg AQVZWQY W\ ?SP
;STWZ^Z[STNLW >TRYTQTNLYNP ZQ _SP ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d '   eS \]e TW\R @SWQVS\POQV
O`UcW\U bVOb ²bVS`S Wa \] aS^O`ObS S\b`O\QS b] b`cbV T]` ^VWZ]a]^VS`a³ T`][eVWQV Wb
`WUVbZg T]ZZ]ea bVOb []RS`\ aQWS\QS ²VOa `STcaSR b] `SQ]U\WhS bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T bVS
^VWZ]a]^VS` eV] QZOW[a b] Y\]e b`cbV T`][ W\bcWbW]\ T`][ W\aWUVb W\b] O e]`ZR ]T
WRSOa ]` W\b] bVS \Obc`S ]T `SOa]\ ]` bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T PSW\U ]` T`][eVObSdS` ac^S`
S[^W`WQOZ a]c`QS³ O\R bVOb bVS ^ObV ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` ]cUVb b] T]ZZ]e bVOb ]T bVS
aQWS\bWabġĤĥ 7\ bVWa abObS[S\b eS Q]cZR ^S`VO^a OZ`SORg `SQ]U\WhS bVS VO`PW\US`a ]T
QS\b`OZ bS\O\ba ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O^^`]OQV ]T bVS DWS\\O 1W`QZS b] eVWQV P]bV
AQVZWQY O\R @SWQVS\POQV eS`S b] OZZg bVS[aSZdSa ZObS` W\ bVS RSQORS
0ST]`S ObbS\RW\U b] bVOb S^Wa]RS W\ AQVZWQYµa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ RSdSZ]^[S\b T]` ]c`
^c`^]aSa Wb Wa W\bS`SabW\U b] ObbS\R]\QS[]`S b]3W\abSW\µa `Sa^]\aS b] AQVZWQYµa RWaQca
aW]\ ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g 4]` OZbV]cUV AQVZWQY O^^SO`a c\RS\WOPZg W\TZcS\bWOZ T]` bVS
RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T 3W\abSW\µa ]e\ bOYS ]\ bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T aQWS\QS Tc`bVS` ^`]^SZZW\U
VW[ OeOg T`][ VWa SO`ZWS` ^]aWbWdWabWQ ]^W\W]\a b]eO`Ra bVS Q]\dS\bW]\OZWa[ OZa]
S\R]`aSR Pg AQVZWQY OZ`SORg W\ VWa ZSbbS` W\ `Sa^]\aS b] AQVZWQYµa O`bWQZS ]T '% eS TW\R
3W\abSW\ Tc`bVS`W\U bVWa Q]\dS\bW]\OZWa[ Pg O`UcW\U bVOb SdS\ bVS _cSabW]\ ]T _SP
]PLWT_d ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S Wa O [ObbS` ]T [S`S RSTW\WbW]\ġĤĦ EVOb Wa []`S W\ \c[S`]ca
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ abObS[S\ba eS TW\R 3W\abSW\ O`UcW\U T]` _SP L`_SZ]T_d ZQ _SP [Sd^TNT^_ b]
RSQWRS ]\ acQV Q]\dS\bW]\a O\R RSTS\RW\U VWa T`SSR][ b] R] a] 7\ Q]\b`Oab b] bVS
^VWZ]a]^VS` eV] VOa O bS\RS\Qg b] ORVS`S b] O\ S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ agabS[ O\R W\bS`^`Sb
čĐď @gQY[O\ ²5S\S`OZ 1]dO`WO\QS O\R bVS ´@SZObWdWhSR / >`W]`Wµ ³
čĐĐ ²ES\\ WQV 7V`S\ C\bS`acQVc\US\ W\ SW\WUS\ >c\YbS\ eWRS`a^`SQVS\[caabS a] ZWSUb ROa dWSZZSWQVb
hB W\ SW\S` DS`aQVWSRS\VSWb c\aS`S` BS\RS\h PSU`\RSb 2S\\ eS\\ Sa 7V\S\ RO`OcT O\YO[ 9O\b
hc eWRS`ZSUS\ a] eO` Sa [SV`[SW\S /PaWQVb WV\ d]` RS\ 9O\bWO\S`\ hc `SbbS\³ @SWQVS\POQV b]
AQVZWQY =Qb]PS` %bV '  ;]`Wbh AQVZWQY <OQVZOaa EWS\S` 9`SWa /`QVWd <]]`R6]ZZO\Ra /`QVWST
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O\R RWaQO`R bVS bV]cUVbQ]\bS\b ]T aQWS\QS W\ bVS ZWUVb ]T Wb bVS aQWS\bWab 3W\abSW\
O`UcSa b]eO`Ra bVS S\R ]T VWa ZWTS '#"
QO\\]b OTT]`R b] QO``g VWa ab`WdW\U T]` S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ agabS[ObWQ bVOb
TO` 6S OQQS^ba U`ObSTcZZg bVS S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ Q]\QS^bcOZ O\OZgaWa)
Pcb bVS SfbS`\OZ Q]\RWbW]\a eVWQV O`S aSb T]` VW[ Pg bVS TOQba ]T
Sf^S`WS\QS R] \]b ^S`[Wb VW[ b] ZSb VW[aSZT PS b]][cQV `Sab`WQbSR
W\ bVS Q]\ab`cQbW]\ ]T VWa Q]\QS^bcOZ e]`ZR Pg bVS ORVS`S\QS b] O\
S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ agabS[ 6S bVS`ST]`S[cab O^^SO` b] bVS agabS[ObWQ
S^WabS[]Z]UWab Oa O bg^S ]T c\aQ`c^cZ]ca ]^^]`bc\Wab( VS O^^SO`a Oa
]PLWT^_ W\a]TO` Oa VS aSSYa b] RSaQ`WPS O e]`ZR W\RS^S\RS\b ]T bVS OQba
]T ^S`QS^bW]\) Oa TOPLWT^_ W\a]TO` Oa VS Z]]Ya c^]\ bVS Q]\QS^ba O\R
bVS]`WSa Oa T`SS W\dS\bW]\a ]T bVS Vc[O\ a^W`Wb \]b Z]UWQOZZg RS`WdOPZS
T`][eVOb Wa S[^W`WQOZZg UWdS\) Oa [Z^T_TaT^_ W\a]TO` Oa VS Q]\aWRS`a VWa
Q]\QS^ba O\R bVS]`WSa XcabWTWSR ]\Zg b] bVS SfbS\b b]eVWQV bVSg Tc`\WaV
O Z]UWQOZ `S^`SaS\bObW]\ ]T `SZObW]\a O[]\U aS\a]`g Sf^S`WS\QSa 6S
[Og SdS\ O^^SO` Oa ;WL_ZYT^_ ]` ;d_SLRZ]PLY W\a]TO` Oa VS Q]\aWRS`a bVS
dWSe^]W\b ]T Z]UWQOZ aW[^ZWQWbg Oa O\ W\RWa^S\aOPZS O\R STTSQbWdS b]]Z
]T VWa `SaSO`QVġĤħ
EVOb Wa []`S bVS ^VgaWQWab VW[aSZT Wa W\ bVS PSab ^]aWbW]\ b] [OYS bVSaS RSQWaW]\a
O\R Oa acQV QO``WSa ]cb bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ e]`Y bVOb Wa W\RWa^S\aOPZS b] VWa aQWS\QS Oa
VS O`UcSR W\ '!!(
7b VOa ]TbS\ PSS\ aOWR O\R QS`bOW\Zg \]b eWbV]cb XcabWTWQObW]\ bVOb
bVS [O\ ]T aQWS\QS Wa O ^]]` ^VWZ]a]^VS` EVg bVS\ aV]cZR Wb \]b
PS bVS `WUVb bVW\U T]` bVS ^VgaWQWab b] ZSb bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` R] bVS
^VWZ]a]^VWhW\U- AcQV [WUVb W\RSSR PS bVS `WUVb bVW\U Ob O bW[S
eVS\ bVS ^VgaWQWab PSZWSdSa VS VOa Ob VWa RWa^]aOZ O `WUWR agabS[
]T Tc\RO[S\bOZ Q]\QS^ba O\R Tc\RO[S\bOZ ZOea eVWQV O`S a] eSZZ
SabOPZWaVSR bVOb eOdSa ]T R]cPb QO\\]b `SOQV bVS[) Pcb Wb QO\\]b
PS `WUVb Ob O bW[S eVS\ bVS dS`g T]c\RObW]\a ]T ^VgaWQa WbaSZT VOdS
PSQ][S ^`]PZS[ObWQ Oa bVSg O`S \]e /b O bW[S ZWYS bVS ^`SaS\b eVS\
Sf^S`WS\QS T]`QSa ca b] aSSY O \SeS` O\R[]`S a]ZWR T]c\RObW]\ bVS
čĐē 3W\abSW\ ²@S[O`Ya 1]\QS`\W\U bVS 3aaOga 0`]cUVb B]USbVS` W\ BVWa 1]=^S`ObWdS D]Zc[S³ $&!°
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^VgaWQWab QO\\]b aW[^Zg ac``S\RS` b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` bVS Q`WbWQOZ
Q]\bS[^ZObW]\ ]T bVS bVS]`SbWQOZ T]c\RObW]\a) QZ] SP STX^PWQ VYZb^
MP^_ LYO QPPW^ XZ]P ^`]PWd bSP]P _SP ^SZP [TYNSP^ 7\ Z]]YW\U T]` O \Se
T]c\RObW]\ VS[cab b`g b][OYS QZSO` W\ VWa ]e\[W\R Xcab V]e TO`
bVS Q]\QS^ba eVWQV VS caSa O`S XcabWTWSR O\R O`S \SQSaaWbWSaġĤĨ
7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra OZbV]cUV 3W\abSW\ ^`OWaSR AQVZWQYµa ac^S`P b`SOb[S\b ]T bVS ^VWZ]
a]^VWQOZ c\RS`^W\\W\Ua ]T VWa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg O\R OZbV]cUV VS acPaQ`WPSR b]
AQVZWQYµa O`Uc[S\b T]` bVS W[^]`bO\QS ]T Q]\dS\bW]\a eVS\ aSZSQbW\U bVS Oaac[^
bW]\a c\RS`ZgW\U O ^VgaWQOZ bVS]`g VS OZa] S\R]`aSR bVS \]bW]\ bVOb bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
OQbWdWbg ]T WRS\bWTgW\U bVSaS Oaac[^bW]\a O\R SdOZcObW\U bVSW` caSTcZ\Saa O\R XcabWTW
QObW]\ eOa PSab ZSTb b] bVS ^`OQbWQW\U aQWS\bWab bVS`SPg c\RS`[W\W\U bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T
^VWZ]a]^Vg b] R] a] /ZbV]cUV bVSaS `S[O`Ya a][SeVOb O\OQV`]\WabWQOZZg `S^`SaS\b
3W\abSW\µa ZObS` ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ dWSea bVSg aSS[ b] [S b] T]ZZ]e \Obc`OZZg T`][ VWa
SO`ZWS` Q]\dS\bW]\OZWab abO\R^]W\b eVWQV VS RSdSZ]^SR W\ OU`SS[S\b eWbV AQVZWQY
=\S Q]cZR bVS`ST]`S e]\RS` eVSbVS` bVSaS `S[O`Ya ]T 3W\abSW\ O`S \]b `STZSQbWdS
]T O \Obc`OZ Q]\aS_cS\QS ]T AQVZWQYµa dWSe ]\ bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg eWbV
`SUO`Ra b] bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S Oa ^`SaS\bSR W\ VWa be] e]`Ya ]\ bVS bVS]`g ]T
`SZObWdWbg( WT bVS QV]WQS ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Oaac[^bW]\a ]T O bVS]`g Wa O [ObbS` ]T
Q]\dS\bW]\ O\R WT bVSaS Q]\dS\bW]\a QO\ ]\Zg PS c\RS`ab]]R W\ bVS Q]\bSfb ]T O
V]ZWabWQ 2cVS[WO\ OQQ]c\b ]T bVS]`g QV]WQS W\d]ZdW\U US\S`OZ bVS]`SbWQOZ dW`bcSa
ZWYS aW[^ZWQWbg O\R c\Wd]QOZWbg aV]cZR \]b bVS OQb ]T aSZSQbW\U O\R XcabWTgW\U bVS
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Oaac[^bW]\a ]T O bVS]`g PS ^O`b O\R^O`QSZ ]T bVS OQbWdWbg ]T bVS aQWS\bWab
`ObVS` bVO\ bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg- 7T O\gbVW\U bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS`[Og OWR bVS ^VgaWQWab
W\ QZO`WTgW\U O\R[OYW\U Sf^ZWQWb bVSaS Oaac[^bW]\a Pcb VS e]cZR \]b ^]aaSaa O\g
W\RS^S\RS\b Q`WbS`W]\ Pg eVWQV b] XcRUS bVSW` dOZcS ]` dOZWRWbg Ob VWa RWa^]aWbW]\
\]` e]cZR VS VOdS O\g OcbV]`Wbg b] R] a] 7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra Wb aSS[a b] T]ZZ]e T`][
AQVZWQYµa ]e\ ^]aWbW]\ ]\ bVS]`g QV]WQS W\ ZWUVb ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg bVOb
eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS Oaac[^bW]\a ]T bVS aQWS\QSa bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` R]Sa \]b VOdS O\g
a^SQWOZ OcbV]`Wbg ]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
7T bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg Q]\aS_cS\bZg QO\\]b PS bVS SdOZcObW]\ ]T bVS Oaac[^
bW]\a ]T aQWS\QSa eWbV `SUO`Ra b] bW[S eVOb Q]cZR bVS Q]\b`WPcbW]\ ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg
]T bW[S abWZZ Q]\aWab W\- / acUUSabW]\ T]` O\ O\aeS` b] bVWa _cSabW]\ QO\ PS T]c\R
W\ AQVZWQYµa ZObS` ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ RSdSZ]^[S\b Oa RWaQcaaSR W\ !# BVS`S eS VOdS aSS\
čĐĔ 3W\abSW\ 4OPL^ LYO:[TYTZY^  '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AQVZWQY O`UcW\U T]ZZ]eW\U bVS Z]UWQOZ e]`Y ]T 4`SUS O\R @caaSZZ Pcb []abZg EWbbUS\
abSW\ bVOb bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg Q]\aWaba W\ bVS QZO`WTWQObW]\ ]T bVS abObS[S\ba ]T
aQWS\QS `ObVS` bVO\ W\ bVS ^`]RcQbW]\ ]T Wba ]e\^`]^]aWbW]\a 7\ ZW\SeWbV bVWa ^VWZ]a
]^Vg aV]cZR \]b PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa ^`]^OUObW\U O aSb ]T TOPL^ Pcb `ObVS` Oa Q][^`WaW\U
]T O aSb ]T LN_^ EVOb Wa []`S bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ LN_TaT_d ]T QZO`WTgW\U bVS [SO\W\U ]T O
abObS[S\b Pg [OYW\U Sf^ZWQWb bVS Q`WbS`WO T]` Wba b`cbV Wa ^O`b ]T aQWS\QS WbaSZT W\ a] TO`
Oa aQWS\QS Wa W\SdWbOPZg Q]\QS`\SR eWbV bVS ^`SQWaS dS`WTWQObW]\ ]T abObS[S\ba a] bVOb
bVWa OQbWdWbg R]Sa \]b SfQZcaWdSZg PSZ]\U b] bVS R][OW\ ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg 7b T]ZZ]ea T`][
bVWa bVOb bVS`S Wa \] acQV bVW\U Oa O ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S) bVS`S Wa ]\Zg bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
OQbWdWbg ]T QZO`WTgW\U bVS abObS[S\ba ]T aQWS\QS
4`][ bVSaS ZObS` e]`Ya eSe]cZR VOdS b] Q]\QZcRS bVOb OQQ]`RW\U b] AQVZWQY bVS`S
Wa OZa] \] a^SQWOZ OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S >VWZ]a]^Vg Wa
\SWbVS` Sa^SQWOZZg S_cW^^SR T]` bVS QZO`WTWQObW]\ ]T bVS ^`]^]aWbW]\a ]T aQWS\QS T]` bVWa
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ OQbWdWbg Wa ^O`b ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T aQWS\QS \]` aV]cZR Wb ^`]^]aS Wba
]e\ ^`]^]aWbW]\a ]\ bW[S W\ bVS T]`[ ]T O\ S^WabS[]Z]Ug ]` [SbO^VgaWQa \]` W\RSSR
Q]cZR Wb O^^SOZ b] a][SbVW\U W\VS`S\b b] SbVWQa ]` OSabVSbWQa T]` bVSW` SfWabS\QS Oa
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ RWaQW^ZW\Sa ]\Zg `SZWSa ]\ bVS TOQb bVOb bVSW` [SO\W\U Wa \]b gSb QZSO`
S\]cUVġĤĩ AQVZWQY bVS`ST]`S aSS[a b] RWabO\QS VW[aSZT TO` T`][ bVS bOaY OaQ`WPSR W\ VWa
SO`ZWSab ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ e]`YaġĥĠ =\S[Og e]\RS` eVSbVS` bVS `SacZbW\U RSaQ`W^bW]\ ]T
bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bW[S e]cZR \]b W\SdWbOPZg `S\RS` Wb `SRc\RO\b
O Q]\QZcaW]\ bVOb AQVZWQY VW[aSZT aSS[SR b] VOdS aca^SQbSR O\R e]cZR ^S`VO^a \]b
SdS\VOdS RS^Z]`SR Oa VS ^`Sac[OPZg Q]\aWRS`SR[]ab ^VWZ]a]^VS`a b] PS c\TWb T]` bVS
bOaY W\ bVS TW`ab ^ZOQS ZWYS O ²Y\WTS eWbV]cb O PZORS O\R VO\RZS³ġĥġ BVca bV`]cUV]cb
bVWa QOaS abcRg O\R c\RS` bVS W\TZcS\QS ]T P]bV VWa S\UOUS[S\b eWbV bVS bVS]`g
]T `SZObWdWbg O\R VWa W\bS`OQbW]\a eWbV Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa ZWYS 3W\abSW\ @SWQVS\POQV
O\REWbbUS\abSW\ eS VOdS T]c\R VW[ `ORWQOZZg OZbS` VWa ^]aWbW]\ ]\ bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T
^VWZ]a]^Vg eWbV `SUO`Ra b] bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S( T`][ W\WbWOZZg b`gW\U b] QO`dS ]cb O
^]aWbWdS `]ZS T]` ^VWZ]a]^Vg W\ PSbeSS\ bVS O\bW^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ aS\bW[S\ba ^`SdOZS\b
W\ aQWS\QS O\R bVS W\bcWbWdS O\R O\bWaQWS\bWTWQ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O^^`]OQVSa eVWQV VS
eO\bSR b] Od]WR b]eO`Ra bVS Q][^ZSbS RWaa]ZcbW]\ ]T bVS OQba ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg W\b] bVS
OQbWdWbWSa O\R OcbV]`Wbg ]T bVS aQWS\QSa
ES aVOZZ SdOZcObS bVWa ]cbQ][S Tc`bVS` W\ bVS Q]\QZcaW]\ ]T bVWa RWaaS`bObW]\
eVS`SeS Q][^O`S bVS `SacZba ]T bVWa QOaS abcRgeWbV bV]aS ]T 0S`Ua]\ O\R1OaaW`S` 4]`
čĐĕ 1T ^ %
čđČ 1][^O`S bVWa eWbV bVS bV`SST]ZR bOaY RSaQ`WPSR W\ aSQbW]\ !  ^ ! TT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\]e eS eWaV b] ab`Saa ]\QS []`S bVS W\TZcS\QS bVOb AQVZWQY VOR ]\ bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b
]T beS\bWSbVQS\bc`g ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T aQWS\QS 0SW\U bVS QVOW`[O\ ]T bVS DWS\\O 1W`QZS
AQVZWQY [OW\bOW\SR Q]\bOQba eWbV [O\g W\bSZZSQbcOZa OTTWZWObSR eWbV Wb O\R bVS
S[^W`WQWab ^VWZ]a]^Vg bVOb eOa SfS[^ZWTWSR Pg VWa O^^`]OQV b] ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S
eOa c\[WabOYOPZg W\TZcS\bWOZ W\ aSbbW\U bVS 1W`QZSµa OUS\RO ;O\g ]T VWa WRSOa OP]cb
bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg SU bVOb Wa aV]cZR ^`W[O`WZg OW[ Ob QZO`WTgW\U Q`WbWQWhW\U
O\R c\WTgW\U bVS Oaac[^bW]\a ]T aQWS\QS eS`S RW`SQbZg bOYS\ c^ W\ bVS DWS\\O
1W`QZSµa [O\WTSab] 4c`bVS`[]`S bVOb bVSaS Oaac[^bW]\a O\R ^`W\QW^ZSa Q]cZR \]b PS
OQQ]c\bSR T]` W\ b`ORWbW]\OZ ^]aWbWdWabWQ ]` 9O\bWO\ bS`[aeOa OZa] a][SbVW\U AQVZWQY
eOa TW`ab b] `S\RS` Q`SRWPZS O\R T]` eVWQV VS `SQSWdSR bVS OQQZOW[ bVOb SdS\bcOZZg
P`]cUVb VW[ b] DWS\\O BVS ^]ZWbWQOZZg R`WdS\ RWaaS[W\ObW]\ ]T bVS DWS\\O 1W`QZS
W\ bVS '!a QOcaSR Wba WRS]Z]Ug b] PS a^`SOR TO` PSg]\R /cab`WO O\R Oa TO` Oa bVS
C\WbSR AbObSa ]T /[S`WQO bV`]cUV @SWQVS\POQV O\R 1O`\O^ eVS`S Wb ZOWR bVS POaWa
T]` ^]abŎŎŀŀ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O^^`]OQVSa b] aQWS\QS BVca P]bV RW`SQbZg ° bV`]cUV
W\TZcS\QW\U TWUc`Sa ZWYS @SWQVS\POQV O\R 3W\abSW\ ° O\R W\RW`SQbZg ° bV`]cUV VWa
Q]\bOQba eWbVW\ O\R O`]c\R bVS DWS\\O 1W`QZS ° AQVZWQYµa ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S O\R
VWa WRSOa OP]cb ^VWZ]a]^Vgµa bOaY eWbV `SUO`Ra b] bVS aQWS\QSa ab`]\UZg aVO^SR SO`Zg
beS\bWSbVQS\bc`g bV]cUVb BVS Q]\aS_cS\QSa ]T bVWa aVOZZ PS ORc[P`ObSR W\ ]c`
1]\QZcaW]\
4W`ab V]eSdS` ZSb ca bc`\ b] ]\S []`S O[]\U AQVZWQYµa Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa 3`\ab
1OaaW`S` 4]` 1OaaW`S` QS`bOW\Zg RSaS`dSa O ^ZOQS W\ bVWa ^O\]`O[O PSQOcaS ]T VWa
OcROQW]ca ObbS[^b b] aOdS O 9O\bWO\ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O^^`]OQV b] bW[S T`][ bVS
QVOZZS\USa ^]aSR Pg 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg eVWZS Ob bVS aO[S aS`W]caZg bW[S
S\UOUW\U eWbV bVS ZObbS`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6]e aV]cZR eS bVW\Y OP]cb bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S \]b Xcab W\ bVS Q]\bSfb ]T ^VgaWQa
]` ^agQV]Z]Ug ]` b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg Pcb OUOW\ab bVS POQYU`]c\R ]T OZZ ]T
Vc[O\ bV]cUVb- 0g ^]aW\U bVS _cSabW]\ ]T bW[S W\ bVWa eOg 1OaaW`S` RWabW\UcWaVSR
VW[aSZT T`][ [O\g ]T VWa Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa 7\ O\aeS`W\U Wb VS Q]cZR R`Oe ]\ VWa
POQYU`]c\R Oa O VWab]`WO\ ]T aQWS\QS O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg eVWQV VOR ZSR VW[ b] e`WbS
SfbS\aWdSZg ]\ 2SaQO`bSa O\R :SWP\Wh O\R OZa] ^`]RcQS O bV`SSd]Zc[S e]`Y ]\ bVS
VWab]`g ]T []RS`\ ^VWZ]a]^Vg 1OaaW`S`µa ^`]XSQb ]T c\RS`abO\RW\U bVS ab`cQbc`Sa
O\R [SQVO\Wa[a ]T OZZ ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb e]cZR SdS\bcOZZg ZSOR b] VWa aS[W\OZ
e]`Y ]\ bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ W\ eVWQV VS Q][PW\SR W\aWUVba ]\ Vc[O\
bV]cUVb Oa Wb VOR [O\WTSabSR WbaSZT W\ ZO\UcOUS [gbVWQOZ bVW\YW\U O\R aQWS\bWTWQ
Y\]eZSRUS /a W\ bVS e]`Ya ZSORW\U c^ b] bVWa [OU\c[ ]^ca 1OaaW`S` Q][PW\SR
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O\OZgaWa eWbV O QO`STcZ UObVS`W\U O\R ^`SaS\bObW]\ ]T VWab]`WQOZ O\R
O\bV`]^]Z]UWQOZ TOQba BVS S\R `SacZb e]cZR PS O\ c\RS`abO\RW\U \]b Xcab ]T Vc[O\
Y\]eZSRUS ]` XcRU[S\b Pcb ]T [O\ Oa ^`]dWRW\U c\Wbg eWbVW\ RWdS`aWbg Oa VS e]cZR
QZOW[ W\ VWa TW\OZ e]`Y e`WbbS\ T]` VWa /[S`WQO\ OcRWS\QS eVWZS Ob GOZS bVS 0^^Ld ZY
8LY
BVWa QVO^bS` SfO[W\Sa 1OaaW`S`µa Q]\b`WPcbW]\ b] SO`Zg beS\bWSbVQS\bc`g ^VW
Z]a]^Vg ]T bW[S BVS [OW\ Q]\QS^bcOZ QVOZZS\US bVOb eS [cab TOQS Wa bVOb 1Oa
aW`S` Q]\aWRS`SR bW[S ZWYS a^OQS b] PS O ^`W[O`g T]`[ ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb eVWQV
RSa^WbS Wba O^^O`S\b c\Wbg [O\WTSaba WbaSZT RWabW\QbWdSZg W\ bVS dO`W]ca []RSa ]T
bV]cUVb ° O\R bVOb VS\QS VS RWaQcaaSR bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S W\ aSdS`OZ RWdS`UW\U Q]\
bSfba <]\SbVSZSaa Oa VOa PSS\ \]bSR Pg ]bVS`aġ Wb O^^SO`a b] PS ^]aaWPZS b] RWabWZZ
bVSaS T]`[a ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb T`][ bVSaS dO`W]ca []RSa O\R ^`SaS\b bVS[ ]`UO
\WhSR Oa acQV O\R bVWa Wa eVOb Wa ObbS[^bSR VS`S 7\ R]W\U a] 7 eWaV b] SfO[W\S W
V]e bVS 9O\bWO\ \]bW]\a ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S Oa T]`[a ]T W\bcWbW]\ O`S b`O\aT]`[SR
Pg 1OaaW`S` a] Oa b] O^^Zg b] bVS eV]ZS ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb) WW eVOb bVS ^O`bWQc
ZO` \S]9O\bWO\ Oa^SQb ]T 1OaaW`S`µa ^VWZ]a]^Vg O[]c\ba b]) O\R WWW V]e 1OaaW`S`µa
č 1T SU 6O[Pc`U ²1OaaW`S`µa 1]\QS^bW]\ ]T >VWZ]a]^Vg³ #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S\UOUS[S\b eWbV VWa Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa QVO\USR bVS ZO\RaQO^S ]T SO`Zg beS\bWSbV
QS\bc`g bV]cUVb OP]cb bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
=\S ]T bVS RWTTWQcZbWSa bVOb eS eWZZ S\Q]c\bS` Wa b] QZO`WTg V]e Wb Wa ^]aaWPZS
bVOb a][SP]Rg RSTS\RSR O \S]9O\bWO\ ^]aWbW]\ ]\ bW[S OTbS` bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T
`SZObWdWabWQ ^VgaWQa /TbS` OZZ Wb Wa `]cbW\SZg QZOW[SR bVOb 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg
VOR aV]e\ 9O\bWO\ Q]\QS^bW]\a ]T bW[S b] PS TOZaS 4c`bVS`[]`S a][S ]T 1OaaW`S`µa
[]`S ^]aWbWdWabWQOZZg W\QZW\SR Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa W\QZcRW\U ° Oa eS VOdS aSS\ °;]`Wbh
AQVZWQY O\R bVS Z]UWQOZ S[^W`WQWaba VOR OZ`SORg d]WQSR bVSW` Q`WbWQWa[ eWbV `SUO`R b]
^VWZ]a]^VWSa bVOb Q]\aWRS`SR bW[S b] PS L []TZ]T W\ bVS 9O\bWO\ aS\aS 6]e bVS\ Wa Wb
^]aaWPZS T]` a][S]\S ZWYS 1OaaW`S` eV] QZOW[SR b] U`Oa^ `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g Q][^ZSbSZg
b] Q]\bW\cS RSTS\RW\U O P`]ORZg 9O\bWO\ b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ WRSOZWabWQ W\bS`^`SbObW]\ ]T
bW[S- 5WdS\ bVOb acQV O\ W\bS`^`SbObW]\ W\ bVS ZWUVb ]T ZObS` eWaR][ O\R XcRU[S\ba
Wa ZWYSZg b] PS ^S`QSWdSR Oa TOZaS Wb Wa ]c` bOaY b] TWUc`S ]cb O\R ]TTS` O ^ZOcaWPZS OQQ]c\b
]T bVS []bWdObW]\ PSVW\R 1OaaW`S`µa Q]\dWQbW]\a
7\ `SQ]\ab`cQbW\U 1OaaW`S`µa Q]\b`WPcbW]\ b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S 7 eWZZ PS
e]`YW\U T`][ bVS Oaac[^bW]\ bVOb 1OaaW`S`µa ^VWZ]a]^Vg RWa^ZOga O Q]\bW\c]ca
RSdSZ]^[S\b W\ eVWQV SO`ZWS` WRSOa O`S \]b RWaQO`RSR Pcb e]`YSR ]cb O\R OZZ]eSR b]
bOYS ]\[]`S Q]VS`S\b T]`[a BVWa Oaac[^bW]\ ]cUVb b] PS WT \]b ^`]dSR a] Ob ZSOab
XcabWTWSR ]\ bVS POaWa ]T O \c[PS` ]T Q`WbS`WO eVWQV W\QZcRS bVS ^S`QSWdSR Q]\bW\cWbWSa
W\ bVS `SZSdO\b Oa^SQba ]T 1OaaW`S`µa ^VWZ]a]^Vg 1OaaW`S`µa ]e\ abObS[S\ba `SUO`RW\U
VWa ORVS`S\QS b] ]` RS^O`bc`S T`][ SO`ZWS` abO\R^]W\ba O\R bVS W\bS`^`SbObWdS O\R
O\OZgbWQ e]`Y ^S`T]`[SR Pg ]bVS` aQV]ZO`a e]`YW\U ]\ 1OaaW`S`µa ^VWZ]a]^Vg 7\
bVS TW`ab aSQbW]\ 7 aVOZZ Sf^ZWQObS [g c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS `SR bV`SOR `c\\W\U
bV`]cUV 1OaaW`S`µa ^VWZ]a]^Vg Oa eSZZ Oa bVS US\S`OZ RW`SQbW]\ ]T Wba RSdSZ]^[S\b
bV`]cUV]cb VWa QO`SS` BVS _cSabW]\ ]T eVSbVS` bVS Oaac[^bW]\ ]T O TOW`Zg Q]\bW\c]ca
RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T VWa ^VWZ]a]^Vg Wa XcabWTWSR 7 aVOZZ ZSOdS b] O ZObS` ^O`b ]T bVWa
QVO^bS`
7\ bVWa QVO^bS` bVS\ 7 TW`ab RWaQcaa 1OaaW`S`µa Q]\b`WPcbW]\ b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T
bW[S 7\ O 1OaaW`S`WO\ TOaVW]\ 7 aVOZZ R] a] Pg TW`ab RSaQ`WPW\U bVS US\S`OZ bS\RS\QWSa
UcWRW\U bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T 1OaaW`S`µa ]e\ bV]cUVb 7\ bVWa RSaQ`W^bW]\ bVS WaacS ]T
bVS Q]\bW\cWbg ]` RWaQ]\bW\cWbg ]T VWa bV]cUVb O\R[g ^S`a^SQbWdS ]\ Wb aVOZZ TW`ab PS
b]cQVSR c^]\ 7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra 7 RSaQ`WPS V]e 1OaaW`S` RSdSZ]^SR VWa ^]W\b ]T dWSe
]\ bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S abO`bW\U eWbV VWa US\S`OZ O\OZgaWa ]T aQWS\bWTWQ bV]cUVb W\
>`M^_LYNP LYO 1`YN_TZY ' ^`]QSSRW\U b] VWa []`S a^SQWTWQ O\OZgaWa ]T `SZObWdWabWQ
^VgaWQa W\ 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d .ZY^TOP]PO Q]ZX _SP 0[T^_PXZWZRTNLW >_LYO[ZTY_
'  O\R S\RW\U eWbV VWa []`S US\S`OZ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ b`SOb[S\ba ]T bV]cUVb Oa
]`UO\WhSR OQQ]`RW\U b] []RSa ]T bV]cUVb W\ VWa ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X ' ! ' #
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' ' O\R ]`UO\WhSR OQQ]`RW\U b] b]^WQa W\ VWa 0^^Ld ZY 8LY '!! BVWa b`SOb[S\b
ZSOdSa ]cb VWa VWab]`WQOZ e]`Y []ab \]bOPZg VWa e]`Y ]\ :SWP\Wh O\R VWa VWab]`g ]T
bVS ^`]PZS[ ]T Y\]eZSRUS W\[]RS`\ ^VWZ]a]^Vg O\R aQWS\QS
AcPaS_cS\bZg 7 aVOZZ ORR`Saa be] WaacSa bVOb VOdS PSS\ RWaQcaaSR SO`ZWS` W\ bVWa
RWaaS`bObW]\ 7\ `STS`S\QS b] ]c` RWaQcaaW]\ ]T 9O\bWO\Wa[ W\ bVS TW`ab QVO^bS` 7
aVOZZ b`g b] Sf^ZWQObS eVOb bVS ^O`bWQcZO` 9O\bWO\ O\R \S]9O\bWO\ Oa^SQba eS`S W\
1OaaW`S`µa O^^`]OQV b] ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S 7\ R]W\U a] 7 aVOZZ VOdS b] ^Og ^O`bWQcZO`
ObbS\bW]\ b] bVS ]PXQbW]\a b] acQV O\ O^^`]OQV ]T eVWQV [O\g VOdS OZ`SORg PSS\
RWaQcaaSRVS`S O\RV]e1OaaW`S` O\aeS`SR bVS[ AcPaS_cS\bZg 7 aVOZZ b`g b] RSZW\SObS
V]e VWa S\UOUS[S\b eWbV Q]\bS[^]`O`g ^VWZ]a]^VS`a O\R aQWS\bWaba QVO\USR SO`Zg
beS\bWSbVQS\bc`g RWaQcaaW]\a ]T bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S BVSaS be] ZObbS` WaacSa O`S[]`S
a^SQWTWQ _cSabW]\a O\R bVS`ST]`S OZZ]e T]` O []`S ^`SQWaS c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T 1OaaW`S`µa
Q]\b`WPcbW]\ b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S
"  BVS 1]\QS^b ]T BW[S W\ AcPabO\QS O\R 4c\QbW]\
7\ >`M^_LYNP LYO 1`YN_TZY ' ]` >`M^_LYeMPR]TQQ `YO 1`YV_TZY^MPR]TQQ% @Y_P]^`NS`YRPY
MP] OTP 2]`YOQ]LRPY OP] 0]VPYY_YT^V]T_TV Oa Wb eOa ]`WUW\OZZg bWbZSR 1OaaW`S` ]TTS`a O
bVS]`g ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S bVOb R]Sa \]b gSb W\Q]`^]`ObS bVS TW\RW\Ua ]T 3W\abSW\µa
bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg 7\ bVWa e]`Y 1OaaW`S` ^`SaS\ba O bVS]`g ]T bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS
O\R bW[S bVOb QO\ PS aSS\ Oa \S]9O\bWO\ gSb S[^VOaWhW\U bVS eOg W\ eVWQV bVSg O`S
L []TZ]T W\ bVS aS\aS bVOb bVSg c\RS`^W\ <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQOZ bVS]`g O\R RS^`SQWObW\U
bVS `]ZS bVSg ^ZOg W\ aS\a]`g Sf^S`WS\QS OQQ]`RW\U b] 9O\bµa b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ OSabVSbWQ
1OaaW`S` O``WdSa Ob bVSaS Q]\QZcaW]\a `SUO`RW\U bW[S bV`]cUV O US\S`OZ O\OZgaWa ]T bVS
\]bW]\ ]T bVS Q]\QS^b O\R []`S ^O`bWQcZO`Zg ]T bVS eOg bVOb Q]\QS^ba Tc\QbW]\ W\
[ObVS[ObWQa BVWa O\OZgaWa aV]ea VS PSZWSdSa bVOb Q]\QS^ba VOdS b] PS c\RS`ab]]R
Oa O`WaW\U bV`]cUV bVS Q]\ab`cQbWdS O^^ZWQObW]\ ]T Tc\QbW]\ Pg bV]cUVb bVS`SPg
RWabO\QW\U VW[aSZT OZa] T`][ bVS /`Wab]bSZWO\ c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS O^^ZWQObW]\ ]T
c\WdS`aOZa O\R bV`]cUV bVWa VS ^`SaS\ba bVS T]c\RObW]\a ]T VWa ]e\ P`O\QV ]T \S]
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]T bVS <Seb]\WO\ \Obc`OZ aQWS\QS Wa \]b VWa R]Qb`W\S \SQSaaO`WZg
S\bO\UZSR W\ bVS TObS ]T bVS <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQa O\R [cab \]b OZZ
QVO\USa W\ bVS ZObbS` `SOQb RW`SQbZg ]\ bVS T]`[ ]T bVS Tc\RO[S\bOZ
R]Qb`W\Sa ]T bVS Q`WbWQOZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg-ģĦ
1OaaW`S` aSS[a b] O\aeS` bVWa ZObbS` _cSabW]\ OTTW`[ObWdSZg bVS`SPg ]^S\W\U c^ bVS
^]aaWPWZWbg ]T O `SSdOZcObW]\ ]T bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb 9O\b VSZR Oa \Obc`Sµa cZbW[ObS
T]c\RObW]\a 6]eSdS` acQV O `SSdOZcObW]\ O\R Wba Q]\Q][WbO\b ´`SZObWdWhObW]\µ e]cZR
\]b PS c\9O\bWO\ Ob OZZ 1OaaW`S` Q]\bW\cSa b] O`UcS(
7T Wb Wa aV]e\ bVOb bVS[]RS`\ ^VgaWQOZ dWSea ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S ZSOR W\
bVS S\R Oa TO` PSg]\R 9O\b Oa bVSg R] PSg]\R <Seb]\ bVS\ bVS bW[S
e]cZR VOdS Q][S eVS\ ]\ bVS POaWa ]T 9O\bµa ^`Sac^^]aWbW]\a eS
e]cZR VOdS b] ORdO\QS PSg]\R 9O\b 4]` bVS ^c`^]aS ]T bVS .]T_T\`P
ZQ ;`]P =PL^ZY eOa \]b b] U`]c\R ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Y\]eZSRUS ]\QS T]`
OZZ W\ O TWfSR R]U[ObWQ agabS[ ]T Q]\QS^ba Pcb b] ]^S\ c^ T]` Wb bVS
²Q]\bW\c]ca RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T O aQWS\QS³ W\ eVWQV bVS`S QO\ PS ]\Zg
`SZObWdS \]b OPa]ZcbS ab]^^W\U ^]W\baģħ
4]` 1OaaW`S` bVS ORdS\b ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg eO``O\ba O Q]\bW\cSR
SfO[W\ObW]\ ]T bVS QZ]aS `SZObW]\aVW^ PSbeSS\ S^WabS[]Z]Ug O\R \Obc`OZ aQWS\QS
/ZbV]cUV bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg VOR aV]e\ bVOb <Seb]\WO\ a^OQS O\R bW[S O`S \]b
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aV]cZR PS Q]\aWRS`SR bVS QcZ[W\ObW]\ ]T O\ W\bSZZSQbcOZ RSdSZ]^[S\b W\ S^WabS[]Z]Ug
O\R ^VgaWQaģĨ BVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg 1OaaW`S` O`UcSa Wa bVS `SacZb ]T O Q]\TZWQb ]T be]
aQWS\bWTWQ ^`W\QW^ZSa \O[SZg bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T bVS Q]\abO\Qg ]T ZWUVb O\R bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T
`SZObWdWbg ]T [SQVO\WQa BVS `Sa]ZcbW]\ ]T bVWa Q]\TZWQb `S_cW`SR P]bV O `SQ]\aWRS`ObW]\
]T bVS c\Wbg ]T [SQVO\WQa O\R SZSQb`]Rg\O[WQa [OYW\U bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T `SZObWdWbg
]T bVS T]`[S` O a^SQWOZ QOaS ]T bVOb ]T bVS ZObbS` O\R ]T bVS c\Wbg ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S
2Sa^WbS bVS S[^W`WQOZ W[^Sbca T]` bVSaS `SQ]\aWRS`ObW]\a acQV Oa bVS Sf^S`W[S\ba
Pg 4WhSOc O\R Pg;WQVSZa]\ O\R;]`ZSg bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T c\Wbg P`]cUVb b] bVS[ Wa
O Q]\b`WPcbW]\ ]T bV]cUVb O\R aV]ea V]e bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg ZWYS O\g ^VgaWQOZ
bVS]`g PST]`S Wb Wa RS^S\RS\b ]\ c\WdS`aOZ O\R Q`WbWQOZ \]`[aģĩ 4c`bVS`[]`S Pg
`SacZbW\U T`][ `STZSQbW]\ ]\ Wba ]e\ S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ T]c\RObW]\a W\ bS`[a ]T bVS
RS^S\RS\Qg ]\]PaS`dObW]\ 1OaaW`S` Q]\aWRS`a bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS QcZ[W\ObW]\
]T bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T O \Obc`OZ aQWS\QS bVOb Wa PSQ][W\U W\Q`SOaW\UZg aSZTOeO`S
7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra `ObVS` bVO\ RWa^`]dW\U bVS Q`WbWQOZ Oaac[^bW]\ ]T O RS^S\RS\Qg ]T
aQWS\bWTWQ Y\]eZSRUS ]\ WRSOZ ^`Sac^^]aWbW]\a bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg Wa aSS\ Pg
1OaaW`S` ° bV`]cUV bVS ^`]QSaa ]T Wba ]`WUW\ObW]\ ° Oa Q]\TW`[W\U Wb
<]\SbVSZSaa bVS \Se c\Wbg bVOb eOa P`]cUVb b] ]c` Y\]eZSRUS ]T bVS ^VgaWQOZ
e]`ZR Pg bV]cUVb RWR `S_cW`S O ²Q`WbWQOZ b`O\aT]`[ObW]\ ]T bVS agabS[ ]T Tc\RO[S\bOZ
^VgaWQOZ Q]\QS^ba³ĤĠ 7\ ]`RS` b] [OW\bOW\ bVS Tc\RO[S\bOZ c\Wbg ]T aQWS\bWTWQ Y\]eZ
SRUS bVS OPa]ZcbS\Saa ]T a^ObW]bS[^]`OZ RSbS`[W\ObW]\a Wa b] PS `S\]c\QSRĤġ BVS
`SacZbW\U Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S Oa eS eWZZ aSS O\]\ [cab \SQSaaO`WZg RWTTS`
]\ O \c[PS` ]T Oa^SQba T`][ bVS 9O\bWO\ Q]\QS^ba 3dS\ a] bVS O^^`]OQV b] bVS[
e]cZR abWZZ PS b`cZg 9O\bWO\ Oa eS VOdS aSS\ 1OaaW`S` QZOW[ OP]dS T]` W\ bVS .]T_T\`P ZQ
;`]P =PL^ZY 9O\b RWR \]b W\bS\R b] U`]c\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg W\ O TWfSR R]U[ObWQ agabS[ ]T
ďĔ ²<Seb]\µa Q]\QS^ba ]T OPa]ZcbS a^OQS O\R OPa]ZcbS bW[S[Og abWZZ Q]c\b[O\g ORVS`S\ba O[]\U bVS
²^VWZ]a]^VS`a³ Pcb bVSg aSS[ RSTW\WbWdSZg `S[]dSR T`][ bVS [SbV]RWQ O\R S[^W`WQOZ T]c\RObW]\a
]T ^VgaWQa
BVS US\S`OZ bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg aSS[a VS`SW\ b] PS ]\Zg bVS cZbW[ObS Q]\aS_cS\QS ]T O\
W\bSZZSQbcOZ []dS[S\b eVWQV `SQSWdSa Wba RSQWaWdS []bWdSa S_cOZZg T`][ S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ O\R
^VgaWQOZ Q]\aWRS`ObW]\a³ 7PWR !#!
ďĕ 7PWR !$%
ĐČ ²BVca Wb Wa aSS\ bVOb bVS W\WbWOZ Q]\b`ORWQbW]\ O^^SO`W\U PSbeSS\ bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T [SQVO\WQa O\R
bV]aS ]T SZSQb`]Rg\O[WQa VOa aV]e\ bVS eOg b] O TO` []`S ^S`TSQb O\R RSS^S` c\Wbg PSbeSS\ bVS[
bVO\^`SdW]caZg SfWabSR /\R bVWa `SacZbeOa\]b `SOQVSR S\bW`SZgPgVSO^W\Uc^Sf^S`W[S\baPg\SeZg
W\abWbcbSR W\dSabWUObW]\a Pcb Wb `Saba ]\ O Q`WbWQOZ b`O\aT]`[ObW]\ ]T bVS agabS[ ]T Tc\RO[S\bOZ
^VgaWQOZ Q]\QS^ba³ 7PWR !%!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Q]\QS^ba Pcb b] ]^S\ c^ b] bVS ²Q]\bW\c]ca RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T O aQWS\QS³ĤĢ BVS \]bW]\a
]T a^OQS O\R bW[S aV]cZR bVS\ PS Q]\aWRS`SR L []TZ]T Pcb ]\Zg b] bVS SfbS\b bVOb bVSg
c\RS`ZWS aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa BVWa `S_cW`SR bVOb eS `SbVW\Y bVS \]bW]\ ]T L []TZ]T ^`W\
QW^ZSa Oa \]b PSW\U OPa]ZcbS O\R \SQSaaO`g _Z`_ NZ`]_ Pcb Oa PSW\U \SQSaaO`g `SZObWdS b]
bVS aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa bVOb eS eWaV b] U`]c\R BVWa dWSe ^S`VO^a `STOaVW]\a 9O\b Oa O
^`W[O`WZg O Q`WbWQOZ ^VWZ]a]^VS` ]T aQWS\QS
6]e aV]cZReS bVS\ c\RS`abO\R bVSaS `SZObWdS O\R VWab]`WQOZZg Q]\bW\US\b L []TZ]T
^`W\QW^ZSa- 7\ O\aeS`W\U bVWa _cSabW]\ 1OaaW`S` OPO\R]\aVWa S[^VOaWa ]\ bVS<Seb]
\WO\ Oa^SQba ]T VWa 9O\bWO\Wa[eVWQVeSVOR aSS\VW[ ab`Saa W\ >`M^_LYNP LYO1`YN_TZY
eVWQV eS VOdS RWaQcaaSR W\ aSQbW]\ "  /a VOa PSS\ \]bSR Pg ]bVS`a PST]`S 1OaaW`S`µa
Q]\QS^b ]T bVS L[]TZ]T W\QZcRSa P]bV `SUcZObWdS O\R Q]\abWbcbWdS OaeSZZ Oa OPa]ZcbS O\R
`SZObWdS SZS[S\baĤģ 4W`ab ]T OZZ W\ ]`RS` b] c\RS`abO\R bVS c\Wbg ]T RSaQ`W^bW]\ eWbVW\
aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa O\R b] `SQ]U\WhS O c\Wbg eWbVW\ bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T Y\]eZSRUS
OQ`]aa bVS VWab]`g ]T aQWS\QS eS \SSR b] OQY\]eZSRUS bVS SfWabS\QS ]T O\ ]dS`O`QV
W\U bVS]`gW\RS^S\RS\b L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZS Oa O eO``O\b 7\ O ZSbbS` b] ;]`Wbh AQVZWQY
1OaaW`S` abObSR bVOb VS Q]cZR ]\Zg `SQ]U\WhS Oa ab`WQbZg L []TZ]T ²bVS WRSO ]T bVS ´c\Wbg
]T \Obc`Sµ bVOb Wa ]T bVS ZOeTcZ\Saa ]T OZZ Sf^S`WS\QS ]` ^S`VO^a SdS\ aV]`bS`( ]T bVS
´c\Wd]QOZWbg ]T Q]]`RW\ObW]\µ³ĤĤ BVSaS US\S`OZ ^`W\QW^ZSa UcWRW\U bVS c\Wbg ]T aQWS\QS
O^^SO` b] PS ]T O `SUcZObWdS \Obc`S W\ bVS aS\aS bVOb bVSg UcWRSa bV]cUVb W\ O \]`[O
bWdS eOg Pcb O`S \]b W\dW]ZOPZSĤĥ 4c`bVS`[]`S bVSaS `SUcZObWdS ^`W\QW^ZSa acQV Oa
bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T aW[^ZWQWbg bVOb UcWRS bVS]`g aSZSQbW]\ O`S OPa]ZcbS W\ bVS aS\aS bVOb
bVSg UcWRS bVS b]bOZWbg ]T aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`g T]`[ObW]\ O\R \]b Xcab a^SQWTWQ bVS]`WSa
7\ ORRWbW]\ b] bVSaS ^`W\QW^ZSa 1OaaW`S` WRS\bWTWSa aSQ]\RZg bVS QZOaa ]T L []TZ]T
^`W\QW^ZSa O\R Q]\QS^ba bVOb O`S \SQSaaO`g T]` c\RS`abO\RW\U bVS [SO\W\U ]T O UWdS\
aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`g Pcb O`S ]\Zg L []TZ]T W\ `SZObW]\ b] bV]aS a^SQWTWQ bVS]`WSa ZWYS bVS
\]bW]\ ]T bVS SbVS` ]` bVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T bVS Q]\abO\Qg ]T ZWUVb W\ a^SQWOZ `SZObWdWbg
0SQOcaS bVSaS ^`W\QW^ZSa O\R Q]\QS^ba O`S \SQSaaO`g b] [OYS aS\aS ]T bVS QZOW[a ]T
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a^SQWTWQ aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa bVSg O`S P]bV Q]\abWbcbWdS O\R OZa] `SZObWdS BVW`RZg bVSaS
`SZObWdS L []TZ]T^ O`S Q]\b`OabSReWbV O QZOaa ]T OPa]ZcbS L []TZ]T^ W\QZcRW\U bVS ²cZbW[ObS
W\dO`WO\b Q]\QS^ba³ eVWQV `SQc` bV`]cUV]cb bVS VWab]`g ]T bV]cUVb O\R bV`]cUV]cb
OZZ ]T aQWS\QS O\R eVWQV TWUc`S Oa WRSOZa bVOb O`S O^^`]fW[ObSR bV`]cUV aQWS\bWTWQ
bVS]`WSa /[]\U bVSaS OPa]ZcbS W\dO`WO\ba eS TW\R bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T [OU\WbcRS QOcaS
\c[PS` O\R Tc\QbW]\ O\R OZa] bV]aS ]T a^OQS O\R bW[SĤĦ BVSaS aSS[ b] PS P]bV
Q]\abWbcbWdS W\ bVS aS\aS bVOb bVSg O`S \SQSaaO`g b] UWdS [SO\W\U b] bVS bVS]`WSa
W\ eVWQV bVSg TSObc`S Pcb OZa] `SUcZObWdS W\ bVS aS\aS bVOb bVSg aSS[ b] `STS` b]
WRSOZa eVWQV O`S O^^`]fW[ObSR Pg bVSW` ^O`bWQcZO` W[^ZS[S\bObW]\a W\ ^`]U`SaaWdSZg
Sd]ZdW\U aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa BVOb Wa bVS Q]\Q`SbS [SO\W\U ]T bVSaS Tc\RO[S\bOZ
O\R `SQc``W\U SZS[S\ba Wa OZeOga SabOPZWaVSR W\ Q]\Xc\QbW]\ eWbV bVS ]bVS` bVS]`g
a^SQWTWQ Q]\QS^ba b] eVWQV bVSg O`S `SZObSR W\ SOQV a^SQWTWQ aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`g
BVWa Q]\abWbcbWdS `SZObW]\ T]` 1OaaW`S` Wa ^O`bWQcZO`Zg dWaWPZS W\ bVS Q]\b`Oab
PSbeSS\ bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T ^c`S [ObVS[ObWQa O\R bVS eOg bVSg O`S O^^ZWSR W\ ^VgaWQa
BVS ^VgaWQWab O^^SO`a b] PS e]`YW\U c\RS` bVS Oaac[^bW]\ ]T O ^`SSabOPZWaVSR
VO`[]\gPSbeSS\[ObVS[ObWQa O\R ^VgaWQa eVWZS Ob bVS aO[S bW[S ]\Zg PSW\U OPZS b]
UWdS[SO\W\U b] bVS WRSOZ Q]\QS^ba ]T[ObVS[ObWQa Pg O^^ZgW\U bVS[W\[SOac`S[S\b(
BVS POaWa ]T bVWa ^]aaWPWZWbg I]T O VO`[]\g PSbeSS\[ObVS[ObWQa O\R
^VgaWQaK VS TW\RacZbW[ObSZg W\ bVS TOQb bVOb O\g^VgaWQOZ OaaS`bW]\ SdS\
bVS aW[^ZSab RSbS`[W\ObW]\ ]T [OU\WbcRS SabOPZWaVSR Pg Sf^S`W[S\b
O\R Q]\Q`SbS [SOac`S[S\b Wa Q]\\SQbSR eWbV c\WdS`aOZ Q]\RWbW]\a
eVWQV UOW\ aS^O`ObS b`SOb[S\b W\ ^c`S [ObVS[ObWQa WS bVOb O\g
^VgaWQOZ OaaS`bW]\ W\d]ZdSa QS`bOW\ Z]UWQ][ObVS[ObWQOZ Q]\abO\ba I©K
]\ bVS ]bVS` VO\R SOQV ]T bVS[ ^]aaSaaSa O\ OQbcOZ S[^W`WQOZ caS ]\Zg
OZ]\U eWbV bVS ]bVS`a O\R W\ agabS[ObWQ Q]\\SQbW]\ eWbV bVS[ I©K
BVWa ^VgaWQa Y\]ea Wba Tc\RO[S\bOZ Q]\QS^ba \SdS` Oa Z]UWQOZ ²bVW\Ua
W\ bVS[aSZdSa³ Pcb ]\Zg W\ bVSW` `SQW^`]QOZ Q][PW\ObW]\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RSTW\W\U eVOb QO\ Q]c\b Oa O\ ]PXSQb W\ Wb BVOb Wa bVS T]`[a ]` T]`[OZ ^`W\QW^ZSa
RWabW\UcWaV eWbVW\ bVS [O\WT]ZR ]T aS\aObW]\a bV]aS bVW\Ua bVOb eWZZ PS ]PXSQba T]`
O\R ]T aQWS\QSĤĨ BVSaS T]`[a ]^S`ObS \]b W\ bVS eOg W\ eVWQV b`ORWbW]\OZ acPabO\QS
Q]\QS^ba acPac[S S\bWbWSa Pcb `ObVS` W\ bVS [O\\S` ]T Tc\QbW]\a Oa RSaQ`WPSR
OP]dS BVOb Wa eVS`S ^`]^S`bWSa O`S `SRSTW\SR Oa `SZObW]\a O\R `SZObW]\a O`S RSaQ`WPSR
Pg Tc\QbW]\a ]PXSQba O`S RSTW\SR Pg bVSW` Tc\QbW]\OZ RSaQ`W^bW]\a Oa bVSg TWUc`S W\
aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa 1]\aS_cS\bZg ²bVS S[^W`WQOZ ]PXSQb [SO\a \]bVW\U Pcb O b]bOZWbg
]T `SZObW]\a OQQ]`RW\U b] ZOe³Ĥĩ
BVS QZOW[ bVOb bVS T]`[a ]` Tc\QbW]\a bVOb TWUc`S W\ ]c` bVS]`WSa USb bVSW`
aWU\WTWQO\QS W\ `SZObW]\ b] ]bVS` T]`[a O\R Tc\QbW]\a Wa ab`]\UZg OTTW`[SR Pg `SZObWdWbg
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BVSaS T]`[OZ SZS[S\ba Oa Q]\RWbW]\a T]` [SOac`S[S\b O`S Oa RWaQcaaSR PST]`S
c\RS`ab]]R Oa ´^c`SZg WRSOZµ W\ be] RWTTS`S\b aS\aSa ]T bVS e]`R 4W`ab ]T OZZ bVSg
O`S WRSOZ PSQOcaS bVSg ]`WUW\ObS T`][ bV]cUVb eVS`S 1OaaW`S` c`USa ca OUOW\ b]
c\RS`abO\R bV]cUVb \]b W\ O ZW[WbSR ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ aS\aS Pcb W\ bS`[a ]T aQWS\bWTWQ
bV]cUVb O\R Tc`bVS`[]`S eWbV `Sa^SQb b] Wba ab`WdW\U b]eO`Ra O c\Wbg(
ES VOdS ObbS[^bSR b] aV]e V]e bVS \Se Q]\QS^b ]T \Obc`S O\R ]T
bVS ]PXSQb eVWQV bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg SabOPZWaVSa Wa U`]c\RSR W\
bVS T]`[ ]T ^VgaWQOZ bV]cUVb O\R ]\Zg P`W\Ua bVWa T]`[ b] O TW\OZ
Q]\QZcaW]\ O\R QZO`Wbg >VgaWQOZ bV]cUVb ab`WdSa b] RSbS`[W\S O\R
b] Sf^`Saa W\ ^c`S ]PXSQbWdWbg [S`SZg bVS \Obc`OZ ]PXSQb Pcb bVS`SPg
\SQSaaO`WZg Sf^`SaaSa WbaSZT Wba ]e\ ZOe O\R Wba ]e\ ^`W\QW^ZS 6S`S
Wa `SdSOZSR OUOW\ bVOb ²O\bV`]^][]`^VWa[³ ]T OZZ ]c` Q]\QS^ba ]T
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BVWa QO\ ^O`bWOZZg PS Sf^ZOW\SR bV`]cUV bVS US\S`OZ `SaWabO\QS ]T ;O`Pc`U \S]
9O\bWO\Wa[ b] bVS WRSO bVOb aS\aS O\R c\RS`abO\RW\U W\RS^S\RS\bZg Q]\b`WPcbS b]
bV]cUVb 4c`bVS`[]`S 1OaaW`S` `SdWaSa bVS \]bW]\ ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S Oa ^c`S W\bcWbW]\a
PSg]\R 9O\b( bVS ]\Zg eOg W\ eVWQV eS QO\ abWZZ a^SOY OP]cb ^c`S W\bcWbW]\a ]T a^OQS
O\R bW[S 1OaaW`S` aOga Wa Oa bVS Q]]`RW\ObSR[O\WT]ZR ]T a^OQSbW[S Q]W\QWRS\QSa(
/ Q]W\QWRS\QS eVWQV Wa \]b b][SO\ WRS\bWbg O c\WTWQObW]\ eVWQV Wa
abWZZ O aS^O`ObW]\ aW\QS bVS aO[S ^]W\b Wa Q]\QSWdSR Oa PSZ]\UW\U b]
RWTTS`S\b ZW\Sa( OZZ bVWa TW\OZZg RS[O\Ra bVOb ag\bVSaWa ]T bVS[O\WT]ZR
T]` eVWQV bVS bS`[ ´^c`S W\bcWbW]\µ eOa T]`[cZObSR BVS []ab US\S`OZ
[SO\W\U ]T bVWa bS`[ eVWQV W\RSSR eOa \]b OZeOga U`Oa^SR Pg 9O\b
eWbV S_cOZ aVO`^\Saa aW\QS []`S a^SQWOZ [SO\W\Ua O\R O^^ZWQObW]\a
eS`S acPabWbcbSR W\d]Zc\bO`WZg W\ VWa QOaS Wa [S`SZg bVOb ]T bVS aS`WOZ
T]`[ ]T Q]SfWabS\QS O\R ]T acQQSaaW]\ĥĥ
BW[S Oa O ^c`S W\bcWbW]\ Wa bVS\ bVS ag\bVSaWa ]T bVS [O\WT]ZR ]T e]`ZR^]W\ba
Oa c\RS`ab]]R bV`]cUV bVS aS`WOZ T]`[a ]T Q]SfWabS\QS O\R acQQSaaW]\ B] bVW\Y
]T 9O\bµa ^c`S W\bcWbW]\a Oa VOdW\U `S^`SaS\bObW]\OZ Q]\bS\b ]` Oa ´^WQbc`Saµ Wa b]
[Wac\RS`abO\R VW[ @ObVS` bVS ^c`S W\bcWbW]\a O`S bVS Q]]`RW\ObWdS ab`cQbc`Sa bVOb
OZZ]e ca b] Q]\ab`cQb ^VgaWQOZ a^OQSbW[S(
BVWa QO\ OTTSQb bVS ²^c`S W\bcWbW]\³ ]T 9O\b ]\Zg W\ a] TO` Oa Wb Wa
[Wac\RS`ab]]R Oa O [S`S ^WQbc`S O\R \]b Q]\QSWdSR O\R SabW[ObSR
Oa O Q]\ab`cQbWdS [SbV]R I©K 7T eS QVO`OQbS`WhS SdS\ba Pg bVSW` a^OQS
bW[S Q]`RW\ObSa bVS\ I©K SdS`gbVW\U bVOb ^VgaWQa QO\ bSOQV ca ]T bVS
²SaaS\QS³ ]T \Obc`OZ ^`]QSaaSa Q]\aWaba[S`SZg W\ OaaS`bW]\a Q]\QS`\W\U
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ĥĦ
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abWZZ L []TZ]T bVSg O`S abWZZ T]`[a ]T aQWS\bWTWQ Y\]eZSRUS O\R ^c`S W\bcWbW]\a O\R bVSg
O`S WRSOZ W\ bVS aS\aS ]T PSW\U RS`WdSR T`][ bV]cUVb O\R W\ bVS aS\aS bVOb bVSg QO\ ]\Zg
PS O^^`]fW[ObSR W\ bV]cUVb 7T eWbV 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS [SO\W\U ]T
bVSaS L []TZ]T T]`[a Wa aV]e\ b] PS `SZObWdS eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS a^SQWTWQ aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`g
bVSg TSObc`S W\ eS e]cZR ]\Zg U] PSg]\R 9O\b W\ bS`[a ]T bVS ^O`bWQcZO` VWab]`WQOZ
T]c\RObW]\a ]T VWa bVS]`g Pcb gSb eS e]cZR `S[OW\ TOWbVTcZ b] bVS [`][Z^P ]T bVS
.]T_T\`P ZQ ;`]P =PL^ZY 1OaaW`S` e]cZR QZOW[ĥħ /a acQV 1OaaW`S` aSS[a b] PS `SZObWdWhW\U
O\R VWab]`WQWhW\U 9O\b eVWZS Ob bVS aO[S bW[S ^c`^]`bW\U b] `S[OW\ b`cS b] eVOb VS
PSZWSdSa b] PS bVS Q]`S ]T 9O\bµa R]Qb`W\Sa
0cb R]Sa bVS`S \]b SfWab O ²QVO`OQbS`WabWQ O\R RSQWaWdS ]^^]aWbW]\ PSbeSS\ bVS
bVS]`g ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S ]T Q`WbWQOZ WRSOZWa[ O\R bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg- 7a \]b
bVS SaaS\bWOZ `SacZb ]T bVWa bVS]`g ^`SQWaSZg bVS RSab`cQbW]\ ]T bVS c\Wbg ]T a^OQS
O\R bW[S RS[O\RSR Pg 9O\b-³ĥĨ EVWZS T]` [O\g Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa bVS O\aeS` b]
bVSaS _cSabW]\a e]cZR VOdS VOR b] PS OTTW`[ObWdS 1OaaW`S` O\aeS`a bVSaS _cSabW]\a
\SUObWdSZg QZOW[W\U bVS RS\WOZ ]T bVS acPabO\bWOZWabWQ dWSe ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S ]\Zg
Q]\TW`[a O\R U`]c\Ra bVSW` Tc\QbW]\OZ c\Wbg AW[WZO`Zg eVS\ 3W\abSW\ aOWR bVOb
`SZObWdWbg bVS]`g ]` []`S a^SQWTWQOZZg bVS `S_cW`S[S\b ]T US\S`OZ Q]dO`WO\QS ²bOYSa
OeOg T`][ a^OQS O\R bW[S bVS ZOab `S[\O\b ]T [Sd^TNLW ZMUPN_TaT_d³ĥĩ 1OaaW`S` `Sb]`bSR
bVOb eS aV]cZR c\RS`abO\R bVWa QZOW[ Oa RSaQ`WPW\U V]e bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg
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³Ħġ
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/\R eVOb R] eS R] eWbV bVS \]bW]\a ]T bW[S `SZObSR b] ]c` Sf^S`WS\QS ]T bVS e]`ZR
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 1OaaW`S` ]\ bVS @SZObW]\ PSbeSS\ >VgaWQa >VWZ]a]^Vg O\R >agQV]Z]Ug
7\ 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d 1OaaW`S` T]QcaSR ]\ bVS ^VgaWQOZ Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R
bW[S Oa Sf^`SaaSR W\ `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g O\R O`UcSR bVOb bV]aS ]cUVb b] PS c\RS`ab]]R
W\ Q`WbWQOZ 9O\bWO\ S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ bS`[a BVWa \]beWbVabO\RW\U 1OaaW`S` abWZZ
OQY\]eZSRUSR O Tc\RO[S\bOZ RWTTS`S\QS W\ bVS O^^`]OQVSa ]T ^VgaWQa O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg
O\R PSbeSS\ bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S caSR Pg dO`W]ca bg^Sa ]T bV]cUVb 6S
c^VSZR O\ SaaS\bWOZ RWTTS`S\QS W\ bVS [SbV]Ra ]T ^VgaWQa O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg Pcb RWR \]b
RSTS\R O aS^O`ObS SaaS\bWOZZg ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S dWaudWa bV]aS caSR W\
^VgaWQa ^agQV]Z]Ug O\R ]bVS` RWaQW^ZW\Sa O\R bVW\YW\U []RSa 7 eWZZ TW`ab RWaQcaa
1OaaW`S`µa abO\QS ]\ bVS `SZObW]\aVW^ PSbeSS\ ^VgaWQa O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg OTbS` eVWQV 7
eWZZ Z]]Y Ob VWa ^Zc`OZWab bOYS ]\ bVS \]bW]\ ]T bW[S
/a VS [ORS QZSO` W\ bVS RWaQcaaW]\ ]T bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S P]bV ^VgaWQa
O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg O`S Q]\QS`\SR eWbV bV]aS c\WdS`aOZ \SQSaaO`g T]`[a bVOb UcWRS ]c`
bV]cUVb 6Wa Sf^]aWbW]\ ]T bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg VOR aV]e\ bVOb SdS\ WT Q]\aWRS`SR
T`][ bVS ^VgaWQOZ ^S`a^SQbWdS bVS `STZSQbW]\ ]\ bVS Q]\RWbW]\a ]T [SOac`S[S\b Wa O\
W\VS`S\b ^O`b ]T O bVS bVS]`g WbaSZTĦĢ BVWa `S\RS`a bVS ^VgaWQOZ bVS]`g []`S]dS` ^O`b
O\R ^O`QSZ ]T bVS Q`WbWQOZ O\R b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ ^`]XSQb T]` Q`WbWQOZ S^WabS[]Z]Ug aSSYa
bV]aS Q]\QS^ba bVOb [OYS \SQSaaO`g O\R c\WdS`aOZ XcRUS[S\ba ^]aaWPZS O\R bVS`ST]`S
OZeOga TW\Ra O abO`bW\U^]W\b W\ bVS XcRUS[S\ba ]T [ObVS[ObWQOZ ^VgaWQOZ aQWS\QSĦģ
BVS VWab]`g ]T ^VgaWQa O\R Wba RSdSZ]^[S\b bV`]cUV `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g RS[]\ab`ObSa
b] 1OaaW`S` bVOb bVS O\OZgaWa ]T bVS \SQSaaO`g Q]\RWbW]\a ]T Y\]eZSRUS Wa Oa [cQV O
^O`b ]T ^VgaWQa Oa Wb Wa ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg
6]eSdS` bVS eOg W\ eVWQV ^VgaWQa S[PSRa bVSaS Q]\aWRS`ObW]\a Wa RWTTS`S\b T`][
^VWZ]a]^Vg 7\ Wba SaaS\QS eS aV]cZR c\RS`abO\R ^VgaWQa Oa VOdW\U bVS bOaY ]T c\WbW\U
be] R][OW\a aOga 1OaaW`S`( ]\ bVS ]\S VO\R bVS R][OW\ ]T bVS[O\WT]ZR ]T RObO ]T
Sf^S`WS\QS O\R]\ bVS]bVS`VO\R bVSR][OW\]T bVS T]`[OZ^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb\SQSaaO`WZg
[OYS bVWa Sf^S`WS\QS ^]aaWPZSĦĤ /[]\U bVS ZObbS` O`S bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T \c[PS` a^OQS
bW[S O\R Tc\QbW]\ BVS ^VgaWQWab V]eSdS` []dSa T`][ bVS OPab`OQb O\R WRSOZ ° Oa
T]c\R W\[ObVS[ObWQOZ O\R WRSOZ RSbS`[W\ObW]\a ° b] bVS Q]\Q`SbS O\R S[^W`WQOZ BVS
WRSOZ Wa ]\Zg W\bS`SabW\U b] bVS ^VgaWQWab W\ a] TO` Oa Wb [OYSa [SOac`S[S\ba ^]aaWPZS(
²O\g acQV RSTW\WbW]\ Wa c\aObWaTgW\U O\R Tc\RO[S\bOZZg c\T`cWbTcZ b] bVS ^VgaWQWab Oa
Z]\U Oa Wb Wa \]b Q]\\SQbSR eWbV O\g RSTW\WbS W\RWQObW]\ Oa b] V]e bVS [SOac`S[S\b Wa
ĒĎ 1OaaW`S` ²3W\abSW\µa BVS]`g ]T @SZObWdWbg³ "'
Ēď 7PWR "
ĒĐ 7PWR " 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b] PS[ORS W\ bVS Q]\Q`SbS ^O`bWQcZO` QOaS³Ħĥ 1OaaW`S` WZZcab`ObSa bVWa ^`]^S\aWbg Pg
QWbW\U 3W\abSW\µa OaaS`bW]\ bVOb( ²BVS Q]\QS^b SfWaba T]` bVS ^VgaWQWab I©K ]\Zg eVS\
bVS ^]aaWPWZWbg Wa UWdS\ ]T TW\RW\U ]cb W\ bVS Q]\Q`SbS QOaS eVSbVS` bVS Q]\QS^b O^^ZWSa
]` \]b³ĦĦ 4]` SfO[^ZS bVS Q]\QS^b ]T aW[cZbO\SWbg ]\Zg `SQSWdSa O RSTW\WbS [SO\W\U
T]` bVS ^VgaWQWab WT O [SO\a ]T [SOac`W\U bS[^]`OZ Q]W\QWRS\QS Wa RSbS`[W\SR O\R
O\g W[^`SQWaW]\ W\ bVSaS [SOac`S[S\ba eWZZ PS W\bS`^`SbSR Oa O\ O[PWUcWbg W\ bVS
Q]\QS^b
BVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` VOa b] `SQ]U\WhS bVS ^VgaWQWabµa ´Z]\UW\Uµ T]` c\O[PWUcWbg
6]eSdS` T]` bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` Wb Wa bVS Tc\RO[S\bOZ Q]\QS^ba bVS[aSZdSa O\R bVS eOg
bVSg `SZObS b] SOQV ]bVS` bVOb O`S ]T U`SObSab W\bS`Sab BVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` Wa W\bS`SabSR W\
bVS \SQSaaO`g T]`[a ]T bV]cUVb PSQOcaS bVSg [OYS aQWS\bWTWQ Y\]eZSRUS ^]aaWPZS Pcb
\]b \SQSaaO`WZg W\ bVS ^O`bWQcZO` eOga bVOb bVSg b`O\aZObS W\b] Q]\Q`SbS [SOac`S[S\b
EVWZS bVS ^VgaWQWab `SQ]U\WhSa bVOb bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS bW[S Tc\QbW]\ O\R \c[PS`
]\Zg VOdS [SO\W\U W\ `SZObW]\ OTbS` OZZ Wb eOa aV]e\ Pg `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g b] PS
SaaS\bWOZ b] bVW\Y OP]cb a^ObW]bS[^]`OZ RSbS`[W\ObW]\a Pg [SO\a ]T ´Tc\QbW]\aµ
Wb aV]cZR PS ZSTb b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` b] O\OZghS bVS eOg W\ eVWQV bVSg `SZObS b] SOQV
]bVS`Ħħ
6S`S Wa bVS ^]W\b Ob eVWQV bVSeOga ]T bVS ^VgaWQWab O\R ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]
^VS` RSTW\WbSZg ^O`b eWbV]cb bVSW` PSW\U bVS`SPg T]`QSR W\b] Q]\TZWQb
EVOb bVS ^VgaWQWab QOZZa ²a^OQS³ O\R ²bW[S³ Wa T]` VW[ O Q]\Q`SbS
[SOac`OPZS [O\WT]ZR eVWQV VS UOW\a Oa bVS `SacZb ]T Q]]`RW\ObW]\
OQQ]`RW\U b] ZOe ]T bVS ^O`bWQcZO` ^]W\ba) T]` bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` ]\ bVS
Q]\b`O`g a^OQS O\R bW[S aWU\WTg \]bVW\U SZaS bVO\ bVS T]`[a O\R[]RW
O\R bVca bVS ^`Sac^^]aWbW]\a ]T bVWa Q]]`RW\ObW]\ WbaSZT BVSg R] \]b
`SacZb T]` VW[ T`][ bVS Q]]`RW\ObW]\ Pcb bVSg O`S ^`SQWaSZg bVWa Q]]`
RW\ObW]\ O\R Wba Tc\RO[S\bOZ RW`SQbW]\aĦĨ
/^O`b T`][bVca O`bWQcZObW\U bVS `SZObW]\aVW^PSbeSS\ bVS T]`[OZ SZS[S\ba ]T bV]cUVb
O\R bVS XcRU[S\b ]T ^VgaWQOZ aQWS\QS OQQ]`RW\U b] 1OaaW`S` ^VWZ]a]^Vg aV]cZR Xcab
Ēđ 7PWR "' ASS OZa] T]]b\]bS "%]\ bVS Q]\\SQbW]\ W\^VgaWQa PSbeSS\ bVS WRSOZ Q]\QS^ba ]T[ObVS[ObWQa
O\R bVSW` O^^ZWQObW]\ W\[SOac`S[S\b
ĒĒ 7PWR 1OaaW`S` QWbSa VS`S T`][ 3W\abSW\pMP] OTP ^[PeTPWWP `YO OTP LWWRPXPTYPY =PWL_TaT_t_^_SPZ]TP "
Ēē ²BVca ^VgaWQa Y\]ea Wba Tc\RO[S\bOZ Q]\QS^ba \SdS` Oa Z]UWQOZ ²bVW\Ua W\ bVS[aSZdSa³ Pcb ]\Zg W\
bVSW` `SQW^`]QOZ Q][PW\ObW]\) Wb [cab V]eSdS` PS ]^S\ b] S^WabS[]Z]Ug b] O\OZghS bVWa ^`]RcQb
W\b] Wba ^O`bWQcZO` TOQb]`a³ 1OaaW`S` ²3W\abSW\µa BVS]`g ]T @SZObWdWbg³ " 
ĒĔ 7PWR "%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Oa[cQV SfO[W\S bVS RWTTS`S\b eOga W\eVWQV bVS Tc\QbW]\OZ Q]\QS^ba[O\WTSab bVS[
aSZdSa W\ bVS aS^O`ObS YW\Ra ]T bV]cUVb 4]` SfO[^ZS WT eS Z]]Y Ob bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
eS aSS bVOb Wb Wa Sf^`SaaSR RWTTS`S\bZg W\ T]` W\abO\QS VWab]`g ^VgaWQa O\R [caWQ
AW[WZO`Zg bVS Q]\QS^b ]T a^OQS Wa caSR W\ RWdS`UW\U eOga W\ O`QVWbSQbc`S O\R bVS SfOQb
aQWS\QSa 7\ bVS aO[S eOg [ObVS[ObWQa ^VgaWQa QVS[Wab`g PW]Z]Ug O\R a] T]`bV SOQV
VOdS bVSW` ]e\ ]PXSQb eVWQV Wa RSbS`[W\SR Pg bVSW` `Sa^SQbWdS Tc\QbW]\OZ Q]\QS^ba
6]eSdS` c\RS`\SObV bVWa RWdS`aWbg bVS`S Wa O c\Wbg b] PS T]c\R /a VOa PSS\ RSaQ`WPSR
W\ bVS^`SdW]ca aSQbW]\ T]`1OaaW`S` bVWac\Wbg ]T bV]cUVb Wa S\OPZSR bV`]cUV bVS\SQSa
aO`g L[]TZ]T^`W\QW^ZSa ²EVOb a^OQS O\R bW[S b`cZg O`S W\ bVS^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ aS\aSe]cZR
PSRSbS`[W\SR WT eS acQQSSRSR W\ ac`dSgW\U Q][^ZSbSZg bVWaeSOZbV ]T \cO\QSa ]T W\bSZ
ZSQbcOZ [SO\W\U O\R W\ Oaac`W\U ]c`aSZdSa ]T bVS c\RS`ZgW\U T]`[OZ ZOe c\RS` eVWQV
bVSg abO\R O\R eVWQV bVSg ]PSg³Ħĩ BVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` aV]cZR `SaWab bVS c`US b] `SRcQS
bVWa eSOZbV ]T T]`[OZ RSbS`[W\ObW]\a O\R c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS e]`ZR W\b] O ^c`SZg
OPab`OQb c\Wbg Pcb aV]cZR W\abSOR O`bWQcZObS Wba `SZObW]\a O\RRWdS`aWbg ²=\ZgeVS\eS
`SaWab bVS bS[^bObW]\ b] Q][^`Saa bVS b]bOZWbg ]T T]`[a eVWQV VS`S `SacZb W\b] O\ cZbW
[ObS [SbO^VgaWQOZ c\Wbg W\b] bVS c\Wbg O\R aW[^ZWQWbg ]T O\ OPa]ZcbS ´e]`ZR U`]c\Rµ
O\R b] RSRcQS Wb T`][ bVS ZObbS` R] eS U`Oa^ Wba b`cS Q]\Q`SbS W[^]`b O\R TcZZ\Saa³ħĠ
;]`S a^SQWTWQOZZg eS TW\R 1OaaW`S` \]e O`UcW\U bVOb Wb Wa \]b Ob OZZ aV]e\ Pg
`SZObWdWbg bVS]`g bVOb bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S Oa bVSg Sf^`Saa bVS[aSZdSa W\
Sf^S`WS\QS O\R Oa bVSg O`S RSaQ`WPSR Pg ^VS\][S\]Z]UWQOZ O\R^agQV]Z]UWQOZ O\OZgaWa
O`S W\TS`W]` b] bV]aS caSR W\ ^VgaWQOZ aQWS\QS 7\ TOQb VS \]e bOYSa P]bV YW\Ra ]T
Q]\QS^ba Oa \SQSaaO`g T]` RSaQ`WPW\U Sf^S`WS\QS Oa Q]\ab`cSR W\ bVS P`]ORSab aS\aSħġ 7\
bVWa eOg P]bV <Seb]\ RSaQ`WPSR Pg 1OaaW`S` Oa aW\UZW\U ]cb OPa]ZcbS [ObVS[ObWQOZ
bW[S Oa bVS ]\Zg b`cS bW[S O\R 0S`Ua]\ RSaQ`WPSR Oa Q`WbWQWhW\U <Seb]\µa bW[S Oa O
Q]\QS^bcOZ TWQbW]\ O\R OPab`OQbW]\ O`S e`]\U OQQ]`RW\U b] 1OaaW`S`(
7T bVS ^VgaWQWab eV]aS ^`]PZS[ Q]\aWaba W\ ]PXSQbWTWQObW]\ OTTW`[a
bVS ac^S`W]`Wbg ]T ²]PXSQbWdS³ a^OQS O\R bW[S ]dS` ²acPXSQbWdS³ a^OQS
O\R bW[S) WT bVS ^agQV]Z]UWab O\R bVS [SbO^VgaWQWO\ eV] O`S RW`SQbSR
Ēĕ 7PWR "#$
ēČ 7PWR ""$
ēč ²0cb bVS _cSabW]\ Oa b] eVWQV ]T bVS be] T]`[a ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S bVS ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ ]` bVS ^VgaWQOZ
bVS a^OQS O\R bW[S ]T W[[SRWObS Sf^S`WS\QS ]` ]T [SRWObS Q]\QS^bW]\ O\R Y\]eZSRUS Sf^`SaaSa
bVS b`cS `SOZWbg VOa Z]ab Tc\RO[S\bOZZg T]` ca OZZ RSTW\WbS [SO\W\U 7\ bVS Q][^ZSf bVOb eS QOZZ ]c`
²e]`ZR³ bVOb eS QOZZ bVS PSW\U ]T ]c` SU] O\R ]T bVW\Ua bVS be] S\bS` Oa S_cOZZg c\Od]WROPZS O\R
\SQSaaO`g[][S\ba ES QO\ QO\QSZ \SWbVS` ]T bVS[ W\ TOd]` ]T bVS ]bVS` O\R SfQZcRS Wb T`][ bVWa
Q][^ZSf Pcb eS QO\ `STS` SOQV b] Wba RSTW\WbS ^ZOQS W\ bVS eV]ZS³ 7PWR "#"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c^]\ bVS b]bOZWbg O\R W[[SRWOQg ]T Sf^S`WS\QS R`Oe bVS ]^^]aWbS Q]\
QZcaW]\) bVS\ bVS be] XcRU[S\ba Sf^`Saa ]\Zg O TOZaS ²OPa]ZcbWhObW]\³
]T bVS \]`[ ]T Y\]eZSRUS Pg eVWQV SOQV ]T bVS[ RSbS`[W\Sa O\R
[SOac`Sa ²`SOZWbg³ I©K 4]` <Seb]\ Wb eOa QS`bOW\ bVOb bVS OPa]ZcbS
O\R[ObVS[ObWQOZ bW[S eVWQV Pg Wba \Obc`S TZ]eSR c\WT]`[Zg eOa
bVS ²b`cS³ bW[S I©K) T]` 0S`Ua]\ bVWa ²b`cS³ bW[S ]T <Seb]\ Wa O Q]\
QS^bcOZ TWQbW]\ O\R OPab`OQbW]\ O PO``WS` eVWQV W\bS`dS\Sa PSbeSS\
]c` O^^`SVS\aW]\ O\R bVS ]`WUW\OZ [SO\W\U O\R W[^]`b ]T `SOZWbg I©K
BVS ag[P]Za bVOb bVS[ObVS[ObWQWO\ O\R ^VgaWQWab bOYS Oa O POaWa W\
bVSW` dWSe ]T bVS ]cbS` O\R bVS ^agQV]Z]UWab W\ VWa dWSe ]T bVS W\\S`
[cab P]bV PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa ^dXMZW^ C\bWZ bVWa VOa Q][S OP]cb bVS
b`cS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ dWSe bVS dWSe ]T bVS bSZWP Wa \]b `SOQVSR Pcb O
^O`bWOZ Sf^S`WS\QS Wa Vg^]abOaWhSR W\b] bVS eV]ZSħĢ
7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra W\ P]bV QOaSa O ag[P]Z T]` RSaQ`WPW\U `Sa^SQbWdSZg bVS SfbS`\OZ O\R
W\bS`\OZ e]`ZRa Wa OPa]ZcbWhSR eVS`SOa bVS ^`]^S`Zg ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ O^^`]OQV Wa b] dWSe
bVS eV]ZS O\R `SQ]U\WhS bVS ag[P]Za Oa [S`SZg bVOb /[]\U ]bVS` bVW\Ua bVS [Sb`WQ
a^OQS O\R bW[S ]T ^VgaWQOZ XcRU[S\b Wa b] PS aSS\ Oa O b`O\aT]`[ObW]\ ]T acPXSQbWdS
a^OQS O\R bW[S O\R eS ]cUVb b] OQY\]eZSRUS bVS W\S`ORWQOPZS RWabW\QbW]\ PSbeSS\
T]` W\abO\QS ´bVS W[[SRWObS aS\aObW]\ ]T Rc`ObW]\µ O\R bVS [SOac`OPZS Q]\QS^b ]T
bW[Sħģ BVWa RWabW\QbW]\ Wa ]\Zg [ORS QZSO`S` Pg `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g aOga 1OaaW`S` Pcb
QO\\]b PS P`WRUSR Pg WbħĤ
7\ TOQb ^VgaWQa Wa ZW[WbSR ° O\R Wb aV]cZR `SQ]U\WhS bV]aS ZW[Wba ° Pg `SOZWhW\U Wba
RW`SQbSR\Saa b]eO`Ra [SOac`OPWZWbg BVS ZW[Wba Q]\QS`\SR VS`S e]cZR O^^Zg b] SdS\
bVS[]abc\WdS`aOZ bVS]`g PSQOcaS bVSg O`S U`]c\RSR W\ bVS\SQSaaO`g Q]\QS^ba caSR b]
RSTW\S ^VgaWQOZ ]PXSQba ²/ZZ ^VgaWQa Q]\aWRS`a ^VS\][S\O c\RS` bVS abO\R^]W\b O\R
^`Sac^^]aWbW]\ ]T bVSW` [SOac`OPWZWbg 7b aSSYa b] `Sa]ZdS bVS ab`cQbc`S ]T PSW\U O\R
^`]QSaa cZbW[ObSZg W\b] O ^c`S ab`cQbc`S ]` ]`RS` ]T \c[PS`a³ħĥ BVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg
Wa bVS\ b] `SQ]U\WhS ²bVS Z]UWQOZ [SO\W\U ]T bVS [ObVS[ObWQOZ O\R ^VgaWQOZ Q]\QS^b
]T ]PXSQbWdWbg O\R bVS`SPg Q]\QSWdW\U bVWa [SO\W\U W\ Wba Z]UWQOZ ZW[WbSR\Saa³ħĦ
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`SZObWdWbg ^`]dWRSa bVS ´aVO`^Sabµ ´^c`Sabµ O\R ´[]ab c\WdS`aOZµ Q]\QS^b ]T ]PXSQbWdWbg
QO\\]b eWbV]cb Z]UWQOZ S``]` PS b`O\aZObSR b] TWSZRa eWbV RWTTS`S\b ab`cQbc`Sa ]` PS
OPa]ZcbWhSR
/a aOWR OP]dS OQQ]`RW\U b] 1OaaW`S` bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg W\ bVS ZWUVb ]T bVS
`SOZWhObW]\ ]T bVS ZW[WbSR\Saa ]T ^VgaWQa ]\ bVS ]\S VO\R O\R bVS eSOZbV ]T T]`[OZ
Q]\QS^ba W\ ]bVS` R][OW\a ]T bV]cUVb ]\ bVS ]bVS` VO\R Wa b] `SaWab bVS bS\RS\Qg b]
`SRcQS bVWa RWdS`aWbg b] O\ OPab`OQb c\Wbg /\bWQW^ObW\U bVS TW\RW\Ua ]T bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd
ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ eVWQVeWZZ PS RWaQcaaSR W\ aSQbW]\ "$ W\ 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d
1OaaW`S` OZ`SORg `SXSQba O\g VSUS[]\WQ QZOW[a b] bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S Pg ^VgaWQWaba
BVS ^VWZ]a]^VS`µa Rcbg eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bW[S Wa bVS\ \]b b] XcfbO^]aS bVS ^VgaWQOZ
Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S eWbV O Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S bVOb Wa ^O`bWQcZO` b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` Pcb Wa
`ObVS` RSaQ`WPSR Oa bVS \SSR b](
T`SS bVS WRSO ]T bVS e]`ZR T`][ bVWa ]\SaWRSR\Saa 7b VOa b] U`Oa^ bVS
eV]ZS agabS[ ]T ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a bVS O^^ZWQObW]\ ]T eVWQV ^`]RcQSa
T]` ca bVS Q]\QS^b ]T O\ ]`RS`SR `SOZWbg O\R Pg dW`bcS ]T eVWQV acPXSQb
O\R ]PXSQb SU] O\R e]`ZR O`S aS^O`ObSR O\R ]^^]aSR b] SOQV ]bVS` W\
RSTW\WbS T]`[ O\R Wb [cab `STS` SOQV W\RWdWRcOZ W\ bVWa b]bOZWbg b] Wba
TWfSR ^ZOQSħħ
BVca eS TW\R 1OaaW`S` W\ bVS aO[S e]`Y Ob ]\QS c\RS`ZW\W\U bVS W[^]`bO\QS ]T
3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg T]` ]c` c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S eVWZS Ob
bVS aO[S bW[S ^]W\bW\U ]cb Wba ZW[WbSR\Saa BVS bOaY T]` ^VWZ]a]^Vg O^^SO`a bVS\ b]
WRS\bWTg bVS L []TZ]T O\R WRSOZ SZS[S\ba ]T bVS ^VgaWQOZ bVS]`g eVWZS Ob bVS aO[S bW[S
^ZOQW\U bVS `SacZbO\b Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S W\ bVS Q]\bSfb ]T bVS eSOZbV ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb
EVWZS bVS ZObbS` SZS[S\ba ^]`bS\R bVS ^`]XSQb VS eOa b] c\RS`bOYS W\ VWa ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ
>dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ Wb eOa ]\ bVS T]`[S` WS ]\ bVS _cSabW]\ ]T eVSbVS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T
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7b Wa e]`bV S[^VOaWhW\U VS`S bVOb eVWZS ° Oa eS VOdS aSS\ ° 1OaaW`S` e]cZR OQY\]eZ
SRUS bVOb L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba ]\Zg `SQSWdS bVSW` [SO\W\U W\ Q]\Xc\QbW]\ O\R VOdS b]
PS abcRWSR W\ `SZObW]\ b] SOQV ]bVS`ĨĨ O\R eVS`SOa VS `SQ]U\WhSR bVOb bVS L []TZ]T
Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S ]\Zg PSQ][Sa[SO\W\UTcZ W\ bVS Q]\bSfb ]T [SOac`S[S\bĨĩ VS e]cZR
\]b Q]\QSRS bVOb bVS L []TZ]T SZS[S\ba O`S [S`SZg O `SacZb ]T Q]\dS\bW]\ Pcb bVOb
bVSg O`S `ObVS` ²TWfSR Pg ZOe³ O\R Oa eS VOdS Xcab aSS\ W\ VWa ZSbbS` b] AQVZWQY ²O\
Sf^`SaaW]\ ]T ´`SOa]\µ ]` Z]U]a WbaSZT³ĩĠ BVca OZbV]cUV VS e`]bS b] 3W\abSW\ OP]cb
V]e ²SfQS^bW]\OZZg VSZ^TcZ³ĩġ VWa Q][[S\ba VOR PSS\ 1OaaW`S` RWR \]b aSS[eWZZW\U
b] acQQc[P ]\ bVWa ^]W\b
/b bVS aO[S bW[S W\ bVS ZWUVb ]T 3W\abSW\µa aSS[W\UZg OaacOUW\U `S[O`Y ]dS` O
²Q]\TZWQb ]T S[^VOaWa³ Wb Wa W\bS`SabW\U b] \]bS bVOb W\ O ZSbbS` b] AQVZWQY ]T /cUcab bV
'  3W\abSW\ e`WbSa ]T bVS ZObbS`µa `SdWSe ]T 1OaaW`S`µa P]]Y W\ 6LY_ >_`OTPY Oa T]ZZ]ea(
²BVWa []`\W\U 7 `SOR g]c` ^O^S` OP]cb 1OaaW`S` eWbV b`cS `SZWaV 7bµa PSS\ O Z]\U bW[S
aW\QS 7 `SOR O\gbVW\U a] RWaQS`\W\U O\R b`cS³ BVS R]cPZS ag[^ObVg Sf^`SaaSR Pg
3W\abSW\ VS`S P]bV [WbWUObW\U bVS RWTTS`S\QS ]T ]^W\W]\ O\R S\R]`aW\U AQVZWQYµa
`STcbObW]\ ]T 1OaaW`S`µa ^]aWbW]\ aSS[a b] PS W\RWQObWdS ]T 3W\abSW\µa RWaQc`aWdS
US\bWZWbg Oa eSZZ Oa ]T O bS\aW]\ eWbVW\ VWa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ bV]cUVb 4]` eVS`SOa ]\ bVS
]\S VO\R VS eO\bSR b] RSTS\R bVS Q]``SQb\Saa ]T Q]\dS\bW]\OZWa[ Ob bVS aO[S bW[S
VS Q]cZR ]TbS\ PS aSS\ b] RSTS\R bVS ZWPS`bg ]T bVS ^VgaWQWab b] QV]]aS bVS T]c\RObW]\a
]T aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa Oa eS VOdS aSS\ VW[ O`UcS PST]`S bVOb(
/b O bW[S ZWYS bVS^`SaS\beVS\Sf^S`WS\QS T]`QSaca b] aSSY O\SeS` O\R
[]`S a]ZWR T]c\RObW]\ bVS ^VgaWQWab QO\\]b aW[^Zg ac``S\RS` b] bVS
^VWZ]a]^VS` bVS Q`WbWQOZ Q]\bS[^ZObW]\ ]T bVS bVS]`SbWQOZ T]c\RObW]\a)
T]` VS VW[aSZT Y\]ea PSab O\R TSSZa []`S ac`SZg eVS`S bVS aV]S
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XcabWQS b] bVS 9O\bWO\ \]bW]\ ]T ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa Oa \]b ]\Zg S\OPZW\U
aQWS\bWTWQ Y\]eZSRUS Pcb OZa] Oa UcWRW\U ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ Sf^S`WS\QS @SWQVS\POQV
RSaQ`WPSR bVWa Q]\QS`\ W\ O ZSbbS` b] AQVZWQY W\ eVWQV VS `Sa^]\RSR b] bVS ZObbS`µa
`SdWSe ]T 1OaaW`S` W\ 6LY_ >_`OTPY(
7 OZa] OU`SS ab`]\UZg eWbV g]c` Q][[S\ba ]\ 1OaaW`S`µa P]]Y 7b Wa b`cZg
O a^W`WbSR e]`Y O\R bVS ^`]]T bVOb 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g T]ZZ]ea W\ bVS
ZW\S ]T RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T ^VgaWQa Wa ZOWR ]cb eWbV VWUV ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
`STW\S[S\b 6]eSdS` 1OaaW`S`µa OU`SS[S\b eWbV 3W\abSW\ Wa ]\Zg
acQQSaaTcZ W\ a] TO` Oa VS VOa ° O\R VOa T]` [O\g gSO`a ° RWabO\QSR
VW[aSZT ZO`USZg T`][ 9O\b A^SQWTWQOZZg eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS ^`]PZS[
]T a^OQS eVS`S bVS RWTTS`S\QSa PSQ][S []ab SdWRS\b 1OaaW`S` ZOQYa
aVO`^\Saa ]T RWaQS`\[S\b) T]` WT bVS 3cQZWRSO\ OfW][a O`S \] Z]\US`
bVS ^`SQ]\RWbW]\ ]T Sf^S`WS\QS bVWa \]b ]\Zg c\RS`[W\Sa 9O\bµa
`SacZba Pcb VWa dS`g[SbV]R eVWQV OTbS` OZZ OW[SR b] ^`]dWRS O^]RWQbWQ
`SacZbaĩģ
7\RSSR 1OaaW`S` VOR SO`ZWS` ]\ OZ`SORg ORR`SaaSR bVS ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ Oa^SQb ]T bVS
9O\bWO\ \]bW]\ ]T ^c`S W\bcWbW]\ W\ RWaQcaaW]\a eWbV VWa W\bS`Z]Qcb]`a 7\ 0TY^_PTY²^
?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d 1OaaW`S` VOR `Sa^]\RSR b] AQVZWQYµa >[LNP LYO ?TXP TY .ZY_PX[Z]L]d
;Sd^TN^ O\R ]PXSQbSR OUOW\ab bVS ZObbS`µa S_cObW]\ ]T bVS ´^agQV]Z]UWQOZ a^OQS ]T
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T]c\RObW]\ ]T OZZ Tc`bVS` [ObVS[ObWQOZ O\R ^VgaWQOZ Q]\ab`cQbW]\³ĩĥ @S[OW\W\U
TOWbVTcZ b] VWa `]]ba W\ ;O`Pc`U \S]9O\bWO\Wa[ AQVZWQY O`UcSa bVOb bVS ^c`S
W\bcWbW]\a ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S O`S \SWbVS` ^c`SZg acPXSQbWdS \]` W\ O\g eOg Sa^SQWOZZg
^agQV]Z]UWQOZ Pcb `ObVS` VOdS b] PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa Q]\ab`cQba eVWQV ° Oa RSaQ`WPSR
PST]`S ° Q]``Sa^]\R b] bVS [O\WT]ZR ]T Q]W\QWRS\QSaĩĦ
7\ VWa `SdWSe AQVZWQY `Sa^]\RSR b] 1OaaW`S`µa ]PXSQbW]\a Pg OQY\]eZSRUW\U bVOb VWa
]e\RWabW\QbW]\ ]T ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ bW[S Oa ^c`SZg W\bcWbWdS O\R^VgaWQOZ bW[S Oa ^c`SZg
Q]\QS^bcOZ Wa c\9O\bWO\ AQVZWQY RSTS\RSR bVWa QV]WQS \SdS`bVSZSaa Pg ^]W\bW\U
b] O\ W\Q]\U`cWbg W\ 9O\bµa bV]cUVb eV] eO\bSR ^c`S W\bcWbW]\ b] PS O ²[SbV]R
]T ]PXSQbWTWQObW]\³ eVWZS \SdS` _cWbS acQQSSRW\U W\ ²^c`UW\U Wb T`][ SdS`gbVW\U
^agQV]Z]UWQOZ³ĩħ 7\ TOQb OQQ]`RW\U b] AQVZWQY 9O\b Q]cZR \SdS` VOdS[O\OUSR b] R] a]
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PSQO[S OdOWZOPZS ]\Zg eWbV []RS`\ [ObVS[ObWQa EWbV]cb bVWa [SbV]R eS QO\\]b
bVW\Y ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S Oa ^c`SZg Q]\QS^bcOZ bVOb Wa Oa ^c`S W\bcWbW]\a W\ bVS 9O\bWO\
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 0SQOcaS ]T bVWa AQVZWQY PSZWSdSa bVS`S b] PS O Q]`S ]T b`cbV W\ O ^agQV]Z]UWabWQ
W\bS`^`SbObW]\ ]T 9O\b W\ bVS aS\aS bVObeWbV]cb[]RS`\[ObVS[ObWQa bVS acPXSQbWdS
T]`[a ]T W\bcWbW]\ \SQSaaO`WZg VOdS O ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ Oa^SQb
AQVZWQY S\Ra VWa `SdWSe ]T 1OaaW`S`µa P]]Y Pg ORR`SaaW\U bVS `SacZbW\U ]dS`dWSe ]T
bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S W\ 1OaaW`S`µa e]`Y(
>c`acWb ]T bVS QVO\USa ]T [SO\W\U W\ bVS bS`[a ´a^OQSµ O\R ´bW[Sµ
bV`]cUV bVS dO`W]ca TWSZRa ]T W\bSZZSQbcOZ ZWTS UWdSa 1OaaW`S` bVS ]^^]`
bc\Wbg b] `O\US VWa dWSe ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g W\ P`]OR bS`[a eWbVW\ O
eWRS` Q]\bSfb O\R b]RW`SQbc^]\ Wb \]b ]\Zg bVS ZWUVb ]T bVS a^SQWOZWhSR
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^Vg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b] bVS VWUV ZSdSZ ]T bVS abO\R^]W\b OR]^bSR 0cb eS O`S ZSTb eWbV bVS
W[^`SaaW]\ bVOb bVWa abO\R^]W\b OZ`SORg b`O\aQS\Ra bVS `SUW]\ ]T Q`Wb
WQOZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg ^`]^S` O\R bVOb ]\Zg W\ dW`bcS ]T bVWa VOa 1OaaW`S`
acQQSSRSR W\ R]W\U bVS RSU`SS ]T ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ XcabWQS b] bVS bVS]`g ]T
`SZObWdWbg bVOb Wa OQVWSdSR W\ VWa W\bSZZWUS\b O\R bV]cUVbTcZ P]]YĩĨ
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EVOb AQVZWQY bVS\ QOZZa bVS dW`bcS ]T 1OaaW`S`µa P]]Y \O[SZg bVOb Wb ac`dSga bVS
S\bW`S P`SORbV ]T bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S bV`]cUV Vc[O\ bV]cUVb Wa W\RSSR
OZa] eVS`S 1OaaW`S` RS^O`ba T`][ b`ORWbW]\OZ 9O\bWO\Wa[ O\R OZa] eVS`S aSS[W\U
Q]\b`ORWQbW]\a W\ VWa e]`Y O`WaS 4]` eVS`SOa 1OaaW`S` e`WbSa Ob bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T
QVO^bS` ō ]T 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d bVOb bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg ²aSS[a W\RSSR
b] Q][S W\b] bVS W[[SRWObS \SWUVP]`V]]R ]T bVS Q`WbWQOZ O\R b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ bVS]`g
eVWQV Wa RW`SQbSR ]\ bVS ´^]aaWPWZWbg ]T Sf^S`WS\QSµ³ĩĩ Ob ZObS` ^]W\ba W\ VWa QO`SS` VS
RSaQ`WPSa `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g Oa P]bV[OYW\U Sf^S`WS\QS bVOb Wa aQWS\bWTWQ Y\]eZSRUS
^]aaWPZS O\R Oa PSW\U ]\Zg ]\S ]T bVS eOga W\ eVWQV bV]cUVb QO\ `SZObS b] bVS e]`ZR
`SXSQbW\U bVS bS\RS\Qg ]T bVS ^VgaWQWab b] ²OTTW`[ bVS ac^S`W]`Wbg ]T ´]PXSQbWdSµ a^OQS
O\R bW[S ]dS` ´acPXSQbWdSµ a^OQS O\R bW[S³ġĠĠ 7b Wa bVWa bS\aW]\ O\R bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b
W\ 1OaaW`S`µa bV]cUVb T`][ 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d O\R c^ b] VWa ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ
>dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ bVOb eWZZ PS RWaQcaaSR W\ bVS \Sfb aSQbW]\
"$ B]eO`Ra O >VWZ]a]^Vg ]T Ag[P]ZWQ 4]`[a
7b Wa c\QZSO` eVS\ 1OaaW`S` abO`bSR e]`YW\U ]\ ?SP ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ 7\ VWa
PW]U`O^VWQOZ SaaOg VWa T`WS\R 2W[Wb`g 5Oe`]\aYg e`WbSa bVOb 1OaaW`S` b]ZR VW[ V]e
²W\ '% Xcab Oa VS S\bS`SR O ab`SSb QO` b] `WRS V][S bVS Q]\QS^bW]\ ]T bVS ag[P]ZWQ
T]`[a TZOaVSR c^]\ VW[) O TSe[W\cbSa ZObS` eVS\ VS `SOQVSR VWa V][S bVS eV]ZS
^ZO\ ]T VWa \Se d]Zc[W\]ca e]`Y eOa `SORg W\ VWa [W\R W\ SaaS\bWOZZg bVS T]`[ W\
eVWQV Wb eOa QO``WSR ]cb W\ bVS Q]c`aS ]T bVS acPaS_cS\b bS\ gSO`a³ġĠġ 6]eSdS` W\ bVS
^`STOQS b] bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ 1OaaW`S` VW[aSZT e`WbSa( ²7 TW`ab ^`]XSQbSR
bVWa e]`Y eV]aS TW`ab d]Zc[S ŀ O[ VS`S acP[WbbW\U Ob bVS bW[S ]T bVS W\dSabWUObW]\a
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7b Wa bVS bOaY ]T agabS[ObWQ ^VWZ]a]^Vg eVWQV SfbS\Ra TO` PSg]\R bVS
bVS]`g ]T Y\]eZSRUS b] T`SS bVS WRSO ]T bVS e]`ZR T`][ bVWa ]\S
aWRSR\Saa 7b VOa b] U`Oa^ bVS bSZWP ^d^_PX ]T ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a bVS
O^^ZWQObW]\ ]T eVWQV ^`]RcQSa T]` ca bVS Q]\QS^b ]T O\ ]`RS`SR `SOZWbg
O\R Pg dW`bcS ]T eVWQV acPXSQb O\R ]PXSQb SU] O\R e]`ZR O`S aS^O`ObSR
O\R ]^^]aSR b] SOQV ]bVS` W\ RSTW\WbS T]`[ O\R Wb [cab `STS` SOQV
W\RWdWRcOZ IbVW\UK W\ bVWa b]bOZWbg b] Wba TWfSR ^ZOQSġĠģ
BVS `SacZb ]T bVWa agabS[ObWQ O^^`]OQV b] bVS eV]ZS ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb Wa O `SZObWdWabWQ
^Zc`OZWa[ eVWQV abO\Ra W\ aVO`^ Q]\b`Oab b] bVS S^WabS[]Z]Ug POaSR ]\ aQWS\bWTWQ
Q]U\WbW]\ bVOb QVO`OQbS`WhSR >`M^_LYNP LYO 1`YN_TZY BVS OP]dS _c]bS Q]\bW\cSa(
7T eS Oaac[S bVWa ^`]PZS[ a]ZdSR bVS\ bVS `WUVba e]cZR PS Oaac`SR
IT]`K O\R bVS ZW[Wba TWfSR ]T SOQV ]T bVS ^O`bWQcZO` T]`[a ]T bVS Q]\QS^b
O\R ]T Y\]eZSRUS Oa eSZZ Oa ]T bVS US\S`OZ T]`[a ]T bVS bVS]`SbWQOZ
SbVWQOZ OSabVSbWQ O\R `SZWUW]ca c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS e]`ZR 3OQV
^O`bWQcZO` T]`[ e]cZR PS ²`SZObWdWhSR³ eWbV `SUO`R b] bVS ]bVS`a Pcb
aW\QS bVWa ²`SZObWdWhObW]\³ Wa bV`]cUV]cb `SQW^`]QOZ O\R aW\QS \] aW\UZS
T]`[ Pcb ]\Zg bVS agabS[ObWQ b]bOZWbg QO\ aS`dS Oa bVS Sf^`SaaW]\ ]T
²b`cbV³ O\R ²`SOZWbg³ bVS ZW[Wb bVOb `SacZba O^^SO`a Oa O bV]`]cUVZg
W[[O\S\b ZW[Wb Oa ]\S bVOb Wa `S[]dSR Oa a]]\ Oa eS OUOW\ `SZObS bVS
W\RWdWRcOZ b] bVS agabS[ ]T bVS eV]ZSġĠĤ
2Sa^WbS bVS T]Qca ]\ \Obc`OZ aQWS\QS W\[O\g ]T VWa SO`ZWS` e]`Ya 1OaaW`S` VOR OZ`SORg
e`WbbS\ OP]cb bVS ^`]PZS[ ]T [SbV]R]Z]Ug ]T bVS Vc[O\bWSa 2PT^_P^bT^^PY^NSLQ_PY
W\ O TSe e]`Ya ^`W]` b] bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ 7\ 1]PTSPT_ `YO 1Z]X ]T '$ W\
eVWQV VS e`]bS ]\ :SWP\Wh O\R W\ VWa ZSQbc`S ]\ ²5]SbVS c\R RWS [ObVS[ObWaQVS
>VgaWY³ eVWQVeOa ^cPZWaVSR W\ 4OPP `YO2P^_LW_ W\ '  1OaaW`S` T]ZZ]eSR VWa;O`Pc`U
^`SRSQSaa]`a W\ `SQ]U\WhW\U bVOb bVS ´USWabWUS ESZbµ \SSRa Wba ]e\ Z]UWQ O\R VWab]`g
eVWQV Wa \]b `SRcQWPZS b] bVOb ]T ]c` Y\]eZSRUS ]T \Obc`S 2Sa^WbS VWa `SQ]U\WbW]\ ]T
bVWa \SSR O QZSO`Zg O`bWQcZObSR [SbV]R T]` bVS Vc[O\WbWSa e]cZR ]\Zg PS ^`]^]aSR
bV`]cUV bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ '  O\R eOa O`bWQcZObSR W\ ]\S ]T VWa TW`ab
ZSQbc`Sa W\ 6O[Pc`U ²-PR]TQQ^QZ]X TXXd_ST^NSPY /PYVPY³ ]T bVS aO[S gSO`
čČď 1OaaW`S` ²3W\abSW\µa BVS]`g ]T @SZObWdWbg³ ""% 1T T]]b\]bS %%
čČĐ 7PWR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7\ bVS ^`STOQS b] bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ 1OaaW`S` e`WbSa V]e bV`]cUV VWa
e]`Y ]\ bVS S^WabS[]Z]Ug ]T aQWS\QS VS VOa Q][S b] `SOZWhS V]e bVSaS T]c\RObW]\a
eS`S ZW[WbSR O\R c\acWbOPZS Oa O POaWa T]` bVS Vc[O\WbWSa
7b aSS[SR b] [S bVOb PST]`S bVWa W\ORS_cOQg Q]cZR PS [ORS U]]R bVS
eV]ZS ^`]U`O[ ]T S^WabS[]Z]Ug e]cZR VOdS b] PS P`]ORS\SR 7\abSOR
]T W\dSabWUObW\U ]\Zg bVS US\S`OZ ^`S[WaSa ]T aQWS\bWTWQ NZRYT_TZY ]T bVS
e]`ZR Wb e]cZR OZa] VOdS b] RWTTS`S\bWObS bVS dO`W]ca Tc\RO[S\bOZ
T]`[a ]T [O\µa ²c\RS`abO\RW\U³ ]T bVS e]`ZR O\R O^^`SVS\R SOQV ]\S
]T bVS[Oa aVO`^Zg Oa ^]aaWPZS W\ Wba a^SQWTWQ RW`SQbW]\ O\R QVO`OQbS`WabWQ
a^W`WbcOZ T]`[ġĠĥ
BVWa e]cZR `S_cW`S O US\S`OZ ²[]`^V]Z]Ug³ 1Z]XPYWPS]P ]T bVS Vc[O\ a^W`Wb O\
O\OZgaWa ]T ²^c`S acPXSQbWdWbg³ ]PTYP >`MUPV_TaT_t_ O\R O\ c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS
W\bS``SZObW]\a ]T bVS dO`W]ca bg^Sa ]T ²a^W`WbcOZ ^S`a^SQbWdS³ RPT^_TRP] -WTNV[`YV_
c\RS` eVWQV bVS ^VS\][S\OZ e]`ZR Wa ^ZOQSR =\Zg ]\QS bVS Vc[O\ a^W`Wb Wa
c\RS`ab]]R W\ P]bV Wba b]bOZWbg O\R RWdS`aWbg QO\ eS V]^S b] TW\R O T]c\RObW]\ T]`
eVOb Wa b`O\aZObSR Oa bVS ²QcZbc`OZ aQWS\QSa³ Pcb []`S ]TbS\ QOZZSR bVS ²Vc[O\WbWSa³
2PT^_P^bT^^PY^NSLQ_PYġĠĦ
BVS QS\b`OZ TSObc`S ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb OQQ]`RW\U b] 1OaaW`S` Wa bVOb Wb `S^`SaS\ba
bVS e]`ZR Pg [SO\a ]T ag[P]Za BVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T bVS OPWZWbg b] ag[P]ZWhS Wa O
RSQWaWdS abS^ W\ bVS Sd]ZcbW]\ T`][ O\W[OZ b] Vc[O\ Q]U\WbW]\ Ag[P]Za \SSR b]
PS RWabW\UcWaVSR T`][ aWU\a( aWU\a VOdS O ^VgaWQOZ ^`SaS\QS Q]``Sa^]\RW\U b] bVS
bVW\U aWU\WTWSR O\R `SZObS b] a][S ^`OQbWQOZ W\bS`Saba) ag[P]Za R] \]b O\R O`S ^c`SZg
Tc\QbW]\OZ O\R RSaWU\ObW\U BVS agabS[ ]T ag[P]ZWhObW]\ Wa bVS\ `YTaP]^LW W\ bVS
aS\aS bVOb O\gbVW\U QO\ PS RSaWU\ObSR Pg[SO\a ]T O ag[P]Z O\R aL]TLMWP W\ bVS aS\aS
bVOb bVS aO[S bVW\U QO\ PS RSaWU\ObSR W\[cZbW^ZS eOga @SQ]U\WbW]\ ]T bVSaS TSObc`Sa
]T ag[P]Za Wa bVS Q`cQWOZ abS^ b]eO`Ra ag[P]ZWQ bV]cUVb 1OaaW`S` WZZcab`ObSa bVWa
bV`]cUV bVS QOaS ]T 6SZS\ 9SZZS` &&°'$& eV] OTbS` VOdW\U Z]ab aWUVb O\R VSO`W\U
W\ W\TO\QgeOa\SdS`bVSZSaa OPZS b] OQ_cW`S[Obc`S ZW\UcWabWQ OPWZWbWSa Pg b`O\aWbW]\W\U
T`][ caW\U a^SQWTWQ aWU\a T]` a^SQWTWQ ]PXSQba b] ZSO`\W\U b] caS O c\WdS`aOZ OZ^VOPSb
Pg [SO\a ]T eVWQV O\gbVW\U QO\ PS RSaWU\ObSR BVWa T]` 1OaaW`S` WZZcab`ObSa bVOb
bVS OPWZWbg b] ag[P]ZWhS Wa bVS T]c\RObW]\ ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb O\R ²IbKVS ^`W\QW^ZS ]T
čČđ 1OaaW`S` ?SP ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ AZW ŀ $'
čČĒ 7PWR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ag[P]ZWa[ eWbV Wba c\WdS`aOZWbg O\R US\S`OZ O^^ZWQOPWZWbg Wa bVS [OUWQ e]`R bVS
=^S\ ASaO[S 5WdW\U OQQSaa b] bVS a^SQWTWQOZZg Vc[O\ e]`ZR b] bVS e]`ZR ]T Vc[O\
QcZbc`S³ġĠħ
BVSaS ag[P]Za O`S ]`UO\WhSR O\R[ORS ^]aaWPZS bV`]cUV ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a eVWQV
O`S L []TZ]T W\ bVS aS\aS bVOb bVSg c\WdS`aOZZg ]QQc` W\ SdS`g RWTTS`S\b YW\R ]T Vc[O\
c\RS`abO\RW\U O\R O`S \SQSaaO`g T]` ]c` c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS e]`ZR 6]eSdS` bVSg
O`S c\ZWYS bVS 9O\bWO\ L []TZ]T T]`[a O\R Q]\QS^ba W\ bVOb bVSg ^`SaS\b bVS[aSZdSa
RWTTS`S\bZg bVOb Wa W\ RWTTS`S\b ´[]RSaµ W\ RWTTS`S\b R][OW\a ]T c\RS`abO\RW\U BVS
ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a eVWQV W\QZcRS bV]aS ]T a^OQS bW[S bVW\Ua QOcaSa O\R \c[PS` O`S
²W\RWa^S\aOPZSeVS`SdS` O ´[cZbW^ZWQWbgµ Wa b] PS bOYS\ b]USbVS` W\b] O ´c\WbgµeVS`SdS`
O[O\WT]ZR Wa b] PS P`]YS\ R]e\ O\R O`bWQcZObSR OQQ]`RW\U b] RSbS`[W\ObS T]`[a³ gSb
²bVWa O`bWQcZObW]\ Wa\]b STTSQbSR W\ bVS aO[SeOg W\OZZ TWSZRa³ġĠĨ /a acQV bVSaS ag[P]ZWQ
T]`[a O`S ^`SaS\b W\ SdS`g YW\R ]T Vc[O\ bVW\YW\U ]` ´ag[P]ZWhW\Uµ ]T bVS e]`ZR
BVS RWTTS`S\b[]RSa `STS``SR b] OP]dS Q]``Sa^]\R b] RWTTS`S\b TWSZRa ]T Y\]eZSRUS
]` RWTTS`S\b eOga ]T bVW\YW\U OP]cb bVS e]`ZR Pg [SO\a ]T ag[P]Za 7\ bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd
ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ 1OaaW`S` ^`W[O`WZg RWabW\UcWaVSa ZO\UcOUS [gbV O\R aQWS\QS 7\ bVS
,Y 0^^Ld ZY8LY O`b O\R `SZWUW]\ O`S ORRSR b] bVSaS EVS\ RSaQ`WPW\U bVS ag[P]ZWQ
T]`[a eS QO\ ]`UO\WhS bVS[ TW`ab Pg[]RS O\R bVS\ Pg T]`[ Oa Wa R]\S W\ bVS T]`[S`
e]`Y ]` ^`W\QW^OZZg Pg ag[P]ZWQ T]`[ Oa Wa R]\S W\ bVS TW`ab ^O`b ]T bVS ZObbS`
<]\SbVSZSaa bVSW` ´^]ZgRW[S\aW]\OZWbgµ O^^SO`a b] `S\RS` WbaSZT acWbOPZS T]` O [Ob`Wf
ZWYS `S^`SaS\bObW]\ W\ eVWQV ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a O`S W\RWdWRcObSR P]bV Pg bVS RW[S\aW]\
]T bVSW` US\S`OZ ab`cQbc`S Oa eSZZ Oa Pg bVOb ]T bVSW`[]ROZWbg( T]` SfO[^ZS Q]\aWRS`W\U
´^[LNP Oa Wb Wa O^^ZWSR W\Xd_Sµ ´^[LNP Oa Wb Wa O^^ZWSR W\ WLYR`LRPµ ]` ´_TXP Wb Wa O^^ZWSR W\
WLYR`LRPµ O\R a] ]\ T]` bVS ^dXMZWTN QZ]X^ ]T a^OQS bW[S bVW\U QOcaS \c[PS` SbQ
O\R T]` SOQV ]T bVSXZOLWT_TP^ ]T [gbV ZO\UcOUS aQWS\QS O`b O\R `SZWUW]\ġĠĩ
BVS c\Wbg c\RS`ZgW\U bVS dO`W]ca []ROZWbWSa ]T bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a QO\ PS T]c\R
P]bV bV`]cUV bVS ^O`bWQcZO` S\Rc`W\U QVO`OQbS`WabWQa ]T SOQV ]T bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a
Oa eSZZ Oa bV`]cUV bVS VWab]`WQOZ RSdSZ]^[S\b ]` Sd]ZcbW]\ bVOb SOQV ag[P]ZWQ T]`[
čČē 1OaaW`S` ,Y 0^^Ld ZY8LY !#
čČĔ 1OaaW`S` ?SP ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ AZW ŀŀŀ !
čČĕ BVS OP]dS _c]bS Q]\bW\cSa( ²0cb Oa eS VOdS aSS\ bVWa O`bWQcZObW]\ Wa \]b STTSQbSR W\ bVS aO[S eOg W\
OZZ TWSZRa( `ObVS` Wba []RS RS^S\Ra SaaS\bWOZZg ]\ bVS a^SQWTWQ ab`cQbc`OZ ^`W\QW^ZS eVWQV Wa ]^S`ObWdS
O\R R][W\O\b W\ SOQV ^O`bWQcZO` a^VS`S BVca W\ ^O`bWQcZO` ZO\UcOUS O\R [gbV SOQV `SdSOZ O
´[]ROZWbgµ eVWQV Wa a^SQWTWQ b] Wb O\R W\ O aS\aS ZS\Ra O Q][[]\ b]\OZWbg b] OZZ Wba W\RWdWRcOZ
ab`cQbc`Sa 7T eS V]ZR TOab b] bVWa W\aWUVb W\b] bVS ´^]ZgRW[S\aW]\OZWbgµ ]T bVS QcZbc`OZ e]`ZR
bVS _cSabW]\ ]T bVS `SZObW]\ PSbeSS\ Q]\QS^b O\R W\bcWbW]\ W[[SRWObSZg bOYSa ]\ O TO` U`SObS`
Q][^ZSfWbg³ 7PWR Q][^O`S 1OaaW`S` ?SP ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ AZW ŀ %& TT O\R '# TT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c\RS`U]Sa BVOb Wa b] aOg bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T ag[P]ZWhW\U OZeOga ]QQc`a W\ bVS eOga ]T
[gbV O\R ZO\UcOUS O\R OQQ]`RW\UZg SdS`g ag[P]ZWQ T]`[ Wa TW`ab RSdSZ]^SR O\R TW`ab
^`SaS\ba WbaSZT W\ [gbV]Z]UWQOZ O\R ZW\UcWabWQ bV]cUVb 4`][ bVSaS []`S ^`W[WbWdS
[]RSa ]T bV]cUVb bVS ]bVS` []RSa aQWS\QS O`b O\R `SZWUW]\ RSdSZ]^ O\R bVS
^VWZ]a]^VS` ]T ag[P]ZWQ bV]cUVb QO\ WRS\bWTg W\ bVSaS ZObS`[]RSa b`OQSa ]T bVS T]`[S`
EVOb Wa[]`S 1OaaW`S` ab`SaaSa bVOb bVS[]RSa ]T bV]cUVb bVOb RSdSZ]^ ZObS` QO\ \SdS`
TcZZg `S^ZOQS bVS SO`ZWS`[]RSa W\ O\g `SOZ aS\aS PSQOcaS bVSW` OW[a O\R Q]``Sa^]\RW\U
^`W\QW^ZSa O`S a] RWTTS`S\b AbWZZ bVS Q]VS`S\QS ]PbOW\W\U bV`]cUV]cb bVS []RSa ]T bVS
ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a QO\ PS `SQ]U\WhSR Pg WRS\bWTgW\U O VWab]`WQOZ Sd]ZcbW]\ T`][ bVS[]`S
^`W[WbWdS b] bVS []`S a]^VWabWQObSR []RSa ]T bV]cUVb
/a T]` bW[S PSW\U ]\S ]T bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a Wb QO\ PS RSaQ`WPSR W\ US\S`OZ
OPab`OQbW]\ Oa Q]\QS`\W\U `SZObW]\a ]T aW[cZbO\SWbg O\R acQQSaaW]\ eVWQV O`S Wba
bg^WQOZ _cOZWbWSa 6]eSdS` ZWYS OZZ ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a bW[S ^`SaS\ba WbaSZT W\ O RWTTS`S\b
[]RS W\ bVS dO`W]ca R][OW\a ]T c\RS`abO\RW\U 1]\aS_cS\bZg RSa^WbS OZZ c\RS`ZgW\U
ab`cQbc`OZ aW[WZO`WbWSa Wb [Og O^^SO` bVOb bVS dO`W]ca []RSa ]T bW[S VOdS dS`g ZWbbZS
Q]``Sa^]\RS\QS O[]\U SOQV ]bVS` AbWZZ eS QO\ RWaQS`\ O c\Wbg O[]\U bVSaS dO`gW\U
[]RSa Pg RWabW\UcWaVW\U bVS _cOZWbg bVOb aSba O^O`b bW[S T`][ ]bVS` T]`[a W\QZcRW\U
a^OQSġġĠ
BVca T]` SfO[^ZS bVS c\WdS`aOZ `SZObW]\ eVWQV eS QOZZ ²bW[S³ Wa Xcab
Oa [cQV O\ SZS[S\b ]T bVS]`SbWQOZ aQWS\bWTWQ Q]U\WbW]\ Oa O\ SaaS\bWOZ
TOQb]` W\ QS`bOW\ ab`cQbc`Sa ]T bVS OSabVSbWQ Q]\aQW]ca\Saa BW[S Oa
Sf^ZOW\SR W\ bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T <Seb]\µa ;SQVO\WQa Oa bVS abOPZS POaWa
]T OZZ []bW]\ O\R bVS c\WT]`[[SOac`S ]T OZZ QVO\US aSS[a Ob TW`ab
aWUVb b] VOdS \]bVW\U[]`S bVO\ bVS \O[S W\ Q][[]\ eWbV bVS bW[S
bVOb U]dS`\a O e]`Y ]T [caWQ O\R Wba `VgbV[WQ [SOac`Sa ° O\R gSb
bVWa c\Wbg ]T \][S\QZObc`S W\d]ZdSa O c\Wbg ]T [SO\W\U Ob ZSOab W\ a]
TO` Oa P]bV ^]aWb bVOb c\WdS`aOZ O\R OPab`OQb _cOZWbg eVWQV eS bS`[
²acQQSaaW]\³ 0cb bVS Q]\aQW]ca\Saa ]T \Obc`OZ ZOea Oa ZOea ]T bVS
bS[^]`OZ T]`[ ]T []bW]\ O\R bVS Q]\aQW]ca\Saa ]T [caWQOZ [SOac`S
VOdS SOQV bVSW` ]e\ a^SQWTWQ []RS ]T acQQSaaW]\ġġġ
BVS bOaY T]` bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` Wa bVS\ Oa eS VOdS aSS\ PST]`S(
ččČ 1OaaW`S` ?SP ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ AZW ŀ '"
ččč 7PWR '#°'$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\]b b] ZSdSZ bVWa [O\WT]ZR bVWa eSOZbV O\R dO`WSbg ]T T]`[a ]T Y\]eZ
SRUS O\R c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVSe]`ZR O\R Q][^`Saa bVS[ W\b] O ^c`SZg
OPab`OQb c\Wbg Pcb b] ZSOdS bVS[abO\RW\U Oa acQV=\ZgeVS\eS `SaWab
bVS bS[^bObW]\ b] Q][^`Saa bVS b]bOZWbg ]T T]`[a eVWQV VS`S `SacZb
W\b] O\ `W_TXL_P[SbO^VgaWQOZ c\Wbg W\b] bVS c\Wbg O\R aW[^ZWQWbg ]T
O\ OPa]ZcbS ´e]`ZR U`]c\Rµ O\R b] RSRcQS Wb T`][ bVS ZObbS` R] eS
U`Oa^ Wba b`cS Q]\Q`SbS W[^]`b O\R TcZZ\SaaġġĢ
BVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` aV]cZR bVS\ O OQY\]eZSRUS O\R RS[]\ab`ObS bVS RWdS`aWbg bVOb
O`WaSa Oa ag[P]ZWhW\U O\R ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a ]QQc` W\ RWTTS`S\b[]RSa) P aV]e bVS c\Wbg
bVOb ]PbOW\a eWbVW\ ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a Pg ^]W\bW\U ]cb bV]aS dS`g POaWQ TSObc`Sa bVOb
]QQc` eWbVW\ SdS`g []RS P]bV agabS[ObWQOZZg O\R Oa Q]\abO\ba W\ bVS Sd]ZcbW]\ ]T
bV]cUVb) Q RSaQ`WPS bVS ^O`bWQcZO` OW[a O\R T]c\RObW]\a bVOb RWabW\UcWaV bVS dO`W]ca
[]RSa ]T ag[P]ZWQ bV]cUVb T`][ SOQV ]bVS`) O\R OZZ bVWa eWbV]cb RSVWab]`WQWhW\U ]`
RS[]ROZWhW\U bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a ]` Oaac[W\U bVOb ]\S []RS ]T ag[P]ZWQ bV]cUVb
QO\ PS `S^ZOQSR Pg ]` Wa `SRcQWPZS b] O\]bVS`
EVS\ O^^ZWSR b] bW[S eS aSS RWTTS`S\b TSObc`Sa OaWRSa T`][ bVS US\S`OZ ]\Sa
RWaQcaaSR OP]dS O`WaS W\ bVS RWTTS`S\b []RSa 7\ WLYR`LRPeS aSS bVOb RSa^WbS VOdW\U
RWTTS`S\b _cOZWbObWdS TSObc`Sa bVS bS`[a W\ eVWQV eS RSaQ`WPS bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[ ]T
bW[S ]TbS\ RS`WdS T`][ bV]aS eS caS b] RSaQ`WPS a^OQS PSQOcaS Q]\QS^ba ZWYS ´VS`Sµ
O\R ´bVS`Sµ O`S aW[^ZS` O\R []`S RW`SQbZg W\bcWbOPZS bVO\ ´\]eµ ´SO`ZWS`µ O\R ´ZObS`µġġģ
4c`bVS`[]`S 1OaaW`S` O`UcSa bVOb Wb Wa ]\Zg bV`]cUV bVS W\TZcS\QS ]T c\RS`abO\RW\U
O\R bVS W\bS`OQbW]\ PSbeSS\ bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[ ]T bW[S O\R bVOb ]T QOcaOZWbg bVOb
eS QO\ RSdSZ]^ ]c` aW[^ZS c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T ´\]eµ O\R ´\]b\]eµ W\b] O\ ]`RS`SR
bS[^]`OZWbg W\ eVWQV RWTTS`S\b[][S\ba O`S RS^S\RS\b ]\ ]\S O\]bVS` O\R W\ eVWQV
bW[S VOa O RW`SQbW]\ O\R SdS\bcOZZg W\b] O\ OPab`OQb c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS Q]\QS^b ]T
bW[SġġĤ ;]`S]dS` O\g YW\R ]T c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS e]`ZR [cab TW`ab ^Oaa bV`]cUV O
abOUS ]T Xd_STNLW NZY^NTZ`^YP^^ W\ eVWQV bVW\Ua O\R SdS\ba OZZ RWa^ZOg O\ W\VS`S\b O\R
W\bS`RS^S\RS\b c\Wbg 7\ TOQb SOQV ]T bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a W\QZcRW\U bV]aS S[^Z]gSR
W\ aQWS\bWTWQ bV]cUVb acQV Oa a^OQS O\R bW[S [cab PS RSdSZ]^SR W\ [gbVWQOZ bV]cUVb
PST]`S bVSg QO\ O^^SO` W\ bVSW` aQWS\bWTWQ []RSġġĥ /UOW\ Wb Wa bV`]cUV ZSO`\W\U b]
RWabW\UcWaV bVS O^^O`S\b c\Wbg W\b] aS^O`ObS SdS\ba O\R Pg `SQ]U\WhW\U QOcaS O\R
ččĎ 1OaaW`S` ²3W\abSW\µa BVS]`g ]T @SZObWdWbg³ ""$ 1T T]]b\]bS %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   ĺĿĸŇŋļŉ "
STTSQb bVOb O POaWa T]` bVS b`O\aWbW]\ T`][[gbVWQOZ bV]cUVb b] S[^W`WQOZ Y\]eZSRUS
OP]cb bVS e]`ZR QO\ PS Q]\ab`cQbSRġġĦ 7\ ^NTPY_TQTN _SZ`RS_ bVS\ a^OQS O\R bW[S Oa
ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a O`S SdS\ []`S QZSO`Zg `SQ]U\WhSR Oa WRSOZ aQVS[ObOġġħ O\R ²ZSaa Oa
Q]\Q`SbS Q]\bS\ba ]T Q]\aQW]ca\Saa bVO\ Oa Wba c\WdS`aOZ Z]OTYL_TaP QZ]X^³ġġĨ BV`]cUV
aQWS\bWTWQ bV]cUVb Wb Wa `SQ]U\WhSR bVOb bVSaS T]`[a [OYS Sf^S`WS\QS ^]aaWPZS O\R
²cZbW[ObSZg bVS eV]ZS `SOZWbg ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S OZZ bVS []RSa W\ eVWQV bVSg O`S
[O\WTSabSR O`S P`]cUVb W\b] `SZObW]\ eWbV bVWa Tc\QbW]\ ]T U`]c\RW\U³ġġĩ
7\ b`gW\U b] RWa^ZOg P]bV bVS c\RS`ZgW\U c\Wbg W\ _cOZWbg Oa eSZZ Oa R] XcabWQS
b] bVS RWTTS`S\bWObW]\ W\[]RSa ]T bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a bVS Q`WbWQOZ ^VWZ]a]^VS` ZWYS
1OaaW`S` O^^SO`a b] ObbS[^b b] ObbOW\ be] ]^^]aW\U ]PXSQbWdSa BVS bS\aW]\ PSbeSS\
bVS aQWS\bWTWQOZZg T]QcaSR O^`W]`WabWQ S^WabS[]Z]Ug O\R bVS[SbO^VgaWQOZ `SZObWdWa[ ]T
0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ=PWL_TaT_d Wa `S^ZOQSR W\ bVS;STWZ^Z[SdZQ >dXMZWTN1Z]X^ O\R,Y0^^LdZY
8LY Pg O ^Zc`OZWabWQ `SZObWdWa[ PSW\U VSZR b]USbVS` bV`]cUV bVS \]bW]\ ]T bVS Vc[O\
a^W`Wb ²5SWab³ O\R ]T [O\ Oa O\ ´O\W[OZ ag[P]ZWQc[µ 4c`bVS`[]`S PSQOcaS[O\µa
ag[P]ZWQe]`ZR Wa bWSR c^eWbV VWa a]QWOZ \Obc`S eS \SSR b] Q]\aWRS` bVS ]`UO\WhObW]\a
]T ZO\UcOUS [gbV `SZWUW]\ O`b O\R aQWS\QS O\R bVW\Y ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb \]b Oa O\
W\RWdWRcOZ S\RSOd]` Pcb W\ bS`[a ]T S`XLY N`W_`]P BVS L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T ag[P]ZWQ
bV]cUVb O`S bVS\ T]c\R W\ bVS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[aeVWQV]QQc` W\ OZZ TWSZRa ]T bV]cUVb O\R
eVWQV QO\ PS WRS\bWTWSR P]bV bV`]cUV bVSW` c\WdS`aOZ ab`cQbc`OZ TSObc`Sa O\R bV`]cUV
bVSW` Q]\bW\c]ca VWab]`WQOZ RSdSZ]^[S\b BVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` ]cUVb b] RS[]\ab`ObS
bVSaS L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa TSObc`S W\ bVS VWab]`g ]T bV]cUVb W\ dO`W]ca T]`[a O\R Oa
acQV 9O\bµa ´1]^S`\WQO\ `Sd]ZcbW]\µ ]cUVb b] PS SfbS\RSR b] W\QZcRS ²SdS`g b`S\R
O\R ^`W\QW^ZS Pg eVWQV bVS Vc[O\ [W\R UWdSa T]`[ b] `SOZWbg³ġĢĠ eVWQV QVO\USa
bVS Q`WbW_cS ]T `SOa]\ O\R Q]U\WbW]\ W\b] O ²Q`WbW_cS ]T QcZbc`S³ġĢġ BV`]cUV]cb bVSaS
RS[]\ab`ObW]\a bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` [cab OQY\]eZSRUS bVS RWdS`aWbg ]T bVS QcZbc`OZ
R][OW\a O\R OPabOW\ T`][ `SRcQW\U O\g ]T bVSaS b] O\]bVS`
BVS`S Wa Q]\aS_cS\bZg \] ^VWZ]a]^VS`µa bW[S OQQ]`RW\U b] 1OaaW`S`) bVS`S Wa ]\Zg
bW[S Oa O ag[P]ZWQ T]`[ Oa Wb ^`SaS\ba WbaSZT RWTTS`S\bZg W\ SOQV ]T bVS dO`W]ca []RSa
RSaQ`WPSR OP]dS /ZbV]cUV bVS Q`WbWQOZ ^VWZ]a]^VS` b`WSa b] QZO`WTg O\R c\RS`abO\R bVS
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SdS`g W\abO\QS VS VOa \] ag[P]ZWQ T]`[ O\R VS\QS \] bW[S b] ^]W\b b] ]bVS` bVO\
bVS dO`W]ca [O\WTSabObW]\a ]T Wb W\ bVS dO`W]ca TWSZRa ]T QcZbc`S /a O\ VWab]`WO\ O\R
Q]ZZSQb]` VS QO\ OaaS[PZS bVS dO`W]ca SfO[^ZSa ]T ag[P]ZWQ bV]cUVb Pcb Ob \] ^]W\b
QO\ VS ^`W]`WbWhS ]\S ]dS` bVS ]bVS` ]` RSdSZ]^ O ag\bVSaWa ]` SaaS\bWOZWab RSTW\WbW]\
bVOb QO\ ^`SbS\R b] `S^ZOQS bVS[ 2S^O`bW\U T`][ bVS O\OZgaWa ]T Y\]eZSRUS b]eO`Ra
bVS Q]ZZSQbW\U ]T QcZbc`OZ Sf^`SaaW]\a bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` []RSabZg ObbS[^ba b] ]`UO\WhS
bVS ZObbS` eVWZS ZSOdW\U O ^`]^S` ^ZOQS T]` SOQV
"% 2WaQcaaW]\
7T 1OaaW`S` S\Rac^OaeO\bW\U b] bVW\YOP]cb bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S\]b Xcab W\ bVS Q]\bSfb
]T ^VgaWQa ]` ^agQV]Z]Ug ]` b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg Pcb OUOW\ab bVS POQYU`]c\R ]T
OZZ ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb V]e aV]cZR eS bVS\ c\RS`abO\R bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg
]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S- /a eS VOdS aSS\ 1OaaW`S`µa ]e\ c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVWa
WaacS Sd]ZdSR W\ bVS Q]c`aS ]T VWa e]`Y O\R c\RS` bVS W\TZcS\QS ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g
SdS\bcOZZg ac`dSgW\U acQV O\ W[[S\aSZg P`]OR ZO\RaQO^S ]T []RSa W\eVWQV bVS T]`[
]T bW[S O^^SO` bVOb ]\S [Og e]\RS` eVS`S W\ bVOb ZO\RaQO^S ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]cUVb b] PS
T]c\R Ob OZZ
7\ >`M^_LYNP LYO 1`YN_TZY W\ eVWQV 1OaaW`S` R]Sa \]b gSb ORR`Saa 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g
]T `SZObWdWbg eS TW\R 1OaaW`S` ZOgW\U bVS U`]c\Re]`Y T]` VWa ^O`bWQcZO` YW\R ]T \S]
9O\bWO\Wa[ 7\ ZW\S eWbV eVOb ]bVS` \S]9O\bWO\a ]T bVS;O`Pc`U AQV]]Z VOR O`UcSR
eS aSS VW[ S[^VOaWhS bVOb Q`WbWQOZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg aV]cZR O\OZghS bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T
\Obc`OZ aQWS\QS 7\ bVWa e]`Y W\ ZW\S eWbV 9O\bµa ^]aWbW]\ W\ VWa .]T_T\`P ZQ ;`]P
=PL^ZY 1OaaW`S` bVW\Ya bVS QZSO`Sab Sf^`SaaW]\ ]T bVSaS ^`W\QW^ZSa QO\ PS T]c\R W\
<Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQa eVS`SPg a^OQS O\R bW[S VOdS b] PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa OPa]ZcbS O\R Oa
`STZSQbW\U[ObVS[ObWQOZ WRSOZa /a L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba bVSg O`S Q]\aS_cS\bZg RS^S\RS\b
]\ ag\bVSbWQ OQbWdWbg ]T bV]cUVb O\R bVS`SPg WRSOZ 4c`bVS`[]`S bVSg O`S L[]TZ]T\]b W\
bVS aS\aS ]T PSW\U ^`W]` b] ]` `STZSQbSR W\ aS\a]`g Sf^S`WS\QS Pcb `ObVS` W\ bVS aS\aS ]T
[OYW\U aQWS\bWTWQ bV]cUVb ^]aaWPZS /a L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba bVSg ^WQY ]cb eVOb QO\ Q]c\b
Oa O\ ]PXSQb O\R bVS`SPg[OYS bVS ]PaS`dOPZS [SOac`OPZS BVSW` b`cSab Sf^`SaaW]\ Wa
bVS\ T]c\R W\ bVS eOg W\ eVWQV bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S TSObc`S W\ ^VgaWQOZ
ZOea eVWQV T]` 1OaaW`S` Ob bVWa abOUS W\ VWa W\bSZZSQbcOZ RSdSZ]^[S\b abWZZ S_cObSR
eWbV bVS ZOea ]T <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQa 7\ ]bVS` e]`Ra Oa Wa e]`bV `S^SObW\U Wb Wa \]b Pg
W\dSabWUObW\U bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T ^]aaWPZS aS\a]`g Sf^S`WS\QS Pcb Wb Wa `ObVS` bV`]cUV
]c` Y\]eZSRUS ]T bVS ZOea ]T \Obc`S bVOb eS RWaQ]dS` bVS b`cS L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba ]T
a^OQS O\R bW[S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7\ OQQ]`RO\QS eWbV >`M^_LYNP LYO 4c\QbW]\ bVWa bVS\ OZa] Q]\abWbcbSa bVS bOaY
]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` eWbV `Sa^SQb b] bW[S( b] Sf^ZWQObS V]e Wb TSObc`Sa W\ ^VgaWQOZ
bVS]`g /a acQV eS TW\R 1OaaW`S` [OYW\U bVS 9O\bWO\ T`O[Se]`Y ]T L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa
Q`WbWQOZZg RS^S\RS\b ]\ ^VgaWQa 7\ bVWa ^O`bWQcZO` W\bS`^`SbObW]\ bVS 9O\bWO\ T]`[a
]T a^OQS O\R bW[S O`S \]e S_cObSR eWbV bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T ²OPa]ZcbS []bW]\ZSaa a^OQS
O\R OPa]ZcbS c\WT]`[Zg TZ]eW\U bW[S³ Oa bVSg TSObc`S W\ <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQaġĢĢ BVS
Q`WbWQOZ ^VWZ]a]^VS` W\ VWa RSRWQObW]\ b] Sf^ZWQObW\U bVS L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T aQWS\QS
Wa bVS\ VW[aSZT OZa] RS^S\RS\b ]\ aQWS\QS W\ O\ W[^]`bO\b aS\aS( TW\RW\U bVS POaWa ]T
bVSaS ^`W\QW^ZSa \] Z]\US` W\ aS\a]`g Sf^S`WS\QS QT aSQbW]\ ! ]` W[OUW\SR ^c`S
W\bcWbW]\ QT !! VWa RSRcQbW]\a QO\ ]\Zg RS^O`b T`][ bVS ac^^]aSR ag\bVSbWQ L
[]TZ]T XcRU[S\ba OTT]`RSR Pg aQWS\QS
/\R Q]\aS_cS\bZg eVS\ bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T aQWS\QS O`S `Sd]ZcbW]\WhSR Oa bVSg O`S
eWbV bVS W\b`]RcQbW]\ ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g bVS Q`WbWQOZ ^VWZ]a]^VS` VW[aSZT [cab
QVO\US bVS c\RS`ZgW\U ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T VWa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[ Oa eSZZ /a eS VOdS
aSS\ W\ aSQbW]\ "! W\ 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d 1OaaW`S` [S`SZg SfbS\Ra bVS
´`SZObWdWhObW]\µ ]T bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S BVOb Wa a^OQS O\R bW[S O`S abWZZ aSS\
Oa L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba Pcb bVSW` Q]\Q`SbS[SO\W\U QO\ ]\Zg PS RSbS`[W\SR W\ Q]\Xc\QbW]\
eWbV bVS a^SQWTWQ aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa bVSg TSObc`S W\ B] ^cb Wb []`S US\S`OZZg( O Q`WbWQOZ
O\OZgaWa ]T aQWS\bWTWQ bV]cUVb aV]ea bVOb SdS`g aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`g \SSRa a^OQS O\R bW[S
O[]\U Wba L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba Pcb bVOb OZa] bVS ^O`bWQcZO` eOg bVSg O`S c\RS`ab]]R Wa
RS^S\RS\b ]\ bVS ^O`bWQcZO` aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`geWbV `Sa^SQb b] eVWQVeS Q]\aWRS` bVS[
BOYW\U `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g Oa O\ SfO[^ZS PSQOcaS ]T Wba `STZSQbW]\ ]\ Wba Q]\RWbW]\a ]T
[SOac`S[S\b Wba ]dS`bV`]e ]T bVS QZOaaWQOZ <Seb]\WO\ Q]\QS^ba ]T OPa]ZcbS a^OQS
O\R bW[S O\R bVSW` `S^ZOQS[S\b eWbV bVS Q]\QS^b ]T O Q]]`RW\ObSR[O\WT]ZR ]T a^OQS
bW[S Q]W\QWRS\QSa Wa \]b aSS\ Oa O `SXSQbW]\ ]T bVS 9O\bWO\ O^^`]OQV b] aQWS\QS Pcb
`ObVS` Oa OTTW`[W\U Wb 1]\aS_cS\bZg eVS\ `SdWaW\U VWa ]e\ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ agabS[ W\
`Sa^]\aS b] QVO\USa W\ ^VgaWQa 1OaaW`S` OZa] PSZWSdSa VW[aSZT b] PS b`cbVTcZ b] bVS
W\bS\b ]T 9O\bµa Q`WbWQOZ ^`]XSQb
7\bS`SabW\UZg bV]cUV b]eO`Ra bVS S\R ]T 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d eS aSS
1OaaW`S` [OYW\U `]][ T]` O Q`WbWQOZ SfO[W\ObW]\ ]T bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S ]cbaWRS ]T
bVS Q]\bSfb ]T ^VgaWQa 1OaaW`S`µa abO\QS VS`S RWTTS`a a] ab`]\UZg T`][ bVOb Sf^`SaaSR
W\ >`M^_LYNP LYO 1`YN_TZY O\R W\ SO`ZWS` QVO^bS`a ]T bVS P]]Y ]\ `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g
bVOb ]\S [Og e]\RS` eVSbVS` bVSg eS`S e`WbbS\ Ob O RWTTS`S\b bW[S ]` eVSbVS`
^S`VO^a bVSg O`S `STZSQbWdS ]T bVS ²ab`]\US` S[^VOaWa ]\ bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbgµa
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^c`SZg S[^W`WQOZ ^]W\b ]T RS^O`bc`S³ bVOb 1OaaW`S` RSaQ`WPSR VOdW\U W\Q]`^]`ObSR W\
`Sa^]\aS b] 3W\abSW\µa Q][[S\ba ]\ bVS [O\caQ`W^bġĢģ 7\ bVS TW\OZ QVO^bS`a eS TW\R
1OaaW`S` S[^VObWQOZZg OaaS`bW\U bVOb Q]\QS^ba acQV Oa bVOb ]T bW[S O`S ]\Zg `SZSdO\b T]`
bVS ^VgaWQWab W\ a] TO` Oa bVSg QO\ PS O^^ZWSR W\[SOac`S[S\b /a acQV bVS ]`WS\bObW]\
O\R[SbV]R ]T bVS ^VgaWQWab RWTTS` R`OabWQOZZg T`][ bV]aS ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` eV] Wa
W\bS`SabSR W\ bVS Q]\QS^ba bVS[aSZdSa O\R bVS `SZObW]\aVW^a PSbeSS\ bVS[ EVOb Wa
[]`S ^VWZ]a]^Vg aV]cZR SfO[W\S bVS RWTTS`S\b eOga W\ eVWQV bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
O^^SO`a W\ dO`W]ca YW\Ra ]T bV]cUVb \]b ^`W]`WbWhW\U ]\S ]dS` bVS ]bVS` Pcb `ObVS`
ac`dSgW\U bVSW` RWdS`aWbg O\R `SZObW]\a 7\ 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d eS TW\R 1OaaW`S`
OZ`SORg ^`SaQ`WPW\U bVS O^^`]OQV VS VW[aSZT eOa b] bOYS W\ VWa ZObS` ?SP ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ
>dXMZWTN 1Z]X^
7b Wa e]`bV `S^SObW\U bVOb W\ 1OaaW`S`µa SgSa P]bV <Seb]\ O\R 0S`Ua]\ \]e
aSS[ b] VOdS PSS\[WabOYS\ 1OaaW`S` \]e Od]cQVSa ´BVS ^VgaWQWabµ ]PXSQbWTWSa a^OQS
O\R bW[S O\R bOYSa Wb b] PS bVS U`]c\R ]T OZZ ]T `SOZWbg) ´bVS [SbO^VgaWQWO\µ TW\Ra
VWa ]e\ U`]c\R W\ bVS acPXSQbWdS bW[S ]T Sf^S`WS\QS /UOW\ab P]bV 1OaaW`S` V]ZRa
bVOb ´bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS`µ aV]cZR `SaWab bVS c`US b] Q][^`Saa bVS b]bOZWbg ]T T]`[a W\b]
O [SbO^VgaWQOZ c\Wbg ]` ´OPa]ZcbS e]`ZR U`]c\Rµ O\R bVOb P]bV Q]\QS^ba WS bVS
^VgaWQOZ O\R bVS ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ O`S \SQSaaO`g T]` c\RS`abO\RW\U bVS e]`ZR O\R bVS
`]ZS bVOb bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[SVOa W\ Wb BVca bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^VgeWbV `SUO`Ra b] bW[S
Wa be]T]ZR( ]\ bVS ]\S VO\R Wb aV]cZR WRS\bWTg bVS L []TZ]T SZS[S\ba W\ bVS Q]\QS^b ]T
bW[S caSR b] RSaQ`WPS bVS e]`ZR O\R ]\ bVS ]bVS` VO\R Wb aV]cZR ac`dSg bVS RWTTS`S\b
eOga W\ eVWQV bVWa Q]\QS^b [O\WTSaba WbaSZT W\ RWTTS`S\b YW\Ra ]T bV]cUVb
7b eOa ]\ bVS T]`[S` SZS[S\b ]T bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg bVOb 1OaaW`S` eOa []ab
ab`]\UZg QVOZZS\USR Pg VWa Q]\bS[^]`O`WSa \O[SZg ]\ bVS _cSabW]\ ]T eVSbVS` bVS
Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S a^SQWTWQOZZg Oa Wb TSObc`Sa W\3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg Q]\bOW\a O\g
L []TZ]T SZS[S\ba Ob OZZ BVWa Q`WbWQWa[eOa bVS\ bWSR W\ eWbV bVS _cSabW]\ ]T eVSbVS`
WT bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S eOa L []TZ]T W\ 1OaaW`S`µa aS\aS bVWa e]cZR abWZZ acTTWQWS\bZg
Q]``Sa^]\R b] 9O\bµa ]e\ c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS L []TZ]T O\R eVSbVS` 1OaaW`S` e]cZR
VOdS bVca aV]e\bVOb O9O\bWO\c\RS`abO\RW\U]T a^OQS O\R bW[SeOa abWZZ bS\OPZS OTbS`
čĎď ²/a `SUO`Ra g]c` Q`WbW_cS ]T W\RWdWRcOZ S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ NZY^P\`PYNP^ bVOb 7 VOR R`Oe\ 7 R] \]b \SSR b]
aOg bVOb Wb ZWYSeWaS eOa SfQS^bW]\OZZg VSZ^TcZ b] [S O\R QOcaSR[S b] Z]]Y ]dS` [g eV]ZS Sf^]aWbW]\
OUOW\ bV]`]cUVZg O\R `SdWaS [O\g ^]W\ba 7\ ^O`bWQcZO` 7 VOdS \]e UWdS\ ab`]\US` S[^VOaWa b] bVS
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bVS W\b`]RcQbW]\ ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg /a eS VOdS aSS\ ]\ P]bV ]T bVSaS
^]W\ba 1OaaW`S` `SQSWdSR ab`]\U Q`WbWQWa[ T`][ AQVZWQY 3W\abSW\ O\R @SWQVS\POQV bVS
T]`[S` be] ]^^]aW\U Wb eWbV bVSW` ]e\ Q]\dS\bW]\OZ c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS bVS]`SbWQOZ
T]c\RObW]\a ]T aQWS\QS bVS ZObbS` OaaS`bW\U 1OaaW`S`µa Tc\RO[S\bOZ RS^O`bc`S T`][
bVS Q]`S ]T bVS 9O\bWO\ R]Qb`W\Sa
BVWa R]Sa \]b V]eSdS` S\bOWZ bVOb bVSg QVO`USR 1OaaW`S` eWbV [Wac\RS`abO\RW\U
bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg ^`]^S` eVWQV Oa eS VOdS aSS\ eOa bVS[OW\ OQQcaObW]\ ZSdSZSR
OUOW\ab 0S`Ua]\ Pcb `ObVS` bVOb bVSg RWaOU`SSR ]\ bVS S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ Q]\aS_cS\QSa
bVOb VOR b] PS R`Oe\ T`][ Wb /a 3W\abSW\ e`]bS b] 1OaaW`S`( ²7 abcRWSR g]c` b`SObWaS
bV]`]cUVZg O\R eWbV dS`g[cQV W\bS`Sab O\R OR[W`SR OP]dS OZZ V]e aSQc`SZg g]c
[OabS` bVS SaaS\QS ]T `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g³ O\R bVOb VS PSZWSdSR bVOb 1OaaW`S`µa P]]Y
²Wa dS`g eSZZ acWbSR b] QZO`WTg ^VWZ]a]^VS`aµ WRSOa O\R Y\]eZSRUS OP]cb bVS ^VgaWQOZ
^`]PZS[ ]T `SZObWdWbg³ġĢĤ AQVZWQY RSaQ`WPSR 1OaaW`S` Oa VOdW\U RS[]\ab`ObSR W\ VWa
P]]Y ]\ `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g ²O P`WZZWO\b caS ]T bVS TW\Sab VWab]`WQOZ O\R ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
aQV]ZO`aVW^³ġĢĥ /\R W\ ZW\S eWbV bVSaS S\R]`aS[S\ba @SWQVS\POQV ZObS` e`]bS b]
1OaaW`S` bVOb VS b]]Y VW[ b] PS ]\S ]T bVS TSe ac^^]`bS`a ]T O aQWS\bWTWQOZZg]`WS\bSR
\Obc`OZ ^VWZ]a]^Vg W\ bVS 5S`[O\a^SOYW\U e]`ZRġĢĦ
7\ bVS ;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ O\R ,Y 0^^Ld ZY 8LY bVS\ eS TW\R 1OaaW`S`
Sf^Z]`W\U bVS ^S`a^SQbWdS ]^S\SR c^ W\ bVS ZOab QVO^bS`a ]T 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d
Sf^Z]`W\U bVS eOga W\ eVWQV bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S ^`SaS\ba WbaSZT \]b ]\Zg W\ ^VgaWQOZ
bVS]`g Pcb W\ OZZ ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb @O\UW\U T`][ ZO\UcOUS O\R[gbV b] O`b O\R
`SZWUW]\ O\R ^ZOQW\U aQWS\QS Oa ]\Zg ]\S ]T bVS []RSa W\ PSbeSS\ bVS[ 1OaaW`S`
O^^SO`a b] OPO\R]\ bVS ab`WQb T]Qca W\ aQWS\bWTWQ Sf^S`WS\QS VS `SQSWdSR bV`]cUV
bVS VS`WbOUS ]T ;O`Pc`U \S]9O\bWO\Wa[ /a acQV 1OaaW`S` O^^SO`a b] Q]\bW\cS bVS
´`SZObWdWhObW]\µ ]T bVS Q]\QS^ba ]T a^OQS O\R bW[S OZ`SORg W\WbWObSR W\ VWa e]`Y ]\
`SZObWdWbg bVS]`g BVS `SacZbO\b Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S Wa O ^Zc`OZWabWQ ]\S eVWQV Sf^`SaaSa
WbaSZT RWTTS`S\bZg W\ SOQV[]RS ]T bV]cUVb gSb ^`SaS`dSa O ²c\Wbg ]T [SO\W\U³ bV`]cUV
bVS ²c\WdS`aOZ O\R OPab`OQb _cOZWbg eVWQV eS QOZZ acQQSaaW]\³ġĢħ EVSbVS` bVWa eS\b
PSg]\R O[S`S ²c\Wbg ]T \][S\QZObc`S³[Og VOdS aSS[SR W\Q]\aS_cS\bWOZ b] 1OaaW`S`
VW[aSZT T]` Oa eS VOdS aSS\ bVS bOaY T]` ^VWZ]a]^VgeOa W\ VWa SgSa Wa ^`SQWaSZg b] ²T`SS
bVS WRSO ]T bVS e]`ZR T`][ bVWa ]\SaWRSR\Saa³ b] ²`SaWab bVS bS[^bObW]\ b] Q][^`Saa
bVS b]bOZWbg ]T T]`[a eVWQV VS`S `SacZb W\b] O\ `W_TXL_P[SbO^VgaWQOZ c\Wbg W\b] bVS
čĎĐ 3W\abSW\ b] 1OaaW`S` # 8c\S '  7PWR & 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čĎĒ @SWQVS\POQV b] 1OaaW`S` # 8c\S '!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c\Wbg O\R aW[^ZWQWbg ]T O\ OPa]ZcbS ´e]`ZR U`]c\Rµ³ Pcb `ObVS` W\a^SQb bVS eV]ZS O\R
²`STS` SOQV W\RWdWRcOZ IbVW\UK W\ bVWa b]bOZWbg b] Wba TWfSR ^ZOQS³ġĢĨ
<]\SbVSZSaa ]\S[Oge]\RS` b]eVWQV SfbS\b bVS `SacZbW\U^`]XSQb QO\ abWZZ PS aOWR
b] ZSO\ ]\ bVS T]c\RObW]\a ZOWR Pg 9O\b W\ bVS .]T_T\`P ZQ ;`]P =PL^ZY 4]` WT bW[S R]Sa
\]b SaaS\bWOZZg PSZ]\U b] aS\aWPWZWbg QT ! Oa 1OaaW`S` OZ`SORg O`UcSR W\ >`M^_LYNP
LYO 1`YN_TZY O\R 0TY^_PTY²^ ?SPZ]d ZQ =PWL_TaT_d O\R WT bW[S Wa \SWbVS` SaaS\bWOZZg bWSR b]
bVS ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T ]c` Y\]eZSRUS ]T \Obc`S QT !# PS Wb W\ bVS T]`[
]T <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQa ]` bVOb ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg Oa 1OaaW`S` O`UcSa W\
?SP;STWZ^Z[Sd ZQ >dXMZWTN 1Z]X^ W\eVOb aS\aS QO\ bW[S abWZZ aOWR b] PS L []TZ]T Ob OZZ- 4]`
Oa acQV bVS S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ U`]c\Re]`Ya bVOb 9O\b VW[aSZT QZOW[SR T]` XcabWTgW\U
bVOb bW[S O\R a^OQS O`S L []TZ]T QT !  O\R O\ ^c`S W\bcWbW]\ QT !! O\R Oa acQV
b`O\aQS\RS\bOZZg WRSOZ QT !# aSS[ b] VOdS PSS\ OPO\R]\SR BVSW`[OW\ U`]c\R T]`
L[]TZ]TNT_d\]eaSS[a b]PS bVSW` ´c\WdS`aOZWbgeWbV]cbc\WT]`[WbgµeVWZS Z]aW\U OZZ bVOb
Wa Q][[]\Zg Oaa]QWObSR eWbV bVS L []TZ]T W\QZcRW\U bVSW` O^]RWQbWQ QS`bOW\bg \SQSaaWbg
O\R ab`WQb c\WdS`aOZWbg EVSbVS` bVWa ^Zc`WT]`[ US\S`OZWbg Wa S\]cUV S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ
U`]c\R T]` QZOW[W\U bVOb bW[S Wa L []TZ]T ]` W\ O\g ]bVS` aS\aS S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZZg
a^SQWOZ O\R eVSbVS` bVWa abWZZ XcabWTWSa O a^SQWOZ `]ZS T]` bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` eWbV `SUO`Ra
b] bW[S Wa O _cSabW]\ bVOb eS aVOZZ bOYS c^ W\ bVS 1]\QZcaW]\ ]T bVWa RWaaS`bObW]\
4]` \]e ZSb ca SabOPZWaV bVOb W\ bVWa QOaS abcRg eS VOdS aSS\ W\ 1OaaW`S`µa ^VWZ]
a]^VWQOZ RSdSZ]^[S\b O\ SfbS\aWdS Sf^Z]`ObW]\ ]T eVOb O \S]9O\bWO\ ^VWZ]a]^Vg
]T bW[S Q]cZR abWZZ S\Q][^Oaa W\ bVS beS\bWSbV QS\bc`g O\R OTbS` 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T
`SZObWdWbg ES VOdS aSS\ VW[ `SZObWdWhS bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S TW`ab b] <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQa
O\R bVS\ b] OZZ ]T ^VgaWQOZ bV]cUVb eWbV `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g Oa Wba S^Wb][S Q]\aS_cS\bZg
ZSORW\U ^VWZ]a]^Vg b] bVS bOaY ]T ac`dSgW\U bVS eV]ZS ZO\RaQO^S ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb
O\R bVS `]ZS ]T bW[S W\ Wb W\ Wba ^Zc`WT]`[ cPW_cWbg BVS b`O\aT]`[ObW]\a P`]cUVb
OP]cb Pg bVWa RSdSZ]^[S\b P]bV eWbV `SUO`R b] 1OaaW`S`µa ]e\ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ ]cbZ]]Y
Oa W\ `SUO`R b] eVOb O \S]9O\bWO\ ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S Q]cZR O[]c\b b] O^^SO` Oa
\]bVW\U ZSaa bVO\ Sfb`O]`RW\O`g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1]\QZcaW]\
BVS _cSabW]\ bVOb eS eWaVSR b] ORR`Saa W\ bVWa RWaaS`bObW]\ eOa( ²V]e RWR ^VWZ]a]
^VS`aµ c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]dS` bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S QVO\US
Rc`W\U bVS ^S`W]R '°'!-³ 7\ ]`RS` b] c\RS`abO\R bVWa ^`]QSaa ]T QVO\US O\R
^`]dWRS O ^`]^S` POQYU`]c\R b] Wb eS SfO[W\SR W\ ]c` TW`ab QVO^bS` bVS VWab]`g ]T
^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S c^ b] O\R W\QZcRW\U bVS \W\SbSS\bV QS\bc`g /a eS aOe bVS`S bVS
SO`ZWSab ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ _cSabW]\a ]\ bVS `SZObW]\ ]T bW[S b] a^OQS O\R bW[Sµa RS^S\
RS\QS ]\ QVO\US O\R ]c` Sf^S`WS\QS bVS`S]T TW\R O\ W[^]`bO\b QcZ[W\ObW]\ W\ bVS
e]`Y ]T 7[[O\cSZ 9O\b 7\ VWa .]T_T\`P ZQ ;`]P =PL^ZY 9O\b RSaQ`WPSa a^OQS O\R bW[S
Oa PSW\U OZWYS W\ W[^]`bO\b Oa^SQba OZPSWb bVOb a^OQS Wa bVS T]`[ ]T ]cbS` aS\aS O\R
bW[S ^`W[O`WZg bVOb ]T W\\S` aS\aS O\R ]\Zg aSQ]\RO`WZg bVOb ]T ]cbS` aS\aS BVSg
O`S aW[WZO` W\ a] TO` Oa P]bV O`S  T]`[a ]T aS\aWPWZWbg   L []TZ]T ! ^c`S W\bcWbW]\a
" b`O\aQS\RS\bOZZg WRSOZ O\R PSQOcaS P]bV # S\OPZS ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T Y\]eZSRUS
AW\QS 9O\b O^^SO`SR b] Q]``SZObS bVS ZOab Oa^SQb eWbV bVS UWdS\a ]T 3cQZWRSO\ US][Sb`g
O\R <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQa O\g QVOZZS\USa b] bVSaS eS`S P]c\R OZa] b] QVOZZS\US bVS
9O\bWO\ T`O[Se]`Y bVOb ^c`^]`bSR b] ac^^]`b bVS[ 4]` bVSaS `SOa]\a P]bV PSQOcaS
]T bVS Z]][W\U abObc`S ]T bVS 9O\bWO\ SRWTWQS Oa eSZZ Oa Wba RS^S\RS\QS ]\ ^O`bWQc
ZO` aQWS\bWTWQ Q]\ab`cQba W\ bVS ZObS \W\SbSS\bV QS\bc`g O\R Ob bVS PSUW\\W\U ]T bVS
beS\bWSbV Wb O^^SO`SR c\TObV][OPZS b] S\bS` bVS ZO\RaQO^S ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S
eWbV]cb `SQY]\W\U eWbV bVS TO[SR ^VWZ]a]^VS` T`][ 9\WUaPS`U
/a eS eS\b ]\ b] aSS \W\SbSS\bVQS\bc`g RWaQcaaW]\a `Sd]ZdSR O`]c\R bVS
_cSabW]\ eVSbVS` bW[S ]cUVb b] PS OaQ`WPSR b] bVS [W\R ]` Q]cZR OZa] PS T]c\R W\
\Obc`S WbaSZT A][S OcbV]`a W\a^W`SR Pg bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T ^agQV]^VgaWQa ObbS[^bSR
b] ^agQV]Z]UWhS 9O\bµa bVS]`g ]T bW[S Tc`bVS` O ^`]QSaa eS VOdS RSaQ`WPSR W\ aSQbW]\
" =bVS`a acQV Oa bVS `S^`SaS\bObWdSa ]T bVS ;O`Pc`U AQV]]Z ]T \S]9O\bWO\Wa[
RWaQcaaSR W\ aSQbW]\ # W\ Q]\b`Oab eO\bSR b] `SQ]\\SQb 9O\bµa ^VWZ]a]^Vg eWbV
bVS abcRg ]T \Obc`S bVS`SPg ^`]bSQbW\U bVS 9O\bWO\ L []TZ]T T`][ bVS acPXSQbWdWbg
Oaa]QWObSR eWbV acQV ^agQV]Z]UWhW\U BVSg bVS`SPg Q]\\SQbSR Wba TObS b] bVS dOZWRWbg
]T bVS aQWS\bWTWQ ^`W\QW^ZSa Wb [SO\b b] ac^^]`b AbWZZ ]bVS`a Oa eOa RSaQ`WPSR W\ aSQbW]\
$ ]\ ^]aWbWdWa[ eO\bSR b] R] OeOg bVS dS`g WRSO ]T 9O\bWO\ L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa O\R
Wba ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S /a acQV bVS _cSabW]\ ]T eVSbVS` bW[S ]cUVb b] PS
Q]\aWRS`SR O ^VgaWQOZ ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ ]` ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ Q]\QS^b O^^SO`SR W\VS`S\bZg
Q]\\SQbSR eWbV ]\Sµa `Sa^SQbWdS XcRU[S\b ]T bVS 9O\bWO\ VS`WbOUS
/\R aW[WZO`Zg eS TW\R OZZ bV`SS ^VWZ]a]^VS`a RWaQcaaSR W\ bVS QS\b`OZ QOaS abcRWSa
]T bVWa RWaaS`bObW]\ `SQY]\W\U eWbV 9O\bµa ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T bW[S BVWa `SQ]\aWRS`ObW]\
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eOa SdS\[]`S QOZZSR T]` PSQOcaS ]T bVS QVOZZS\USa b] <Seb]\WO\ ^VgaWQa ^`SaS\bSR
Pg bVS RSdSZ]^[S\b ]T 3W\abSW\µa a^SQWOZ O\R US\S`OZ bVS]`WSa ]T `SZObWdWbg RSaQ`WPSR
W\ aSQbW]\ % 3OQV ]T bVS OcbV]`a W\ bVS bV`SS QOaS abcRWSa bVS\ VOR b] O\aeS` P]bV
bVS _cSabW]\ ]T eVOb aV]cZR PS bVS ^`]^S` c\RS`abO\RW\U ]T 9O\bµa ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]T
bW[S O\R a^OQS Oa eSZZ Oa eVOb Q]cZR PS [OW\bOW\SR ]T bVWa ZSUOQg W\ bVS ZWUVb ]T
\]dSZ aQWS\bWTWQ ORdO\QSa
7\ bVS TW`ab QOaS abcRgeS aOeV]e0S`Ua]\ caW\U VWa Q]\QS^b ]T O`]xP Oa bW[Sµa b`cS
\Obc`S O\R VWa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ ´[SbV]R ]T W\bcWbW]\µ O`UcSR bVOb bVS WRSOa ^`SaS\bSR
W\ bVS bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg eS`S Q][^ObWPZS eWbV O\R RS^S\RS\b ]\ ]c` W\bcWbWdS
^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ PSZWSTa OP]cb bW[S /b bVS aO[S bW[S O\R eVWZS [OW\bOW\W\U bVOb
Wb Wa bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg b] RWabW\UcWaV PSbeSS\ bVS `SOZ O\R bVS W[OUW\O`g VS
O`UcSR bVOb bVS bW[S ]T bVS ^VgaWQWab W\ a] TO` Oa Wb RWdS`USR T`][ bVS W\bcWbWdS \]bW]\
]T O`]xP Wa \]b `SOZ Pcb WZZcaW]\O`g 0S`Ua]\µa W\bS`Z]Qcb]`a Q`WbWQWhSR VW[ T]` \]b
c\RS`abO\RW\U `SZObWdWbg bVS]`g^`]^S`Zg O\RVWa QVWST ]^^]\S\b 3W\abSW\ QVOZZS\USR
\]b ]\Zg 0S`Ua]\µa WRSO ]T bVS ^`W[OQg ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ \]bW]\ ]T bW[S Pcb bVS
^]aaWPWZWbg ]T O ^VWZ]a]^VS`aµ bW[S OZb]USbVS` 7\ bVS S\acW\U RSPObS PSbeSS\ ^VgaWQa
O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]\ bW[S eVWQV Wa RWaQcaaSR W\ bVWa TW`ab QOaS abcRg Wb O^^SO`a bVOb
0S`Ua]\µa bOYS ]\ bVS OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg cZbW[ObSZg bc`\SR ]cb b] PS c\dWOPZS
7\ a] TO` Oa VS QZOW[SR bVOb VWa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ WRSOa e]cZR OZa] PS ^S`bW\S\b b] ^VgaWQOZ
bVS]`g VS eOa eWRSZg bOYS\ b] VOdS PSS\ [WabOYS\) O\R W\ a] TO` Oa VS ObbS[^bSR
b] XcabWTg VWa WRSOa ]\ bVSW` ]e\ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ U`]c\Ra VS RSS[SR b] PS W``SZSdO\b
>S`VO^a Oa O Q]\aS_cS\QS b]eO`Ra bVS S\R ]T VWa ZWTS eS TW\R 0S`Ua]\ bOYW\U O []`S
QOcbW]ca abO\QS ]\ eVOb bVS [SbO^VgaWQa ]T bW[S eVWQV VOR W\WbWOZZg U`O\bSR VWa
TO[S Q]cZR ObbS[^b b] O[]c\b b] dWaudWa bVS ORdO\QSa ]T aQWS\QS
0g OZZ OQQ]c\ba Wb O^^SO`SR bVOb AQVZWQY eV] eOa RWaQcaaSR W\ ]c` aSQ]\R QOaS
abcRg ° O[O\ eS `SQOZZ eV] VOR PSS\ b`OW\SR W\ P]bV ^VgaWQa O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg Oa eSZZ
Oa W\ ^agQV]Z]Ug ° eOa[cQV PSbbS` S_cW^^SR T]` bVS QVOZZS\US ]T O\ W\bS`RWaQW^ZW\O`g
O\R \SQSaaO`WZg bSQV\WQOZ RSPObS ]dS` bVS \Obc`S ]T bW[S AbWZZ eS VOdS aSS\ bVOb
AQVZWQY b]] QVO\USR VWa ]^W\W]\ ]\ bVS bOaY ]T ^VWZ]a]^VgeWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS Q]\QS^b
]T bW[S T`][ O`UcW\U TW`ab bVOb ^VWZ]a]^Vg VOR O \SQSaaO`g O\R ^]aWbWdS `]ZS b] TcZTWZZ
Pg `S\RW\U Sf^ZWQWb Pg c\WTgW\U Oa eSZZ Oa Pg ac^^ZS[S\bW\U bVS Oaac[^bW]\a ]T
aQWS\QS b]eO`Ra S[^VOaWhW\U ZObS` W\ VWa ZWTS bVS W[^]`bO\QS ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ
OQbWdWbg ]T QZO`WTgW\U bVS abObS[S\ba ]T aQWS\QS eWbV]cb \SQSaaO`WZg OaQ`WPW\U bVWa
OQbWdWbg b] bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` 7\ bVS Q]c`aS ]T bVWa aSQ]\R QOaS abcRg eS VOdS T]c\R
bVOb AQVZWQYµa abO\R^]W\b aVWTbSR Oa O Q]\aS_cS\QS ]T VWa S\UOUS[S\ba eWbV VWa
W\bS`Z]Qcb]`a P]bV aQWS\bWTWQ O\R ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ /ZbV]cUV VS eOa ^`OWaSR Pg P]bV
^`]TSaaW]\OZ U`]c^a T]` VWa ZcQWR Sf^]aWbW]\ ]T bVS U`]c\Re]`Ya ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g
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O\R T]` VWa Q`WbWQOZ SdOZcObW]\ ]T bVS QZOW[a bVOb b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ aQV]]Za
acQV Oa ^]aWbWdWa[ O\R 9O\bWO\Wa[[ORS eWbV `SUO`R b] Wb AQVZWQY SdS\bcOZZg aSS[SR
b] Q]\QSRS bVOb W\b`]RcQW\U O\R SdOZcObW\U bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ ^`S[WaSa ]T ^VgaWQOZ
bVS]`g acQV Oa ]c` Oaac[^bW]\a ]\ bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S RWR\]b PSZ]\U b] bVS SfQZcaWdS
OcbV]`Wbg ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` Pcb `ObVS` b] bVOb ]T ^VgaWQWab VW[aSZT ° O\ ObbWbcRS
VS T]c\R VW[aSZT b] PS aVO`W\U eWbV 3W\abSW\ O\R @SWQVS\POQV BVca AQVZWQY eV]
eOa b`OW\SR W\ P]bV RWaQW^ZW\Sa SdS\bcOZZg aSS[SR b] `SRcQS eVOb VS \`L ^VWZ]a]^VS`
Q]cZR Q]\b`WPcbS b] bVS abcRg ]T bW[S O\R ZW[Wb Wba OcbV]`Wbg b] a][SbVW\U [cQV
[]`S []RSab O\QWZZO`g O\R W\ \] eOg W\RWa^S\aOPZS
7\ Q][^O`Wa]\ eWbV bVWa Q]\ab`OW\SR ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ S\RSOd]` bVS c\RS`bOYW\U
]T 1OaaW`S` ° bVS ^`]bOU]\Wab ]T ]c` bVW`R QOaS abcRg ° aSS[a[cQV U`O\RS` P]bV W\
Wba ZMUPN_TaP \O[SZg bVOb ]T UcWRW\U bVS 9O\bWO\ b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ T`O[Se]`Y W\b] bVS
beS\bWSbV QS\bc`g Oa eSZZ Oa W\ Wba ^NZ[P WS Wba O^^ZWQObW]\ \]b ]\Zg b] bVS UWdS\a ]T
aQWS\QS Pcb SdS\bcOZZg b] OZZ ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb 7\ ZW\SeWbV VWa;O`Pc`U c^P`W\UW\U
1OaaW`S` abO`bSR VWa ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ b`OXSQb]`g Pg O\OZghW\U bVS L []TZ]T T]`[a bVOb O`S
^`SaS\b W\ \Obc`OZ aQWS\QS O\R [OYS aQWS\bWTWQ bV]cUVb ^]aaWPZS W\ bVS TW`ab ^ZOQS
/TbS` bVS W\b`]RcQbW]\ ]T 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg 1OaaW`S` ObbS[^bSR b] O^^Zg
bVS aO[S b`O\aQS\RS\bOZ T`O[Se]`Y b] Wba ^`W\QW^ZSa O`UcW\U bVOb bVWa RSdSZ]^[S\b
aV]eSR OZZ bVS []`S bVOb L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba OZeOga VOR b] PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa `SZObWdS b] O
^O`bWQcZO` aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`g 6S Q]c\bSR bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S O[]\U bVS `SZObWdWhSR
L []TZ]T Q]\QS^ba bVOb `SQc` bV`]cUV]cb bVS VWab]`g ]T aQWS\QS Pcb OZeOga VOR b] PS
c\RS`ab]]R W\ `SZObW]\ b] bVS ^O`bWQcZO` bVS]`g bVSg VO^^S\SR b] TSObc`S W\ /a bVS
QOaS abcRg ^`]U`SaaSR eS VOdS T]c\R 1OaaW`S` [OYW\U `]][ T]` O\ O\OZgaWa ]T bVSaS L
[]TZ]T T]`[a ]cbaWRS ]T bVS Q]\bSfb ]T aQWS\QS SdS\bcOZZg Sf^Z]`W\U bVS eOga W\ eVWQV
bVSaS ag[P]ZWQ T]`[a ^`SaS\b bVS[aSZdSa W\ RWTTS`S\b[]RSa W\ OZZ ]T Vc[O\ bV]cUVb
W\QZcRW\U ZO\UcOUS [gbV O`b O\R `SZWUW]\ BVS bOaY ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` eOa bVS\ b]
ac`dSg bVWa eSOZbV eVWZS `SaWabW\U bVS c`US b] Q][^`Saa Wb W\b] O agabS[ObWQ c\Wbg
;O\g ]T VWa W\bS`Z]Qcb]`a `S[OW\SR c\QS`bOW\ Oa b] eVSbVS` bVS]`WSa ZWYS 3W\abSW\µa
]\ `SZObWdWbg Q]cZR PS aOWR b] Q]\bOW\ L []TZ]T SZS[S\ba Ob OZZ O\R OZa] Oa b] eVSbVS`
1OaaW`S`µa `SZObWdWhSR \]bW]\ ]T L []TZ]T abWZZ Q]``Sa^]\RSR b] 9O\bµa POaWQ R]Qb`W\S O
Q`WbWQWa[ eS eWZZ VOdS b] Sf^Z]`S Tc`bVS` <]\SbVSZSaa W\ bVWa bVW`R QOaS abcRg eS
VOdS PSS\ ^`SaS\bSR eWbV O\ W[^`SaaWdSZg Sd]ZdSR \S]9O\bWO\ bOYS ]\ eVOb Q]cZR
PS bVS ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ bOaY O\R OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg eWbV `SUO`Ra b] bW[S W\ bVS
beS\bWSbV QS\bc`g
/a eS VOdS aSS\ OZZ bV`SS QOaS abcRWSa VOdS bOYS\ bVS 9O\bWO\ VS`WbOUS Oa bVSW`
SaaS\bWOZ ^]W\b ]T RS^O`bc`S 0S`Ua]\ QVOZZS\USR bVS b`ORWbW]\OZ ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ WRSO
aVO`SR Pg 9O\b VW[aSZT bVOb bW[S eOa W\ W[^]`bO\b Oa^SQba aW[WZO` b] a^OQS ES `SQOZZ
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bVS9O\bWO\ WRSO bVOb bW[S Oa ^c`S W\bcWbW]\ Q]cZRPS W[OUW\SR Oa bVSR`OeW\U]T O ZW\S
/b bVS aO[S bW[S 0S`Ua]\ O`UcSR bVOb bW[Sµa b`cS \Obc`S eOa `SdSOZSR W\ bVS UWdS\a
]T W\bcWbW]\ O\ O^^`]OQV bVOb W\ a][S aS\aSa aSS[a aW[WZO` b] bVS ^agQV]Z]UWhW\U
O^^`]OQVSa ]T 6SZ[V]Zbh Ec\Rb O\R 8O[Sa RSaQ`WPSR W\ aSQbW]\ " /\R gSb Wb
RWTTS`a T`][ bVSaS W\ bVS W[^]`bO\b aS\aS bVOb 0S`Ua]\ eO\bSR b] QVOZZS\US ^`SQWaSZg
bVS dWSe bVOb ^agQV]Z]UWQOZ [SbV]Ra Q]cZR ORS_cObSZg RSaQ`WPS bW[S UWdS\ bVOb bVS
b`cS \Obc`S ]T O`]xPe]cZR eWbVabO\R acQV _cO\bWTgW\U O\R VS\QS ´a^ObWOZWhW\Uµ 0g
Q]\b`Oab P]bV AQVZWQY O\R 1OaaW`S` eO\bSR b] aVWSZR bVS 9O\bWO\ T`O[Se]`Y T`][
acQV OQba ]T ^agQV]Z]UWhW\U Pg `SQ]c^ZW\U bVS L []TZ]TeWbV bVS UWdS\a ]T aQWS\QS 4]`
AQVZWQY bVWa SdS\bcOZZg [SO\b bVOb bVS ZObbS` aQWS\QS RWR \]b eO``O\b O\g 9O\bWO\ L
[]TZ]T Ob OZZ T]` 3W\abSW\µa bVS]`g ]T `SZObWdWbg VOR aV]e\ bVS ^`W\QW^ZSa ]T aQWS\QS b] PS
Q]\dS\bW]\OZ O\R \]b ]T O\ O^]RWQbWQ O\R VS\QS ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T \Obc`S /QQ]`RW\U b]
1OaaW`S` Wb W\abSOR OaYSR ]T bVS ^VWZ]a]^VS` b] `SbVW\Y bVS 9O\bWO\ L []TZ]T Oa `SZObWdS
b] a^SQWTWQ aQWS\bWTWQ bVS]`WSa O\R SdS\bcOZZg b] a^SQWTWQ []RSa ]T ag[P]ZWQ bV]cUVb
0SQOcaS 1OaaW`S` RWR V]eSdS` \]b V]ZR bVOb bW[S Oa O\ L []TZ]T T]`[ PSZ]\USR b]
aS\aWPWZWbg QT ! O\R \SWbVS` bVOb Wb eOa bWSR b] ag\bVSbWQ L []TZ]T ^`W\QW^ZSa bVOb QO\
PS aOWR b] PS O^]RWQbWQOZZg QS`bOW\ \SQSaaO`g O\R ab`WQbZg c\WdS`aOZ QT !# bVS`SPg
c\RS`[W\W\U bVS U`]c\Ra bVOb 9O\b VOR O^^SOZSR b] T]` Wba O ^`W]`WQWbg QT !  ]\S
Q]cZR e]\RS` eVSbVS` bW[Sµa `SacZbO\b ^Zc`WT]`[ c\WdS`aOZWbg Q]cZR abWZZ PS aOWR b]
PS 9O\bWO\ ]` L []TZ]T Ob OZZ O Q`WbWQWa[ bVOb eS VOdS W\ TOQb aSS\ AQVZWQY O\R 3W\abSW\
d]WQS OUOW\ab VW[
BV`]cUV]cb e]`YW\U ]\ bVWa RWaaS`bObW]\ Wb ]TbS\ ]QQc``SR b] [S bVOb bVS
b`ORWbW]\OZ Oaa]QWObW]\ ]T bW[S eWbV P]bV ]c` Sf^S`WS\QS ]T Wb Oa eSZZ Oa eWbV ]c`
aQWS\bWTWQ RSaQ`W^bW]\a ]T bVS SfbS`\OZ e]`ZR ° O Q]\\SQbW]\ bVOb eOa ^`SaS`dSR W\
9O\bµa be]T]ZR T]c\RObW]\ T]` [OW\bOW\W\U bVOb bW[S VOa b] PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa L
[]TZ]T ° [Og VOdS acUUSabSR O \SSRZSaa PWTc`QObW]\ ]T bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S 4]ZZ]eW\U O
^`W[WbWdS ^O`bWbW]\ ]T aQWS\bWTWQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa Pg b]^WQ O\R[SbV]R]Z]Ug bVWa PWTc`QObW]\
ZSR b] O O^^]`bW]\W\U ]T O acPXSQbWdS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S b] bVS abcRg ]T ^agQV]Z]Ug
O\R O\ ]PXSQbWdS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S b] bVS \Obc`OZ aQWS\QSa <]\SbVSZSaa eS VOdS OZa]
aSS\ OZZ OcbV]`a QS\b`OZ W\ ]c` bV`SS QOaS abcRWSa O`UcS T]` Oa^SQba ]T bW[S bVOb
SaQO^S bVWa PW\O`g aS^O`ObW]\( T`][ 0S`Ua]\µa W\bcWbWdS Rc`ObW]\ b] AQVZWQYµa W\WbWOZ
SfQS^bW\U ]T bVS SdOZcObWdS ^`OQbWQSa ]T SbVWQa O\R OSabVSbWQa O\R c^ b] 1OaaW`S`µa
W\aWabS\QS ]\ bW[Sµa eWRS`SOQVW\U ^Zc`WT]`[Wbg /RRWbW]\OZZg W\ OZZ bV`SS QOaS abcRWSa
O Tc\RO[S\bOZ Q`WbWQWa[ eOa d]WQSR OUOW\ab P]bV ^WZZO`a ac^^]`bW\U bVS 9O\bWO\
T`O[Se]`Y /ZZ ]T bVWa [Og acUUSab bVOb eS[Og \]b VOdS U]]R ^VWZ]a]^VWQOZ U`]c\Ra
T]` c^V]ZRW\U bVS acPXSQbWdS]PXSQbWdS RWQV]b][geWbV `Sa^SQb b] bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
\]` b] OaaWU\ Wb b] be] RWTTS`S\b OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa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=\ b]^ ]T bVWa ]c` P`WST Sf^Z]`ObW]\ ]T bVS \Obc`S ]T OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa W\ bVS
W\b`]RcQbW]\ VOa aV]e\ bVOb bVSW` RWdS`US\QS `ObVS` bVO\ T]ZZ]eW\U \Obc`OZ P`SOYW\U
ZW\Sa OZ]\U acPXSQb [ObbS`a [Og PS c\RS`ab]]R Oa bVS `SacZb ]T bVS \SU]bWObW\U O\R
^]ZWQW\U ]T \]`[a O\R P]c\RO`WSa Pg OQORS[WQ Q][[c\WbWSa /\ OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\S
OTTW`[a Wba WRS\bWbg Pg aSbbW\U Wba S^WabS[]Z]UWQOZ abO\RO`Ra ZW\UcWabWQ Q]\QS^ba
`SaSO`QV [SbV]Ra U]OZa O\R dOZcSa O\R Pg UObSYSS^W\U eV] Wa eSZQ][SR W\b] Wba
Q][[c\Wbg ]T aQWS\bWaba O\R aQV]ZO`a BVS OQb ]T RWabO\QW\U ]\SaSZT T`][ ORXOQS\b
O\R Q][^SbW\U RWaQW^ZW\Sa bV`]cUV O\ O`Uc[S\bObWdS RWaQ]c`aS[Og PS Q]\aWRS`SR
O\ W\bSU`OZ ^O`b ]T bVSaS P]c\RO`g aSbbW\U ^`OQbWQSa 1]\aS_cS\bZg OZZ QZOW[a b] bVS
OcbV]`Wbg ]T OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa ° W\QZcRW\U bV]aS b] bVS `Sa^SQbWdS OcbV]`Wbg ]T
^VgaWQa ^agQV]Z]Ug O\R ^VWZ]a]^Vg ]\ bVS Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S ° [cab PS c\RS`ab]]R W\
bVS Q]\bSfb ]T bVS \]`[a bVOb O`S[OW\bOW\SReWbVW\ O\R PSbeSS\ bVSaS Q][[c\WbWSa
;]`S]dS` bVSaS O`Uc[S\ba [Og PS[]`S caSTcZ T]` UWdW\U ca \Se ^S`a^SQbWdSa ]\ bVS
Rg\O[WQa ]T bVS SdS`QVO\UW\U ZO\RaQO^S ]T OQORS[WQ RWaQW^ZW\Sa bVO\ T]` ^]W\bW\U
b] a][S SaaS\bWOZ RWabW\QbW]\a eWbVW\ bVS dS`g Q]\QS^b ]T bW[S
/\R Oa eS VOdS aSS\ W\ bVSaS beS\bWSbVQS\bc`g QOaS abcRWSa bVS ObbS[^b b]
S\bS` O\ W\bS`RWaQW^ZW\O`g RSPObS ]\ bW[S ]` QO`dS ]cb O\ SfQZcaWdS R][OW\ T]`
^VWZ]a]^Vg W\ bVWa RSPObS Pg O^^SOZW\U b] O a^SQWOZ OcbV]`Wbg ]T ^VWZ]a]^Vg Wa
US\S`OZZg T`OcUVb eWbV ^`]PZS[a O\R ]TbS\ c\T`cWbTcZ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